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Abstract
This dissertation builds a series of micro-econometric models of consumer responseto direct marketing and mail order. It employs a unique dataset from one of the largest mail order firms in the United States. Prior to building the models a brief history of the mail order industry is included to alert the reader to level and type of information that has been amassed over the last century. The next chapter compares the linear probability models commonly in use in the direct marketing industry to logit discrete choice models. Following that analysis is an implementation of the Dubin and McFadden [11] discrete/continuous model. It supports the hypothesis that the decision to purchase and the purchase amount are correlated, which indicates that the independent regressions for the propensity to purchase and the purchase amount currently being used by direct marketing firms could be improved upon.The following chapters build and estimate three discrete time/discrete choice dis­crete/continuous models. The first model is one in which each time period is inde­pendent of the other time periods. The second model assumes that each individual has a reservation value, or pain threshold, for ordering products. The last model is a nested logit model in which future periods, i.e., consumer’s expectations, areconsidered when making their purchase decision.An appendix describing the data and the process for building the dataset is in­cluded at the end. In addition, a second appendix containing an outline of potential
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 What is Direct Marketing?
Kotier estimates that non-store retailing accounts for 12% of consumer purchases [31, page 567], and is increasing faster than retail store sales. Non-store retailing can be divided into four categories: direct selling,1 direct marketing, automatic vending, and buying services. Direct marketing includes mail order catalogs, direct mail (let­ters, flyers, foldouts, etc.), telemarketing, television marketing/infomercials. and theInternet.Direct marketing may be either the primary or the secondary channel of distri­bution for any given business. For example, while many specialty and department stores derive the majority of their sales from retail locations, they also sell through catalogs. Catalog showrooms, on the other hand, may attribute most of their sales to the catalog, and a lesser amount to the showroom. Other catalog companies operate factory outlets for overruns or seconds, while others operate solely through mail ordercatalogs.Direct marketing firms differ in as many dimensions as retail stores differ from eachother; their delivery mechanism(s) and promotional tools, product offer structures,target markets, and types of customers cover the gamut. The size and number of
lDirect selling includes one-to-one selling, party selling, and multilevel marketing. See Kotier 
(1997) for additional information.
2promotions (e.g., catalogs) vary from 2000-page catalogs issued twice per year to hundreds of single-offer promotions sent out per year. The offers can be for single items or products, or for multiples or “kits.”2 The target market also is not limited to consumers - many business-to-business direct marketing firms exist.Direct marketing in an industrial setting differs from the consumer market in many of the same ways that retail store marketing efforts differ. First, industrial orders tend to have larger dollar values than consumer purchases, supporting different levels and types of marketing efforts for the same profit. Second, the cost of changing suppliers for a business is frequently higher than it would be for an individual consumer, which may lead to supplier loyalty. Finally, the delivery and F.O.B. (free on board) terms can differ - few consumers backhaul their goods from the retailer!On the consumer side of direct marketing, the orders are typically for smaller dollar values and loyalty varies widely among firms and consumers. Some of the largest users of consumer direct marketing include financial institutions (credit cards, linesof credit, etc.), airlines and travel agencies, and insurance companies. In addition, the mail order companies and retail store chains employ various forms of direct marketing.
1.1.1 Current Retail Trends
As recently as the last decade, the imminent demise of the mail order industry was forecast [30]. However, technological advances in both business data processing and
2 A multiple offer would be either a case or multi-pack item. A “kit” is usually a group of similar 
or complementary items sold as a single unit. For example, a camera, the case, tripod, wide-angle 
lens, and two rolls of film may constitute a kit and would be tracked under a single product code. 
In addition, the camera may be sold independently using a different product code.
3home computers have created a new environment for the industry. The implemen­tation of existing technologies and development of future ones is sure to impact this industry. This section is a brief overview of trends in retailing that affect direct marketing firms, including the use of information and new technologies.With increasing accuracy, both retail stores and non-store retailers can track their profitability by product. This leads to discontinuing lines of business (e.g., the gen­eral merchandise Sears catalog), specialization (e.g., creation of home furnishings and appliance centers from the department store chains), and even leasing space within their store to other vendors (visit the local Montgomery Ward or K-Mart). In ad­dition, through the use of computers that manage the printing of catalogs, business can more easily create specialized catalogs to target specific audiences. This techno­logical advance in printing has reduced the cost in terms of printing and in tracking performance results when many versions or editions of a catalog are to be created.Technology has enabled multiple user interfaces. Automated dialing for outbound telemarketing, home shopping channels, infomercials, marketing on the Internet, are a few examples. Laser disk catalogs may have flopped, but the potential for marketingthrough the Internet is unknown.The availability of extensive marketing databases is increasing, and the accuracy, timeliness, and completeness of their contents is improving. These large databases assist the firm in making both aggregate and individual level decisions. At the ag­gregate level the data may be employed to determine the number and characteristics of various versions or editions of a particular promotion. In addition, the quality of
4the data may dictate the number and accuracy of market tests that are required fora promotion.At the individual level, information contained in a marketing database not only helps determine which offers are received by a potential customer, but also the “flavor" of those offers. For example, in industries such as banking and insurance, offers with different attributes (e.g., credit card hmits, interest rates, premiums, etc.) may be made through direct marketing offers. Mail order firms offer recent purchasers of electronics corresponding warranty and service options, or cabinets for their new television or stereo. In addition, firms track the time of day a customer places aninbound call to maximize the probability that the customer will be home when theyplace their outbound telemarketing call.In general, both store and non-store retail markets être affected by the extension ofcredit to one’s customers. The increased availability of information may have reducedthe transaction cost and risk of bad debt, but it may not be less expensive than usinga national credit card. This aspect of credit granting is vital to the company examinedin this dissertation - their customers use the firm’s credit services through the use of a“rent to own” type of purchase agreement. These customers are frequently consideredhigh credit risks by traditional financial institutions. However, in the recent past, secured credit cards and other offers such as a K-Mart credit card [60] or a Wal­Mart credit card have made other credit options available to this group of consumers.An important difference between the firm employed in this dissertation and the newcompetitors in this credit market is the availability of information - the firm studied
5has kept information on high risk individuals and their purchase/payment patternsfor over thirty years.In addition to the increase in non-store retailing, Kotier [31] identifies several other trends in retailing that affect both store and non-store retail firms. These include new retail forms, shorter life cycles, increasing intertype competition, polarity of retailing, growth of giant retailers, vertical marketing systems, using a portfolio approach, con­tinued increase in the importance of retail technology, and global expansion. Direct marketing firms, in particular mail order companies, are poised to take advantage of the trends identified by Kotier. Whereas a retail store would require a new name and additional floor space to offer a specialty store, a mail order company prints another catalog and works on acquiring a names list, which can be accomplished in a shorter time frame than those changes requiring physical or infrastructure changes within thefirm.
1.2 Current Issues in Mail Order and Direct Mail
1.2.1 Marketing Issues
Customers are the vital component in direct marketing and, as such, identifying potential customers and various customer types (e.g., holiday only, one-time only, occasional, and core buyers) is central to the success of many direct marketing firms. Concerns specific to direct marketing firms are: customer retention [36], and depar­tures [21], consumers’ attitudes toward direct mail [42] and the process of converting
6consumers into customers [51]. Direct marketers are in the process of expanding their consumer analysis to areas traditionally considered by store retailers, such as complaining customers [18], loyalty and the effects of advertising [49].Direct marketers are also watching the changing demographics of the nation. Pashigian and Bowen [47] found that an increase in the relative cost of women’s time has contributed to the growth of national brands and the reduction of some re­tail services. In addition, this relative cost increase was also related to an increase inmale shopping, a trend sure to affect direct marketers as well as retail stores. Braun [7] studied both shoppers and non-catalog shoppers, finding differences in both their demographics and their shopping attitudes and preferences. Marketers, including di­rect marketing firms, will continue to investigate the differences presented in Braun’sstudy as a basis for further segmentation.Recent studies [8] have found that television advertising clutter may not impact one’s memory in terms of the ability to remember an advertised product over the time. However, Johnson and Cobb-Walgren [26] found that clutter affects older viewers neg­atively to a greater extent than younger viewers. In light of this, as the population ages, the “clutter” placed in a potential customer’s mailbox, electronic or otherwise, related to future direct marketing offers, is a concern to direct marketing firms. In ad­dition, the idea of mail stream management and how it relates to customer saturationis currently being studied by several large mail order firms.
I
1.2.2 Management Issues
Of general management concern are the growth of the direct marketing industry and its sustainability and the trend toward merchandise specialization. Management facesseveral important issues related to the cost structure of the direct marketing industry’.including customer acquisition, inventory, publishing and postage, and wage scales.The cost of acquiring and retaining a customer is a significant issue for directmarketers, especially when combined with the trend to specialize. Some large direct marketing and mail order firms are specializing by creating multiple “companies”within their corporate structure, each with its own image and set of target customers.The customer name can be rented by one company but not necessarily used by othercompanies within the corporate structure without an additional fee.A major cost for direct marketers of physical products is the cost of inventory,including labor, interest charges, and physical warehouse space. Fischer and Byers [15] highlight potential direct labor cost reductions by improvements in a mail order business’s inventory’ and order processing systems. It should be noted that significantcost savings are also realized in improved inventory management and administration.A second major cost, the cost of bulk paper and printing, has risen dramatically in the last five years [16]. The U.S. Postal Service is offering “maximum discounts for maximum preparation,” creating incentives for direct marketers to sort and bundle their outgoing mail appropriately.3On a broader level, management must watch the growth of the service sector as
3See, for example, the advertisement appearing in the May 31, 1996, New York Times, Section 
C. from the United States Postal Service.
8it relates to employment [3] [46]. Many direct marketers and mail order companies are distributors, not manufacturers, and as such compete for low-skilled employees with others in the service sector. In addition, retailing in general is one of the largest employment sectors in the U.S. labor market [59]. As technology improves and is disseminated throughout additional levels of direct marketing organizations, the need for more highly skilled workers will increase, with the potential to change the wage structure within the industry.
1.2.3 Court-Mandated Issues
Two significant court mandated rulings affecting mail order and direct marketing are the privacy issue and collection of sales and/or use taxes. Direct marketers earn their profits by managing information about individuals both for their own use and for “resale” purposes. Twenty years ago, the courts gave individuals the right to be removed from specific mailing lists and from all mailing lists of firms associated with the Direct Marketing Association. If an individual wishes to be eliminated from the list, the firm cannot resell their name and the solicitation of any future business ispunishable by fines.The other significant issue direct marketers face is that of taxes - sales and use taxes. Although courts have upheld the Bellas Hess decision that mail order compa­nies are not required to collect sales taxes for states in which they have no physical nexus, changes in the market place, including increasing mail order sales volumes and the use of the Internet, may bring new challenges to the traditional arguments of
9the Due Process Clause and the Commerce Clause. For additional information seeCain [9], Gillis [17], Rosen [52], and Snavely [58]. However, on the issue of use taxes, states have won the ability to impose a “direct use tax on the value of the catalogs distributed...” [34]. In addition, states may impose a use tax on consumers purchas­ing goods from an out-of-state direct marketing firm. For example, the Illinois stateincome tax form includes a line item for taxes due on the use of items purchased inanother state but used in Illinois.
1.3 Firm Background
The company employed in this analysis is one of the largest mail order companiesin the United States. They have experience with several forms of direct marketing,including “base business” mail order, infomercials, liquidation of higher-end prod­ucts, shopping channels, joint ventures, and specialty goods such as jewelry. Thisdissertation focuses on the base business mail order functions within the firm and itscustomer base.4 The company is unique in many aspects. First, they’ve maintaineda database of customer information for over thirty years - amassing vast quantitiesof data at very detailed levels (every item ordered and every piece of promotionalmaterial sent). Second, their target market is the bottom third of the populationwhen measured by annual income. Yet, given this market segment, they are able topull at a rate three times the industry average (pull rates are response rates). The
4 Although the practice area of the business this dissertation is concerned with is called “base 
business”, it is not original business of the company. The company started life as a manufacturer of 
vinyl seat covers in the post-World War Π economy.
10business is also very successful in “promoting” consumers through the practice areas - nuturing and developing a loyal customer base through various stages (see the next section). In addition, this business is not a small business - their annual revenues consistently place them in the top five catalog firms for the last decade. They are also one of the top direct marketing firms.
1.3.1 Base Business Practice Areas
Within the base business there are “front-end”, i.e., untested, and “back-end”, or proven, customers. There are several different approaches in direct marketing to test a new customer and move them from the front-end to the back-end. Some firmswill send a customer N similar offers before either declaring the customer “good” or dropping their name from the list. Other firms will step a customer through several processes to determine their potential lifetime value. The firm studied employs the second approach. A customer is frequently offered a single item at a low dollar value, with a single payment. The customer is then offered a set of slightly more expen­sive items with multiple payments, but still limited in number such that the firm’s exposure to bad debt is minimal. After several iterations that involve more expen­sive items and extended terms a customer becomes a back-end customer. Therefore,back-end customers are those who have demonstrated the ability and willingness topay regular monthly payments over extended periods of time for semi-durable items.5
5 Because the company uses payment plans, items that may be considered disposable, such as 
sheets and towels, to other segments of the population, should be considered semi-durables for this 




The company studied employs various forms of promotion, ranging from solo offers (single product) to multilogs (multiple catalogs, typically shrink wrapped together). “Solos” are used to generate and test front-end customers. The next promotion is called an “8-prod” - an offer of approximately eight products sent in a single envelope. Multi-mailers, or “28-prods,” are envelopes with 28 products. Catalogs range in size (number of pages), quality of paper, and number of offers per page. A “typical” catalog is from 80 to 120 pages and is the most frequent form of promotion to back-end customers. Multilogs are multiple catalogs sent in a single package, not necessarily related. For example, there may be a general merchandise catalog, an outdoor catalog, and a jewelry catalog included in a multilog.
1.3.3 Products
The products sold include clothing, soft and hard domestics, jewelry, sporting goods, outdoor equipment, furniture, electronics and toys.6 Although there are well-known brands, such as Bissell (vacuums and carpet steamers) and Cannon (bed and bath linens), the majority of the products are not branded. The domestics lines include matching sets of everything for the house - from kitchen towels to cannisters to crock­pots to dishes and glasses with motifs such as cows, geese, or bears. Sporting goods and outdoor equipment includes bikes, tents, professional team licensed apparel, and other shippable items. The furniture is frequently drop-shipped from the manufac­
6Soft domestics includes items like sheets, towels, and table linens. Hard domestics includes 
tableware and small applicances.
12turer. '
1.3.4 Target Customers
The company targets lower income markets not typically served by other mail order companies. The company offers their own credit terms via a rent-to-own agreement. Under these terms the customer receives the product along with a payment booklet. The customer returns a payment coupon with their monthly check. When the last coupon is paid ownership of the item transfers from the company to the customer. For example, a blender may be purchased for $30, plus interest, shipping and handling, for a total of ten payments of $5.50 each. The customer has had possession of the blender during the entire ten months, but ownership does not pass to the customeruntil the last payment is made.Various pay plans may be offered for the same item in different catalogs. An average pay plan for a $60 item may range from $7/month for 12 months to $15 for 5 months. Note that by using a rent-to-own format the applicable usury laws allow the company to charge 22 to 26 percent interest.* 8 Although the customers are often considered high credit risks, the company’s default rate is not abnormal for a
’Distributors frequently drop-ship items that are bulky or purchased infrequently to minimize 
their storage and carrying costs. When an item is drop-shipped, the customer’s order is “forwarded” 
to the manufacturer and shipped directly from the manufacturer to the customer. The customer is 
billed by the distributor.
8 The 22-26 percent interest may appear high. In fact, it may appear that the company is taking 
advantage of the customers. However, it should be remembered that secured credit cards, a recent 
alternative for this group of customers, often require a non-interest bearing deposit of 50-100% of 
the credit limit. Therefore the total interest charge in that case is the lost interest on the deposit 
plus the interest charged for purchases. Another comparison for interest rates is that allowable by 
pawn shops. In California the maximum interest rate is 255%. Even people filing their tax returns 
through third party services employing electronic filing frequently “pay” 1% per day to receive their 
refunds at the time of filing.
13single-company or department store credit plan.An interesting part of this company’s business is the use of credit to obtain andretain customers, and also their assistance to the customer when in fiscal crisis. The company will contact the customer and attempt to find a mutually agreeable repay­ment plan should the customer fall behind. After several attempts to work through the process have failed the customer’s interest payments may be reduced or written off. If the customer eventually repays the amount, even after an extended period of time, the company will “reactivate” the customer. However, this intensive, time consuming process produces very loyal customers and generates a significant amount of goodwill through word-of-mouth.
1.4 What’s in the Dissertation
This dissertation builds a series of micro-econometric models of consumer response todirect marketing and mail order. It employs a unique dataset from one of the largest mail order firms in the United States. Prior to building the models, a brief history of the mail order industry is included to alert the reader to level and type of information that has been amassed over the last century. The next chapter compares the linear probability models commonly in use in the direct marketing industry to the logit discrete choice models. Following that analysis is an implementation of the Dubin and McFadden [11] discrete/continuous model. It supports the hypothesis that the decision to purchase and the purchase amount are correlated, which indicates that the independent regressions for the propensity to purchase and the purchase amount
14currently being used by direct marketing firms could be improved upon.The following chapters build and estimate three discrete time/discrete choice dis-crete/continuous models. The first model is one in which each time period is inde­pendent of the other time periods. The second model assumes that each individual has a reservation value, or pain threshold, for ordering products. The last model is a nested logit model in which future periods, i.e., their expectations, are consideredwhen a consumer makes their purchase decision.An appendix describing the data and the process for building the dataset is in­cluded at the end. In addition, a brief appendix containing an outline of potentialfuture research closes out the dissertation.
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Chapter 2 A Brief History of Mail Order
2.1 The Late Nineteenth Century
The structure of the American retail market for household goods underwent radical change in the post Civil War period. Isolation gave way to railroads which provided relatively quick and inexpensive transportation for both goods and people. In ad­dition, as news and information traveled faster across the ocean and the continent, people’s preferences for goods changed such that more sophisticated and fashionableitems were in demand.Immediately following the Civil War, the country merchant frequently possessed monopolistic powers, since the search costs for the farmer were significant both in terms of the direct transportation cost and the loss in productivity. This enabled the merchant to set the price at a healthy markup over his costs in addition to charging the farmer credit for the goods.1 Although the farmer could, theoretically, bargain with the merchant over the price, the merchant held the position of power by grantingcredit.By 1872, Aaron Montgomery Ward determined that selling directly to the endconsumer, eliminating wholesalers, jobbers, and retailers, each a middleman takinga profit, could be a profitable business venture. His plan was to obtain quantity
1See Latham [35] and Michael [41]. Farmers frequently bought goods on credit employing their 
next year’s crop as payment.
16discounts from the manufacturers and pass a portion of the savings on to customers [35]. Although other mail order firms were in business at the time, Ward and his two partners went forward with their plan to become large volume discounters by sending farmer’s cooperatives a single page price list. The goods were delivered via railroad and customers were allowed to use C.O.D. as a form of payment.Sears, Roebuck, &: Co. joined the mail order business in 1886 by offering household durable goods. Their strategy was to enter the market for low-end merchandise and offer credit [10]. In 1893 Spiegel switched from cash sale distribution of high- quality furnishings to distribution of low-end household goods for sale using credit [57]. Spiegel experimented with mail order in 1904, joining their successful Chicago competitors, Montgomery Ward & Co., and Sears, Roebuck, &: Co. This midwestern rivalry was the stage for the growth of the high volume mail order business.2
2.2 Turn of the Century
The turn of the century brought many technological changes to the mail order indus­try. For example, through advances in photography, printing and publishing, along with changing public standards of “sensibility,” the Montgomery Ward catalog went from drawings of clothing in 1874 to live models in halftone photographs in 1896. By this time over 1200 mail order companies were sending catalogs to six million customers [37]. The customers not only demanded more illustrative and colorful cat­
2 See [35] and [57] for further information on the rivalry and the history of acquisition and merger 
talks between the firms.
17alogs, but they also required more timely catalogs. The semi-annual Sears’ catalog helped the company grow faster, ultimately overtaking the annual Montgomery Ward catalog. In addition, seasonal catalogs and those targeted to specific audiences were developed at the turn of the century.Another important advance that assisted the mail order business was the addition of rural routes. RFD, rural free delivery, was created in 1893 with the first free experimental deliveries in 1896. By 1912, with the majority of people still residing in rural areas, the national parcel post system was created. The ability to easily deliver goods virtually anywhere in the country removed one of the last obstacles to growth at that time [37, pages 184-5]. However, a byproduct of this advance was an unprecedented increase in competition between local country merchants and the mail order houses. Newspapers published cartoons depicting the evil, anonymous catalog companies fighting the local merchant [35]. The newspapers along with the local merchants, whose advertising supported the newspapers, also held contests to collect catalogs - and held public bonfires of entire stacks of catalogs.3 Complicating the matter was the fact that the local merchant also frequently performed the duties of the postmaster, delivering the catalogs and writing money orders. In response, the mail order companies sent packages in plain brown wrapping - eliminating the returnname and address.A third change was both a blessing and a potential disaster. Sears began selling automobiles as early as 1908, and Montgomery Ward assembled automobiles as early
3Refer to [10, page 510] for additional information.
18as 1912. The problems associated with lack of service sent Montgomery Ward out of the automobile service within two years. However, the bigger problem was the increased mobility of their customers. By opening their first retail store in 1925 in Chicago, Sears increased their market from primarily rural populations to include those in urban areas [10, page 558]. Montgomery Ward followed by opening a retail store in 1926 that sold tires and batteries, but was effectively a catalog showroom for other product lines. Three years later they had ten department stores and over200 smaller, detached stores. Thus, the large mail order houses saw an end to their catalog-only marketing strategy.4 During the same time period World War I created an opportunity for Filene’s to open a mail order shopping service. American parents desiring to send a package to their sons at the front could do so through Filene’s by 1918 [37, page 98].A fourth factor was the growing acceptability of installment buying plans. Al­though the Singer Sewing Machine Company had been using such plans since 1869 [10], as had various piano dealers, the mail order companies had limited their use of installment plans to durables or semi-durables. Spiegel was selling on credit by 1893, but Sears did not bow to the competitive pressure to do so until 1915. However, by 1935 they instituted carrying charges and four years later an “easy payment plan” that extended to non-durables such as shoes and clothing [10, page 527]. Montgomery- Ward also extended the types of goods that could be sold on installment in 1930.
4 Note that Spiegel did not open their first general merchandise retail outlet until after World 
War II - refer to [57] for additional information. Spiegel had previously switched from a cash retail 
home furnishings concern to a mail order credit-based company in 1893.
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2.3 The Depression Years
The Depression caused many industries to retrench at every level. The mail order companies were no exception.5 Not only were people spending less, but they were more cost conscious about the goods they purchased, causing modifications in the products offered for sale. The automobile made it feasible for people to travel to the city to shop in department stores. The mail order firms continued expanding their retail operations until immediately prior to the stock market plunge. For example, Montgomery Ward opened 49 stores in 1930, even though sales were down due to a lower average value in catalog and lower volume in retail. The catalog companies deployed various schemes to increase orders, but to no avail - retail stores were closed and catalog layouts reworked.6The largest impact on the mail order houses in the Depression years probably came through technology. Sears followed Montgomery Ward with the use of telephones to receive orders from customers in 1931. The initial telephone orders that weretranscribed to order forms were only made possible by the simultaneous liberalizationof installment payment plans.
5 Refer to [10] and [35] for additional information on the expansion into retail stores immediately 
prior to the Depression, and the subsequent effect of the Depression on the businesses.
6 For example, Montgomery· Ward tried instituting a scholarship plan [35, page 78] where students 
received fifteen cents for every dollar of business they brought in. In retrospect, they determined that 
the majority were orders for normal customers who would have ordered regardless of the surrounding 
hype. This failure to achieve additional sales was an expensive method of adding to the mailing 
list. Refer to [35] for additional ploys that were tried, including one linked to the 1933 Century of 
Progress Exposition where children received a gift for mailing in their parent’s address!
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2.4 The 1960’s
At the beginning of the 1960’s the mail order industry was thought to be “mature.” ' Others placed the mail order industry in a state of demise. However, demographic changes not only averted a complete demise of the industry, but fueled the growth of specific segments. The unprecedented number of women working in a peace-time economy7, and hence women who had less time for shopping, may have contributed to the growth in catalog shopping. The other trend was the growth of suburbia and the subsequent explosion of shopping centers and malls.As a result of these demographic changes, two types of mail order businesses have grown. An increase in all types of specialty stores both at shopping malls and in the catalog business occurred. In 1963 Land’s End started their mail order business, evolving from a sports wear catalog to a more general apparel catalog. Upscale retailers such as Neiman Marcus expanded their Christmas catalog into additional mailings to capitalize on their national reputation. Initially, Neiman Marcus simply employed their own list of charge customers as a mailing list, later buying outside lists of potential customers [38, page 228]. Others, such as J. C. Penney, migrated from a “cash and carry” general merchandise department store chain to a major player in the mail order industry.8
7Refer to Kotier [30]. He states that the period of fastest growth, from 1915 to about 1950, was 
over and therefore the market was mature.
8Refer to [48] for information on J. C. Penney’s.
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Chapter 3 Linear Probability Models versus
Discrete Choice Models
A common procedure for validating the fit of a model in direct marketing is to compare the actual and predicted response rates by decile. The first step in the process is to calibrate a linear probability model using prior event data (i.e., response and customer information from a prior execution of a similar promotion or group of promotions). The linear probability models developed by some direct marketers are based on an 
ad hoc list of dependent variables. This particular company generates a list of five to six hundred variables from a customer profile, including the arc tangent of income,and tests various combinations of the variables to determine the “best” model. Thismodel is then used for scoring (i.e., ranking) customers for similar promotions in thefuture.The next step is to apply the model to the current names list and divide thecustomers into deciles based on their predicted response probabilities. Note that this probability is not restricted to values between zero and one. However, since the item of interest is the decile, as long as the ordering of the customers is correct, the model“fits”.1
lA marketing analyst at the company studied remarked that the estimated revenue from a pro­
motion can be off by a factor of up to twenty. This suggests that simply multiplying the linear 
probability model’s predicted probability by an average purchase amount, the results of two inde­
pendent processes, is, at best, inexact.
22Direct marketing firms frequently assess the fit of their models and determine the mailing list for promotions based on deciles. Assume that the first decile is the most likely to purchase. Then the existing model of purchase propensity is considered a good fit as long as the actual purchase frequency of the first decile is greater than that for the second decile, and so on. At some point, when the actual frequency of purchase for a decile is lower than that for a subsequent decile, the model is replaced with one calibrated using more recent data.In addition to verifying the fit of their models, some direct marketing firms use deciles for determining the mailing list for a given promotion. A tentative promotion calendar, i.e., sequence and type of promotions, is created as part of the annual budgeting process. Successful prior promotions are repeated, new offerings are added, and less successful promotions are deleted from the calendar. During the budgeting process a percentage of past or estimated future sales is allocated for marketing and promotional materials. These budgets are based on assumptions regarding all steps of the promotion process, from the cost of developing creative materials to the cost of sending a specific number of catalogs for a given promotion. For a given promotion, the estimated number of catalogs included in these preliminary budgets helps determine how many deciles receive the promotion.McFadden [39] showed that random utility maximization, under certain assump­tions, results in a logit model for choice probabilities. The company’s marketing analysis group does not employ logit models, firstly because they do not believe the results would differ from their linear probability models, and secondly, using their
23statistical software, they were unable to get convergence for a binary choice logitmodel in 24 hours of mainframe CPU time. The second reason is not an issue andis not addressed in this chapter. However, the first reason is explored in more detail below. The initial sections setup and execute a simulation comparing the linear prob­ability model with a binary choice logit. The next section then executes the same comparison using company data. The following sections correct for the heteroscedas- ticity introduced into a model with binomial probabilities. Finally, additional areas of investigation related to the debate on linear probabilities versus logit models arediscussed.
3.1 Simulation
3.1.1 Set-Up and Execution
A sample dataset consisting of 10,000 observations was created using a dependentvariable and two independent variables that were generated from random numbers. The dependent variable was set to “1” for approximately 40% of the observations. The independent variables were generated using:2
xl = urnd * 8 + urnd
x2 = nτnd * 3.5 + urnd.
2 “Urnd” indicates that a random number is generated from the uniform distribution. Similarly, 
“nmd” is a random number generated from a standard normal distribution.
24A 10% sample of the dataset was selected and both the linear probability model and the binary choice logit model were executed. The process was repeated 1000 times. For every replication the decile in which the observation (i.e., the customer)appeared was saved for each customer.
3.1.2 Results
Refer to the Table below for a summary of the results. The decile ranking for a customer when employing the linear probability model, or regression, is given by the row, and the decile ranking for the same customer in the logit model is given by the column. If the models produced exactly the same ordering then all observations would appear on the diagonal. This appears to be the case in this simulation. However, before continuing it should be noted that in direct marketing a response rate of 1-2% is common. The slightest variation in the list of customers selected for a particular promotion can impact the pull rate dramatically. In fact, the greatest concern is among the customers “in the middle.” Those customers with a very high or very low probability of purchasing are fairly easy to distinguish, regardless of the modelemployed.Note that this analysis differs from other analyses that compare probit or logits to linear probability models. For example, see Kiewiet [29] for a brief overview of the differences in the predicted probabilities between probit and linear probability models. Rather than focusing on the differences in predicted probabilities, which are greatest at the extremes, this analysis examines the agreement of the ordering of
25the individuals that results from an execution of a particular model. For example, in a linear probability model an individual with a high propensity to purchase may have a predicted probability in excess of 1, say 1.5. However, because the logit and probit models restrict the predicted probabilities to lie in the unit interval, the same individual’s predicted propensity to purchase might be 0.95 in the discrete choice model. Another individual may have a predicted probability to purchase of 0.3 inthe linear model, and 0.4 in the discrete choice model. The “difference” in theseprobabilities is 0.55 for the first individual, and only 0.10 for the second. It is this difference that other analyses examine. However, in this situation, the important “difference” to consider is the decile ranking of the consumers - the important decisionis whether a specific individual should receive a particular promotion or not.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of Decile Rankings in OLS and Logit - Simulation
Counts and Percentages
Regression Logit Decile
Decile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
I 99416 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99468
99.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
2 52 99856 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99973
0.1 99.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
3 0 65 99735 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 99867
0.0 0.1 99.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
4 0 0 67 99845 71 0 0 0 0 0 99983
0.0 0.0 0.1 99.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
5 0 0 0 71 99935 69 0 0 0 0 100075
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 99.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
6 0 0 0 0 69 99607 81 0 0 0 99757
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 99.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
7 0 0 0 0 0 81 99737 77 0 0 99895
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 99.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 10.0
8 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 77 99801 77 0 99955
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 99.8 0.1 0.0 10.0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 77 99765 43 99885
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 99.9 0.0 10.0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 100332 100375
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 10.0
Total 99468 99973 99867 99983 100075 99757 99895 99955 99885 100375 999233




The physical quarter database for the selected customers was employed in this anal­ysis. A random group of customers was selected from the original company extract, each with from one to nine quarters of data. The physical quarter database is created by “stacking” each quarter of data for each customer, for every quarter possible.3 The dependent variable in this case represents the dichotomous decision of whether the customer purchased from the company in that quarter. The independent variables employed were the same as those listed with the discrete/continuous models.The physical quarter database contains approximately 75,000 observations. For simplicity in testing the models the observations were assumed to be independent. A 10% sample was drawn from the database for execution. The process was replicated100 times.
3.2.2 Results
The Table below indicates that the linear probability and logit models agree on cus­tomer rankings for over 75% of the observations. With higher decile rankings, and therefore higher probabilities of purchase, the two models appear to “agree” more frequently.For comparison, let’s assume that the top 40% of the customers will receive a
3Refer to Appendix A for additional information on the creation of the database. Quarters when 
a customer is not promotable or is simply not yet a customer are excluded from the sample.
28particular promotion - a total of 299,594 (40assume that the average pull rate is 2%. This implies that approximately 6,000 purchases will be made (2receive the catalog regardless of which model is chosen (approximately 281,500 customers appear in the top 4 deciles regardless of which model is selected). However, it should also be noted that the remaining 18,000 customers receiving the promotion differ between the two models - three times the average number of orders placed!4 Therefore, the apparent 75% “agreement” of two models may actually be very significant, depending on the behavior of the 36,000 customers (18,000 who receive the promotion if the linear probability model is used, and the 18,000 who receive the promotion if the logit model is used).There are several reasons the this apparent discrepancy between the linear prob­ability model and the logit model. The next section will discuss how to modify the simulation dataset such that it “behaves” similar to the company data.
4The identity of the remaining 18,000 customers depends on which model is selected. They are 
the remainder of the top 40% of each model. For example, if the linear probability model is selected, 
then the 18,000 customers are those that are in the top 40% of the linear probability model but not 
in the top 40% of the logit model.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of Decile Rankings in OLS and Logit - Data
Counts and Percentages
Regression Logit Decile
Decile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
1 57430 14637 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2777 74844
76.7 19.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.7 10.0
2 961 58269 15657 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 74888
1.3 77.8 20.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
3 2 1977 57051 15858 1 0 0 0 0 0 74889
0.0 2.6 76.2 21.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
4 1 4 2179 56695 16006 5 0 0 0 0 74890
0.0 0.0 2.9 75.7 21.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
5 0 1 2 2334 56632 15937 2 1 0 0 74909
0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 75.6 21.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
6 0 0 0 3 2266 57279 15310 3 2 0 74863
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 76.5 20.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
7 0 0 0 0 4 1640 59003 14236 2 0 74885
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 78.8 19.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
8 0 0 0 0 0 2 570 60542 13777 3 74894
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 80.8 18.4 0.0 10.0
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 112 61100 13671 74883
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 81.6 18.2 10.0
10 16450 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 58480 74932
22.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 78.0 10.0
TOTAL 74844 74888 74889 74890 74909 74863 74885 74894 74883 74932 748877
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 100.0
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3.3 Modifying the Simulation Dataset
3.3.1 Set-Up and Execution
The generation of the independent variables was modified such that:0
χl = urnd * 8 + urnd (3.1)
x2 = nrnd * 2Q0∕obsno2 + urnd. (3.2)
The execution of the test remained the same - a 10% sample of the 10,000 observationswas replicated 1000 times.
3.3.2 Results
First, note that overall the “agreement” of the two models, as indicated by the number of observations on the diagonal, is much lower than that in the original simulation. Second, the first and last deciles are in much higher agreement than those in between, suggesting that it is easier to identify individuals at the extremes with low and highprobabilities of purchase.There are at least two areas a direct marketing analyst should investigate. First, the cause of the discrepancies between the linear probability model and the logit model should be examined. The next section discusses one type of correction forheteroscedasticity due to differences in the underlying probability of purchase for each customer. Second, the “fit” concept should be explored in more detail. See the
5 “Obsno” refers to the observation number, or row, in the database.
31last section of this chapter for further discussion on this point.
Table 3.3: Comparison of Decile Rankings in OLS and Logit - Modified Simulation
Counts and Percentages
Regression Logit Decile
Decile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
1 96751 2333 286 59 12 • 1 0 0 0 26 99468
97.3 2.3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
2 2385 93194 3406 600 251 93 38 4 2 0 99973
2.4 93.2 3.4 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
3 252 3435 91217 3632 754 343 170 50 14 0 99867
0.3 3.4 91.3 3.6 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 10.0
4 65 634 3644 90516 3818 792 324 148 41 1 99983
0.1 0.6 3.6 90.5 3.8 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 10.0
5 8 231 775 3813 90234 3741 785 370 115 3 100075
0.0 0.2 0.8 3.8 90.2 3.8 0.8 0.4 0.l 0.0 10.0
6 0 97 327 790 3748 90023 3768 763 232 9 99757
0.0 0.1 0.3 0.8 3.7 90.2 3.8 0.8 0.2 0.0 10.0
7 0 43 156 366 805 3724 90485 3623 644 49 99895
0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 3.7 90.6 3.6 0.6 0.0 10.0
8 0 5 53 174 361 780 3619 91440 3303 220 99955
0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8 3.6 91.5 3.3 0.2 10.0
9 0 1 3 32 90 246 647 3297 93240 2329 99885
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.6 3.3 93.3 2.3 10.0
10 7 0 0 1 2 14 59 260 2294 97738 100375
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 2.3 97.4 10.0
TOTAL 99468 99973 99867 99983 100075 99757 99895 99955 99885 100375 999233
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 100.0
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3.4 Correcting for Differences in Underlying Prob­
ability of Purchase - Simulation
3.4.1 Set-Up and Execution
The same simulation data as the last section was employed in this analysis. Theexecution required two executions of the linear probability model. The predictedprobability from the first regression, p, is used as input to compute the weight for the second regression. The binomial distribution has a variance of p * (1 — p); therefore the weight for correcting the linear probability model, based on differences in the underlying probability of purchase, is l∕(p * (1 — p))(-5). The predicted probability from the first regression, p, is used as an unbiased estimate for p for the weight in the second regression (weighted least squares).
3.4.2 Results
Although the results of this comparison are not dramatically different from those in the prior section (modified data but without using WLS), it should be remembered that the simulation only includes three explanatory variables (a constant, plus xl and x2). As expected when employing randomly generated data, these variables typically are not significant in the regressions and logits. The regressions have very low R2 statistics and the logits are characterized by a percent correctly predicted that does not differ from assuming the majority position, i.e., “no buy.”The next step is to apply the weighted least squares method, correcting for differ-
33ences in the underlying probability of purchasing, to the company data. The resultsof that process are presented in the next section.
Table 3.4: Comparison of Decile Rankings in WLS and Logit - Modified Simulation
Counts and Percentages
Regression Logit Decile
Decile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
1 95702 3192 398 103 35 8 4 0 0 26 99468
96.2 3.2 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
2 3205 90964 4393 814 347 152 71 19 8 0 99973
3.2 91.0 4.4 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
3 366 4412 88723 4578 1016 461 218 64 28 1 99867
0.4 4.4 88.8 4.6 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 10.0
4 106 S58 4542 87963 4696 1076 432 235 73 2 99983
0.1 0.9 4.5 88.0 4.7 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.0 10.0
5 34 318 1050 4634 87620 4689 1104 474 148 4 100075
0.0 0.3 1.1 4.6 87.6 4.7 1.1 0.5 0.1 0.0 10.0
6 1 137 445 1090 4642 87350 4698 1058 311 25 99757
0.0 0.1 0.4 1.1 4.6 87.6 4.7 1.1 0.3 0.0 10.0
7 0 63 217 484 1073 4626 87823 4638 877 94 99895
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 l.l 4.6 87.9 4.6 0.9 0.1 10.0
8 0 26 75 247 495 1015 4627 88796 4345 329 99955
0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 4.6 88.8 4.4 0.3 10.0
9 0 3 24 68 138 349 812 4319 90945 3227 99885
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.8 4.3 91.0 3.2 10.0
10 54 0 0 2 13 31 106 352 3150 96667 100375
0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4 3.2 96.3 10.0
Total 99468 99973 99867 99983 100075 99757 99895 99955 99885 100375 999233
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 100.0
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3.5 Correcting for Differences in Underlying Prob­
ability of Purchase — Data
3.5.1 Set-Up and Execution
The same procedure as that used with the simulation data was followed for the com­pany data. The predicted probability of purchase from the initial regression, p, wasused as an estimate for p in computing the weight for weighted least squares.
3.5.2 Results
It’s obvious from the Table below that the weighted least squares method and the logitmodel do not produce the same decile rankings when employing the company data.However, that is not to say that either model is incorrect. We should still consider thepossibility that the explanatory power of the independent variables, being very low,could have an impact that differs between the two models. Another possibility is that comparing deciles is not the correct comparison between the models. Still another possibility is that restricting the coefficients to be the same for all observations isa problem for this type of binomial data. The next section discusses options forcontinuing this research.
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Table 3.5: Comparison of Decile Rankings in WLS and Logit - Data
Counts and Percentages
Regression Logit Decile





















































































































































































































































There are two areas which require additional research. First, it could be that compar­ing deciles, although commonly used in direct marketing, is not the best method of comparison between two models. Alternatives to comparing deciles include perform­ing a /-square test for each model. For example, computing the /-square statistic for the logit model, the linear probability model, and the weighted linear probability model. Then the results of each model could be compared against a predetermined significance level. Another approach for comparing the results of the three models would be to compare the empirical cumulative distribution functions. In addition, a comparison of the false negatives and false positives for each model should be con­sidered. The model with the fewest false negatives might be considered the “best” if the cost of printing and postage for each promotion is small. However, if the cost of mailing a potential customer a promotion is high, the model with the fewest false positives, ceteris paribus, might be considered the “best.”Secondly, models with less restrictive assumptions on the variance, allowing for various forms of heteroscedasticity, should be considered for the linear probabilitymodel. Error component models with components for both the cross-section and the time period have been employed in the analysis of demand for other products. Random coefficients models, such as Hildreth and Houck [24], can also be used in the analysis of response to direct marketing. Note that the assumption in Hildreth and Houck, i.e., that the stochastic elements of the coefficients are not correlated between coefficients, may be challenged. However, the model is relatively straightforward to
37estimate. First, OLS is executed and the resulting residuals are squared. Next, the squared residuals are regressed on M2X2, where X2 is a matrix with all elements of X squared, and M2 is the result of squaring the elements of the matrix M = 
I — X * (X' * The result of this regression is an estimate for α, the diagonalcomponents of the variance matrix for the stochastic variables which determine thecoefficient vectors for members of the cross-section. The estimates for a can beused to obtain an estimate of the variance of the disturbance vector for the original model. Once the estimate of this variance is computed, it is used in a GLS estimation procedure to estimate the coefficients of the original model.
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Chapter 4 Discrete/Continuous Model of
Purchase Behavior
4.1 Introduction
This chapter builds a discrete/continuous model of mail order demand.1 Consumers are categorized as frequent buyers, infrequent buyers, those who fall behind in their payments, and those who choose not to purchase in a given time period. This model uses data from a specific period (December 1993), and estimates the dollar amount purchased given the consumer’s classification.1 2 The results of the preliminary esti­mation for this chapter indicate that there is a statistically significant bias present in the predicted amount purchased. The bias occurs because there is an unobserved but measurable correlation in purchase intentions and amounts purchased. The extant marketing research literature typically estimates the propensity to purchase and the amount purchased independently.
1 Refer to Dubin and McFadden (1984).
2 Refer to the Data Appendix for additional information regarding the variables.
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4.2 Discrete/Continuous Model of Mail Order De­
mand
In the general case, the probability that choice i is selected from the set of choices Jis:
Pi = Prob{(eι,...,e√) :
U(i,X,ti)>U(j,X,ej)fσrj≠i}.
Now let U(i,X,el) = V(i,X) + ei. Then under the assumption that the e, are inde­pendent extreme value distributed:
Pi = ev(t∙,x) (4.1)
Let V(i,X) =Xβi. Then: p,= ,Xβi
∑jeJeXβj'
(4∙2)
In the case of three alternatives the probabilities can be expressed as:
Pi ξ,Xβ-i + eχβ2 ÷ ex^3
pXβ2




3 eX0ι + eX02 4- ex⅛
Therefore, the Ratio of the Logs is:




In the continuous model, let Ai represent the amount purchased by individual i and Z represent the matrix of independent variables. Then the continuous model isgiven by:
Ai = Zyi + η. (4.3)
In general, E[77∣di = 1] ≠ 0, where 5t∙ represents individual i's choice. However, if E[τ7∣dt = 1] can be estimated, then under certain assumptions the coefficients, % can be consistently estimated via:
Ai = Z^fi + -E[t7∣⅞ = 1] + u, (4.4)
where υ has mean 0 conditional on δj = 1. The estimate of 2T[77∣<5i = 1] is given by:
/9 J⅛(eι,...,ez)] = -τ~E⅛∙> (4∙δ)λ j=l
where ∙E,[ej] = 0, the unconditional variance of e, is λ2∕2, and ∑∕=1 Rj = 0. Then
41Dubin and McFadden (1984) show that:
⅛¾(i) = 1] ∙√z6σ
7Γ j=i i ri i ∙r*
(4∙6)
In the special case of three alternatives let alternative 1 be “Do Not Purchase.” alternative 2 be “Purchase Once,” and alternative 3 be “Purchase Multiple Times.”3 Then imposing the constraint that ∑j∈j72j = θ implies that = —(T?2 + Ä3)· Therefore, for people who purchase once,
E[p∣i2(e) = 1] = β2G22 + -R3C32, (4∙7)
where C22 = —lnP2 + τ (4∙8) 1 — r,ι
and c⅛ = -j-⅛∙ω,ι - Γ⅛lni¾∙ («)
Similarly, for people who purchase multiple times,





InP2 - Piι-Λ lnP1 (4.11)
3 Refer to the Appendix A for additional details on the data. The number of marketing orders 
placed in a given period is the basis for determining the consumer’s choice. The detailed order data, 
by item, is used to determine the number of marketing orders placed.
42and
C33 = —lnP3 +
Piι-Λ lnP1. (4.12)
4.3 Results of the Three-Choice Model
The first tables below gives the independent variables used in the estimation of a three-choice model.4 The number of promotions received (i.e., catalogs, 8-prods, and solos) is included in the model. Although there may be endogeneity concerns with the causality between ordering and receiving promotions, the company develops their scoring model based on prior period activity. Hence, the number of promotions received this period are not a function of this period’s orders, but rather from thecustomer’s prior period activity.The results of estimating a three-choice model for the period beginning December, 1993, are presented in the following tables. Note that one of the selection correction terms in the continuous equation is statistically significant and accounts for approxi­mately 3δ% of the amount purchased. This implies that bias does exist, and thereforeindependent estimation of the propensity to purchase and the amount purchased willnot yield accurate forecasts of the demand.
4Please refer to Appendix A for additional information on the independent variables, including 
the means, maximum and minimum values, and variation over time. The age brackets are: less than 
25, 25 to 35, 35 to 45, 45 to 55, 55 to 65, and 65 and over. The income brackets are: less than Slθk, 
$10k to S20k, S2Ok to $30k, $30k to $40k, and over $40k.
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No. of Solos 
No. of 8 Prods 





Model Marital Status 
Model Children 
Model Income 
Model Dwelling Type 
Model Housing Tenure 
African- American 
Latino-American
Over 6S/Live Alone 
Single Female Household
DEFINITION
Profile Time As Customer Less Than One Year 
Profile Time As Customer Greater Than Three Years 
Months of March, April, and May
Months of September, October, and November
Months of December, January, and February
Month of Entry to the Model - Captures Level Effects 
Relative Month in Model - Captures Relative Effects 
ARCG Remaining Receivable Balance (in 000’s)
ARCG Percent Paid for all Orders on Active A/R 
Credit History 90 Day Declining Balance Counter 
Number of Back-end Solos - Promotion Detail 
Number of Back-end 8 Prods - Promotion Detail 
Number of Back-end Catalogs - Promotion Detail 
Profile Indicator for Presence of a Telephone 
Profile Indicator for Rural Route Address 
Profile Indicator for Residing in Apartment 
Six Age Brackets
Married is “1”, Otherwise “0”
Indicator for Presence of Children
Five Income Brackets
Multiple is “0”, Single is “1”
Rent is “0”, Own is “1”
% of Population Reporting African-American - 90 Census 
% of Population Answering Affirmative to Hispanic Origin 
- 90 Census
% of Households with Person 65+ Living Alone - 90 Census 
% of Households Headed by a Single Female -90 Census
44Table 4.2: Logit Estimation of Discrete Choice Model
∣nPp.re⅛α.. ⅜(ullιp<. J∩ Pp..^-⅛n,- ∏nrr
PDo Not Purchα∙. Pdo Not Pu.eKaιι
VARIABLE COEFF.† T-STAT. COEFF.† T-STAT.
Constant -3.308 *** -22.9 -4.021 *** -20.2
Telephone 0.440 *** -4.6 0.254 * 1.9
Rural Route -0.079 -1.3 -0.205 ** -2.2
Apartment -0.008 -0.1 0.036 0.4
Open Balance This Qtr 2.249 *** 26.5 3.197 *** 34.0
Open Balance Last Qtr -1.822 *** -17.8 -2.127 *** -19.2
Percent Paid 0.003 *** 5.7 0.000 0.0
Declining Balance 0.279 *** 10.9 0.336 *** 9.8
Model Age -0.002 -0.1 -0.001 0.1
Model Marital Status -0.073 * -1.8 -0.318 *** -6.0
Model Children 0.073 1.6 0.127 ** 2.0
Model Income -0.056 *** -3.6 -0.070 *** -3.1
Model Dwelling Type 0.046 0.8 -0.030 -0.4
Model Housing Tenure 0.045 0.9 -0.092 -1.4
No. of Catalogs This Qtr 0.138 *** 18.9 0.229 *** 24.0
No. of Catalogs Last Qtr -0.026 *** -6.5 -0.080 *** -14.6
No. of 8 Prods This Qtr 0.062 *** 3.3 0.120 *** 5.0
No. of 8 Prods Last Qtr 0.027 * 1.9 0.069 *** 3.6
No. of Solos This Qtr 0.235 *** 14.9 0.306 *** 15.8
No. of Solos Last Qtr -0.006 -0.6 0.031 *** 2.6
African-American 0.0005 0.7 0.001 1.6
Latino-American -0.001 -1.4 -0.002 * -1.7
Over 65/Live Alone 0.008 * 1.9 0.010 * 1.8
Single Female Household -0.005 -1.6 -0.009 ** -2.1
New Customer 0.102 * 1.9 0.190 *** 2.6
Old Customer -0.201 *** -4.5 -0.329 *** -5.4
Log Likelihood - Initial -42846
Log Likelihood - Convergence -20640
Number of Observations 39000
† *p=0.10, **p=0.05, ***p=0.01
45Table 4.3: OLS Estimation of Dollar AmountsPURCHASE ONCE ‡ PURCH.2 - PURCH.1 † ‡VARIABLE COEFF.§ T-STAT. COEFF.§ T-STAT.
Constant 40.608 0.9β2 Correction Term 11.354 1.1T?3 Correction Term 40.102 *** 4.4Telephone -14.323 -0.8 93.022 *** 3.1Apartment -14.290 -1.1 17.613 0.8Open Balance This Qtr 212.185 *** 10.4 158.858 *** 8.1Open Balance Last Qtr -105.250 *** -4.8 -115.815 *** -4.5Percent Paid 0.208 * 1.8 -0.217 -1.0Declining Balance 11.026 ** 2.0 31.799 *** 3.8Model Age -8.419 *** -3.3 -16.174 *** -3.9Model Income 4.798 1.6 -9.608 * -1.9No. of Catalogs This Qtr 6.000 *** 3.2 6.181 *** 2.6No. of Catalogs Last Qtr -0.524 -0.7 -4.906 *** -3.9No. of 8 Prods This Qtr -1.551 -0.4 -9.309 -1.6No. of 8 Prods Last Qtr 2.748 1.0 13.789 *** 3.0No. of Solos This Qtr -1.379 -0.4 8.322 * 1.9No. of Solos Last Qtr -6.633 *** -3.7 -4.090 -1.5African-American 0.226 * 1.8 -0.159 -0.8Single Female Household -0.388 -1.0 1.368 ** 2.1
Number of Observations__________ 8145____________________________________________________† “Purch.2” is “Purchase Multiple Times,” and “Purch.l” is “Purchase Once.”‡ Add the coefficients in the “Purchase Once” and “Purchase Multiple Times minus Purchase Once” columns to determine the coefficient of “Purchase Multiple Times.”§*p=0.10, **p=0.05, ***p=0.01
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4.4 Comparison to Other Estimation Techniques
There axe several more steps that should be considered in the implementation of dis­crete/continuous models of demand for direct marketing. First, most direct marketing firms promote to an individual repeatedly, over several months. The cumulative effect of the advertising should be considered, as well as the time since the last purchase. We will begin addressing these topics in the duration chapters of this dissertation.Second, additional work should be considered for single period models. A specific promotion could be selected and three models estimated and compared - the above mentioned discrete/continuous model, a continuous/continuous model (refer to the chapter comparing the linear probability model to the logit model), and indepen­dent discrete and continuous models. Next, compare those receiving the promotional materials. Recall that pull rates of 2-4% are considered above average for direct mar­keting. Hence, a small fluctuation in response rates can have a significant impact on the profitability of a firm. This difference in response rate may be the result of scor­ing individuals differently based on the different models such that a slightly different group of customers receives a particular promotion.
Μ
Chapter 5 Comparison of Three Choice and
Nested Discrete/Continuous Models
Two discrete-choice models of consumer response to direct marketing are compared in this chapter. The first is a three-choice model where the choices are purchase once, purchase multiple times, and do not purchase. The second is a nested logit approach where the first step is purchase/no purchase, and the second step is given that a purchase is made, purchase once or purchase multiple times. Following theestimation of the discrete choice models the continuous models were also executed.The continuous models employ the Dubin and McFadden selection correction termsto account for any bias in the error terms.Although the detailed tables are presented in the following sections, they will not be discussed here.1 Instead we will focus on comparing the results of the models.The comparison of the log likelihoods for the two models is given in the tablebelow. If A.I.C. (Akaike’s Information Criterion) is used as a method for comparingthe “fit” of the two models, the two models are indistinguishable. The differencebetween the log likelihood of the three-choice model and the sum of the two stepsrequired in the nested logit approach ranges from almost zero up to eight. This isinsufficient evidence upon which to base a conclusion regarding the fit of the models.
1Note that the results are presented for each quarter separately. The results of a Likelihood Ratio 
test indicate that all of the independent variable coefficients were statistically different across the 
quarters.
48Also note that in the nested logit model, five of the nine quarters estimated have coefficients in the positive unit interval for the inclusive value (refer to Table 5.2). One quarter has an inclusive value coefficient greater than one, and the remaining three have negative coefficients for the inclusive value. Although they are not all statistically significant, this set of coefficients for the inclusive value is not consistentwith a nested logit approach.












Quarter 1 -4588.7 -3402.7 -1186.6 -4589.3
Quarter 2 -4932.3 -3652.0 -1281.7 -4933.7
Quarter 3 -6011.1 -4254.0 -1758.6 -6012.6
Quarter 4 -5713.7 -4321.3 -1387.6 -5708.9
Quarter 5 -6302.1 -4685.1 -1609.7 -6294.8
Quarter 6 -7096.2 -5277.0 -1819.5 -7096.5
Quarter 7 -8298.5 -5867.0 -2429.5 -8296.5
Quarter 8 -7667.8 -5823.8 -1843.3 -7667.1
Quarter 9 -8372.7 -6216.3 -2158.5 -8374.8
49The t-statistics for the selection correction terms are presented in the table below.The three-choice model includes two correction terms - one each for the “purchaseonce” and the “purchase multiple” options. The nested logit model has only one selection correction term because that model is only a two-choice model in the second step (given that a purchase is made, “purchase once” or “purchase multiple”). Refer to the prior chapter for additional information on the selection correction terms.2With the exception of the second and third quarters (June 1992 and September 1992), the estimates for the three-choice model result in statistically significant se­lection correction terms. Statistically significant coefficients for the nested model are only observed in four of the nine cases. Again, as in the prior chapter, this seems to support the hypothesis that there is bias in the estimation of the dollar amount purchased, given that a purchase was made. In fact, there is even support for the hy­pothesis that the dollar amount spent for a single purchase is different than that spent on multiple purchases. It was also demonstrated that for the three-choice model for the quarter beginning December, 1993, the dollar amount attributable to the selection correction term is significant in terms of dollars - 35% of the amount purchased.
2The selection correction terms employed in this analysis are from Dubin and McFadden [11].
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Table 5.2: Comparison of Selection Correction Term T-Statistics
THREE-CHOICE NESTED
PURCHASE ONCE PURCHASE MULTIPLE PURCHASE
T-STATISTIC T-STATISTIC T-STATISTIC
Quarter 1 -2.68 2.57 2.00
Quarter 2 -1.30 -0.26 1.87
Quarter 3 -0.21 -0.42 0.16
Quarter 4 -6.36 6.66 1.38
Quarter 5 -4.77 3.93 -0.81
Quarter 6 -3.11 4.23 -0.76
Quarter 7 -7.11 8.42 -1.16
Quarter 8 -4.59 5.63 -1.92
Quarter 9 -4.71 4.83 1.72
51Additional analysis should be completed in this area to further develop the models. Rather than attempt to estimate a structural model with independent variables that are thought to affect the decision to purchase and the amount purchased, the company employed in this analysis would use its list of 500-600 variables (including their various transformations) to estimate a model for the propensity to purchase and the amount purchased. Perhaps they would even obtain a better fit in both models! At that point, when each logit and regression has a better “fit,” the log likelihood could be compared to determine if the fits of the models are distinguishable.One other area for further research is verifying that promotions tire not endogenous to the purchase decision. The company generates its scoring models several monthsin advance of their implementation. Therefore, the promotions used to calibrate themodel are not the same promotions as those recently received by the customers. The set of recent promotions are those used for predicting the propensity to purchase and the amount purchased.
5.1 Three-Choice Model Results
The results of the estimation of the three-choice model are presented below. Thediscrete choice models are presented first, followed by the continuous model estimationof the amount purchased.
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COEFF. T-STAT COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -2.446 *** -8.34 -3.333 *** -7.99
Monthly Payment Amount 0.005 0.77 0.023 *♦* 2.86
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.000005 -0.13 -0.00001 -0.31
Age Bracket 1 0.039 0.22 -0.207 -0.88
Age Bracket 2 -0.115 -0.93 -0.471 *** -2.78
Age Bracket 3 0.012 0.11 -0.090 -0.59
Age Bracket 5 0.071 0.58 0.111 0.64
Age Bracket 6 0.218 1.54 0.421 2.19
Income Bracket 1 0.096 0.85 0.426 ♦* 2.61
Income Bracket 2 0.058 0.60 0.242 * 1.66
Income Bracket 4 -0.027 -0.21 0.448 ** 2.48
Income Bracket 5 -0.087 -0.66 0.116 0.57
Model Children Present -0.012 -0.13 0.427 3.34
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.038 0.35 -0.221 -1.56
Model Marital Status 0.084 1.01 -0.043 -0.38
Model Housing Tenure -0.031 -0.30 -0.008 -0.06
Telephone Indicator 0.159 0.89 -0.321 -1.42
Rural Route Indicator -0.281 ** -2.43 -0.096 -0.59
Years as Customer -0.322 *** -3.81 -0.452 #** -3.74
Years as Customer Squared 0.040 *** 2.75 0.050 ** 2.43
Years as Customer Cubed -0.002 ** -2.19 -0.002 -1.62
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00003 * 1.88 0.00003 1.09
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.002 -0.05 -0.026 -0.40
Catalogs Sent 0.630 5.53 0.679 *♦* 3.87
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.091 *** -3.47 -0.099 ** -2.59
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.007 ♦** 2.92 0.007 ** 2.36
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0002 ** -2.61 -0.0002 *♦ -2.21
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.174 ♦** 3.48 0.422 ♦** 7.93
Credit Orders Previous 0.010 * 1.91 0.016 2.69
Open Balance (000’s) -0.524 -0.85 -0.170 -0.23
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 0.232 0.73 -0.334 -0.91
Zero Payment Indicator -0.162 * -1.69 -0.289 ** -2.02
Log Likelihood - Initial -6586.2
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -4588.7
Number of Observations 5995
Percent Correctly Predicted 67.189
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COEFF. T-STAT COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.661 ♦** -6.43 -2.981 -7.60
Monthly Payment Amount 0.008 1.30 0.019 ♦** 2.74
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00004 -1.23 -0.00008 »* -2.55
Age Bracket 1 -0.096 -0.56 0.072 0.31
Age Bracket 2 -0.257 ** -2.18 -0.043 -0.27
Age Bracket 3 -0.046 -0.44 0.201 1.38
Age Bracket 5 -0.074 -0.61 0.312 * 1.91
Age Bracket 6 -0.268 ♦ -1.89 0.215 1.14
Income Bracket 1 0.214 * 1.93 0.003 0.02
Income Bracket 2 0.094 1.00 -0.049 -0.39
Income Bracket 4 0.033 0.27 -0.153 -0.89
Income Bracket 5 0.143 1.11 -0.231 -1.17
Model Children Present 0.089 1.01 0.105 0.89
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.038 -0.37 -0.145 -1.09
Model Marital Status -0.053 -0.64 -0.220 *♦ -2.05
Model Housing Tenure 0.003 0.04 0.114 0.91
Telephone Indicator -0.289 * -1.82 -0.423 * -1.93
Rural Route Indicator 0.042 0.38 0.065 0.43
Years as Customer -0.191 ** -2.38 -0.297 ** -2.64
Years as Customer Squared 0.021 1.48 0.035 ♦ 1.84
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0009 -1.00 -0.002 -1.44
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00001 0.75 0.00003 1.20
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.014 0.29 0.021 0.34
Catalogs Sent 0.336 4.10 0.402 *** 2.78
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.030 * -1.94 -0.045 * -1.72
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.002 1.49 0.004 ** 2.03
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00003 -1.42 -0.00009 ♦* -2.32
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.066 1.41 0.327 *** 7.00
Credit Orders Previous 0.002 0.32 0.010 ♦ 1.82
Open Balance (000’s) -0.564 -0.99 -0.738 -1.18
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 0.376 1.29 0.677 ** 2.30
Zero Payment Indicator -0.280 ♦** -3.02 -0.441 *** -3.25
Log Likelihood - Initial -7037.7
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -4932.3
Number of Observations 6406
Percent Correctly Predicted 67.437
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COEFF. T-STAT COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.367 *** -5.78 -2.940 *** -8.87
Monthly Payment Amount -0.006 -0.93 0.015 ♦* 2.03
Monthly Payment Amount Squared 0.00007 * 1.69 0.00004 0.95
Age Bracket 1 0.024 0.15 0.116 0.56
Age Bracket 2 -0.027 -0.24 0.195 1.38
Age Bracket 3 -0.037 -0.38 0.165 1.31
Age Bracket 5 0.078 0.71 0.370 ** 2.61
Age Bracket 6 0.092 0.71 0.486 *♦* 3.01
Income Bracket 1 0.086 0.87 0.194 1.50
Income Bracket 2 -0.022 -0.26 0.228 ♦* 2.03
Income Bracket 4 -0.094 -0.84 0.130 0.86
Income Bracket 5 -0.072 -0.60 0.113 0.69
Model Children Present -0.118 -1.43 -0.124 -1.18
Model Dwelling Unit Type o.ιιι 1.14 -0.011 -0.09
Model Marital Status -0.011 -0.15 -0.225 ♦* -2.41
Model Housing Tenure -0.208 ** -2.28 -0.014 -0.12
Telephone Indicator -0.143 -0.92 -0.077 -0.37
Rural Route Indicator 0.003 0.03 0.105 0.80
Years as Customer -0.169 *♦ -2.32 -0.392 *** -4.15
Years as Customer Squared 0.020 1.62 0.049 ♦♦♦ 3.11
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0010 -1.27 -0.002 *♦ -2.54
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00002 1.09 0.00004 ** 2.22
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.022 0.51 -0.082 -1.49
Catalogs Sent 0.332 *** 5.09 0.685 6.11
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.035 *** -2.77 -0.121 *** -5.43
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.002 *♦ 2.16 0.009 ♦** 5.58
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00003 * -1.70 -0.0002 *♦* -5.31
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.090 ** 2.05 0.282 *** 6.36
Credit Orders Previous 0.005 0.95 0.011 ♦* 2.12
Open Balance (000’s) 0.331 0.66 0.423 0.68
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.340 -1.36 -0.783 #♦ -2.28
Zero Payment Indicator 0.028 0.33 0.053 0.47
Log Likelihood - Initial -7648.5
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -6011.1
Number of Observations 6962
Percent Correctly Predicted 60.959
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COEFF. T-STAT COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -2.327 **♦ -9.14 -3.117 *** -8.41
Monthly Payment Amount 0.003 0.57 0.015 ** 2.32
Monthly Payment Amount Squared 0.00004 1.14 -0.00002 -0.46
Age Bracket 1 -0.072 -0.46 -0.191 -0.87
Age Bracket 2 -0.202 * -1.84 -0.298 * -1.90
Age Bracket 3 -0.067 -0.70 0.003 0.02
Age Bracket 5 0.064 0.58 0.071 0.44
Age Bracket 6 0.060 0.47 0.110 0.60
Income Bracket 1 0.095 0.95 0.251 * 1.76
Income Bracket 2 0.076 0.89 0.139 1.10
Income Bracket 4 0.129 1.16 0.079 0.46
Income Bracket 5 -0.064 -0.52 -0.105 -0.54
Model Children Present 0.131 1.60 0.155 1.34
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.073 0.75 -0.030 -0.23
Model Marital Status -0.043 -0.58 -0.144 -1.38
Model Housing Tenure 0.016 0.18 0.042 0.35
Telephone Indicator 0.051 0.29 0.051 0.20
Rural Route Indicator -0.051 -0.50 -0.054 -0.35
Years as Customer -0.088 -1.26 -0.334 *** -3.31
Years as Customer Squared 0.013 1.10 0.040 ** 2.36
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0007 -1.01 -0.002 * -1.86
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00001 0.97 0.00003 1.60
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.017 0.40 0.017 0.29
Catalogs Sent 0.573 *#♦ 3.62 0.478 ** 2.12
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.156 -2.19 -0.164 * -1.75
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.024 ** 2.08 0.032 ♦* 2.25
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.001 ** -2.03 -0.002 *♦ -2.44
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.159 *** 3.59 0.351 *♦* 7.20
Credit Orders Previous 0.002 0.41 0.009 *♦ 1.98
Open Balance (000,s) 0.444 1.06 1.225 ** 2.34
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.241 -1.32 -0.416 * -1.81
Zero Payment Indicator 0.021 0.24 -0.167 -1.19
Log Likelihood - Initial -8359.3
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -5713.7
Number of Observations 7609
Percent Correctly Predicted 69.47
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COEFF. T-STAT COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.934 **» -7.61 -2.524 -7.48
Monthly Payment Amount 0.007 1.26 0.019 ♦** 3.09
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.000002 -0.06 -0.00005 -1.62
Age Bracket 1 -0.191 -1.26 -0.161 -0.80
Age Bracket 2 -0.331 *♦* -3.10 -0.164 -1.15
Age Bracket 3 -0.184 ** -1.97 -0.078 -0.61
Age Bracket 5 0.008 0.07 0.023 0.15
Age Bracket 6 0.174 1.37 0.269 1.59
Income Bracket 1 0.030 0.31 0.192 1.47
Income Bracket 2 -0.018 -0.22 0.029 0.25
Income Bracket 4 -0.101 -0.93 -0.175 -1.09
Income Bracket 5 -0.385 *** -3.04 -0.199 -1.11
Model Children Present 0.149 * 1.87 0.191 * 1.81
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.104 1.11 -0.050 -0.43
Model Marital Status -0.060 -0.83 -0.256 *** -2.72
Model Housing Tenure -0.039 -0.44 0.050 0.45
Telephone Indicator 0.052 0.31 -0.241 -1.13
Rural Route Indicator -0.005 -0.05 -0.253 * -1.70
Years as Customer -0.145 ♦» -2.12 -0.444 ♦** -4.78
Years as Customer Squared 0.012 1.01 0.051 *** 3.24
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0004 -0.58 -0.002 ** -2.39
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.000006 0.41 0.00003 * 1.88
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.012 -0.30 -0.072 -1.33
Catalogs Sent 0.427 *♦* 5.23 0.416 3.72
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.068 *♦* -3.91 -0.064 *♦* -2.92
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.005 *♦* 3.59 0.005 ♦*‡ 3.02
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0001 **♦ -3.21 -0.0001 -2.88
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.122 **♦ 2.96 0.252 ♦** 5.71
Credit Orders Previous 0.004 0.89 0.018 4.18
Open Balance (000’s) -0.501 -1.19 0.212 0.41
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.010 -0.05 -0.171 -0.70
Zero Payment Indicator -0.142 ♦ -1.72 0.002 0.02
Log Likelihood - Initial -9047.1
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -6302.1
Number of Observations 8235
Percent Correctly Predicted 68.682
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COEFF. T-STAT COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.729 *** -7.26 -2.751 *#* -7.92
Monthly Payment Amount 0.011 ♦* 2.07 0.022 *** 4.09
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00003 -0.86 -0.00004 -1.48
Age Bracket 1 -0.100 -0.71 0.034 0.18
Age Bracket 2 -0.138 -1.38 -0.004 -0.03
Age Bracket 3 -0.097 -1.11 -0.090 -0.77
Age Bracket 5 -0.085 -0.82 0.196 1.36
Age Bracket 6 0.021 0.17 0.321 ** 1.98
Income Bracket 1 0.215 ** 2.34 0.259 ** 2.05
Income Bracket 2 menv∙xw 2.07 0.174 1.58
Income Bracket 4 0.120 1.18 0.178 1.20
Income Bracket 5 -0.066 -0.57 0.026 0.15
Model Children Present 0.064 0.86 0.105 1.02
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.226 -2.60 -0.184 * -1.65
Model Marital Status -0.072 -1.06 -0.298 *** -3.31
Model Housing Tenure 0.161 ♦ 1.95 0.108 1.02
Telephone Indicator 0.018 0.11 0.109 0.45
Rural Route Indicator 0.068 0.73 -0.190 -1.31
Years as Customer -0.252 -3.97 -0.364 *♦* -4.08
Years as Customer Squared 0.038 *** 3.54 0.045 ♦ ** 2.95
Years as Customer Cubed -0.002 ♦** -3.11 -0.002 ♦♦ -2.29
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00003 *** 2.78 0.00003 * 1.84
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.029 -0.75 -0.122 *♦ -2.32
Catalogs Sent 0.301 *** 4.09 0.285 *** 2.71
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.043 ♦** -2.78 -0.040 ♦ -1.89
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.003 ** 2.44 0.003 * 1.83
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00006 ** -2.09 -0.00006 -1.55
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.148 *♦* 3.94 0.295 *** 7.24
Credit Orders Previous -0.003 -0.71 0.010 ♦* 2.54
Open Balance (000’s) -0.106 -0.25 -0.136 -0.29
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.131 -0.58 -0.121 -0.57
Zero Payment Indicator -0.200 ** -2.55 -0.309 *♦* -2.76
Log Likelihood - Initial -9891.9
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -7096.2
Number of Observations 9004
Percent Correctly Predicted 67.259
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Constant -1.450 *** -6.67 -2.334 -8.40
Monthly Payment Amount 0.001 0.20 0.022 3.96
Monthly Payment Amount Squared 0.00002 0.71 -0.00004 -1.25
Age Bracket 1 -0.121 -0.87 -0.079 -0.50
Age Bracket 2 -0.121 -1.26 -0.135 -1.21
Age Bracket 3 -0.078 -0.92 -0.165 -1.64
Age Bracket 5 0.119 1.18 -0.034 -0.28
Age Bracket 6 0.004 0.04 0.021 0.15
Income Bracket 1 0.059 0.67 0.075 0.72
Income Bracket 2 -0.069 -0.92 0.017 0.20
Income Bracket 4 -0.120 -1.21 -0.056 -0.47
Income Bracket 5 -0.042 -0.41 -0.191 -1.38
Model Children Present 0.195 2.69 0.193 ** 2.28
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.122 1.42 -0.064 -0.67
Model Marital Status -0.090 -1.36 -0.159 *♦ -2.08
Model Housing Tenure -0.088 -1.10 0.060 0.66
Telephone Indicator -0.339 *♦ -2.38 -0.134 -0.70
Rural Route Indicator -0.136 -1.39 -0.049 -0.43
Years as Customer -0.147 ♦♦ -2.44 -0.222 *♦* -3.03
Years as Customer Squared 0.019 * 1.89 0.023 * 1.86
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0009 -1.53 -0.0008 -1.13
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00002 1.34 0.00001 0.67
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.065 * 1.68 -0.118 **# -2.65
Catalogs Sent 0.152 ** 2.64 0.168 ** 2.32
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.009 -0.90 -0.004 -0.35
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.0004 0.60 -0.00009 -0.12
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.000005 -0.37 0.000009 0.59
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.035 0.85 0.294 7.52
Credit Orders Previous 0.0008 0.20 0.016 *** 4.03
Open Balance (000’s) 0.017 0.04 -0.179 -0.42
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.062 -0.41 -0.211 -1.07
Zero Payment Indicator -0.029 -0.39 -0.271 -2.89
Log Likelihood - Initial -10760
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -8298.5
Number of Observations 9794
Percent Correctly Predicted 63.672
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COEFF. T-STAT COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.208 *** -5.59 -1.804 *♦* -6.12
Monthly Payment Amount 0.002 0.52 0.019 3.78
Monthly Payment Amount Squared 0.00001 0.70 -0.00002 -1.05
Age Bracket 1 -0.020 -0.15 -0.340 * -1.84
Age Bracket 2 -0.159 * -1.66 -0.301 -2.26
Age Bracket 3 -0.046 -0.55 0.051 0.43
Age Bracket 5 -0.008 -0.08 0.209 1.46
Age Bracket 6 0.091 0.79 0.309 ♦ 1.90
Income Bracket 1 0.139 0.186 1.52
Income Bracket 2 0.101 1.38 -0.057 -0.53
Income Bracket 4 0.006 0.07 -0.015 -0.10
Income Bracket 5 -0.123 -1.11 0.054 0.34
Model Children Present 0.060 0.85 0.235 2.38
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.063 -0.76 -0.110 -1.05
Model Marital Status 0.028 0.44 -0.184 ♦ * -2.08
Model Housing Tenure 0.108 1.41 -0.010 -0.10
Telephone Indicator -0.024 -0.16 -0.424 ** -2.12
Rural Route Indicator 0.040 0.45 -0.342 -2.16
Years as Customer -0.270 *** -4.59 -0.339 ♦** -3.95
Years as Customer Squared 0.037 *** 3.78 0.038 ** 2.64
Years as Customer Cubed -0.002 -3.21 -0.002 ♦* -2.02
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00003 *** 2.81 0.00003 * 1.65
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.095 ** -2.59 -0.176 -3.49
Catalogs Sent 0.168 ** 2.13 0.245 ** 2.35
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.039 * -1.88 -0.054 ** -2.11
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.004 ** 2.19 0.005 ♦* 2.24
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0001 ** -2.30 -0.0001 ♦* -1.98
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.107 2.44 0.326 6.87
Credit Orders Previous 0.005 1.40 0.009 ** 2.41
Open Balance (000’s) 0.307 0.96 0.661 * 1.84
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.113 -0.96 -0.246 ** -1.99
Zero Payment Indicator -0.684 -9.19 -0.974 *♦* -7.65
Log Likelihood - Initial -11390
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -7667.8
Number of Observations 10368
Percent Correctly Predicted 69.956
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COEFF. T-STAT COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -0.700 *** -3.39 -2.048 *** -7.03
Monthly Payment Amount -0.011 ** -2.24 0.016 ♦** 3.07
Monthly Payment Amount Squared 0.00005 ** 2.10 -0.00002 -0.70
Age Bracket 1 -0.015 -0.12 -0.349 ** -2.02
Age Bracket 2 0.015 0.17 -0.083 -0.68
Age Bracket 3 -0.038 -0.47 0.085 0.77
Age Bracket 5 0.147 1.50 0.308 ** 2.37
Age Bracket 6 0.115 0.99 0.209 1.39
Income Bracket 1 0.218 ** 2.53 0.500 *** 4.39
Income Bracket 2 0.151 ** 2.13 0.304 **♦ 3.12
Income Bracket 4 -0.032 -0.37 -0.056 -0.44
Income Bracket 5 -0.137 -1.39 -0.154 -1.07
Model Children Present 0.135 * 1.90 0.186 ** 2.00
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.049 0.66 -0.004 -0.04
Model Marital Status -0.008 -0.13 -0.064 -0.80
Model Housing Tenure -0.132 * -1.81 -0.013 -0.14
Telephone Indicator -0.278 * -1.95 -0.255 -1.28
Rural Route Indicator 0.044 0.47 -0.170 -1.27
Years as Customer -0.362 *** -6.32 -0.542 *** -7.09
Years as Customer Squared 0.051 **» 5.36 0.072 *** 5.72
Years as Customer Cubed -0.003 *** -4.76 -0.004 *** -4.84
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00005 *** 4.37 0.00006 *** 4.29
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.067 * -1.86 -0.204 *** -4.37
Catalogs Sent 0.246 **♦ 4.12 0.460 *** 5.56
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.035 *♦* -2.87 -0.066 ***. -4.26
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.002 ♦* 2.49 0.004 ♦♦♦ 3.82
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00005 ** -2.12 -0.00008 -3.21
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.101 *** 2.79 0.300 7.90
Credit Orders Previous 0.009 ** 2.55 0.006 * 1.78
Open Balance (000’s) 0.293 0.90 -0.327 -0.89
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.059 -0.49 -0.001 -0.01
Zero Payment Indicator -0.774 *** -10.67 -1.151 *** -10.61
Log Likelihood - Initial -11610
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -8372.7
Number of Observations 10568
Percent Correctly Predicted 67.118
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Table 5.12: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 1
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant . 85.635 *** 3.13
Selection Correction - Buy Once -0.231 -2.68
Selection Correction - Buy Multiple 0.173 ** 2.57
Monthly Payment Amount 0.295 0.64
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.002 -1.14
Age Bracket I -19.264 -1.36
Age Bracket 2 -2.779 -0.27
Age Bracket 3 -3.444 -0.38
Age Bracket 5 -7.510 -0.75
Age Bracket 6 -5.367 -0.47
Income Bracket 1 -4.900 -0.52
Income Bracket 2 -2.746 -0.33
Income Bracket 4 -0.846 -0.08
Income Bracket 5 -6.787 -0.59
Model Children Present 15.537 ♦* 2.01
Model Dwelling Unit Type -7.612 -0.88
Model Marital Status 1.904 0.29
Model Housing Tenure 1.684 0.21
Telephone Indicator -14.566 -1.01
Rural Route Indicator 1.177 0.12
Years as Customer -0.257 -0.04
Years as Customer Squared -0.170 -0.14
Years as Customer Cubed 0.016 0.22
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.0003 -0.24
Declining Balance 90 Days 4.541 1.19
Catalogs Sent -6.471 -0.59
Catalogs Sent Squared 0.922 0.39
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.075 -0.39
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.002 0.41
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 1.226 0.43
Credit Orders Previous -0.270 -0.81
Open Balance (000’s) 59.411 1.38
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 26.737 1.39
Zero Payment Indicator 19.543 ♦* 2.40




Table δ. 13: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 2
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -12.213 -0.47
Selection Correction - Buy Once -0.783 -1.30
Selection Correction - Buy Multiple -0.001 -0.26
Monthly Payment Amount 0.940 * 1.95
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.008 -3.75
Age Bracket 1 34.318 ♦* 2.20
Age Bracket 2 25.585 ♦* 2.34
Age Bracket 3 17.341 * 1.76
Age Bracket 5 -3.746 -0.33
Age Bracket 6 -20.381 -1.54
Income Bracket 1 13.304 1.30
Income Bracket 2 2.654 0.30
Income Bracket 4 -9.964 -0.85
Income Bracket 5 -9.781 -0.77
Model Children Present 2.300 0.28
Model Dwelling Unit Type -12.264 -1.30
Model Marital Status 7.467 0.98
Model Housing Tenure 13.504 1.53
Telephone Indicator 4.114 0.28
Rural Route Indicator 8.489 0.82
Years as Customer -3.597 -0.46
Years as Customer Squared 0.735 0.55
Years as Customer Cubed -0.040 -0.48
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.0006 0.38
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.711 0.16
Catalogs Sent 20.554 »* 2.20
Catalogs Sent Squared -3.606 ** -2.15
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.227 *♦ 2.02
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.004 * -1.77
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 14.761 ♦** 4.70
Credit Orders Previous -0.048 -0.13
Open Balance (000’s) -19.819 -0.47
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 113.570 **♦ 6.34
Zero Payment Indicator 12.804 1.43




Table 5.14: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 3
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 25.595 1.31
Selection Correction - Buy Once -0.002 -0.21
Selection Correction - Buy Multiple -0.000005 -0.42
Monthly Payment Amount 0.995 0.58
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00008 -0.04
Age Bracket 1 16.957 1.39
Age Bracket 2 9.725 1.16
Age Bracket 3 3.568 0.48
Age Bracket 5 -11.850 -1.43
Age Bracket 6 -22.604 ** -2.42
Income Bracket 1 4.307 0.57
Income Bracket 2 6.348 0.96
Income Bracket 4 0.814 0.09
Income Bracket 5 -0.633 -0.07
Model Children Present -4.694 -0.74
Model Dwelling Unit Type -8.009 -1.15
Model Marital Status -1.536 -0.28
Model Housing Tenure -5.214 -0.80
Telephone Indicator 23.791 ** 1.96
Rural Route Indicator -3.532 -0.45
Years as Customer -4.968 -0.87
Years as Customer Squared 0.998 1.04
Years as Customer Cubed -0.067 -1.15
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.001 1.19
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.424 0.13
Catalogs Sent 2.462 0.38
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.138 -0.11
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.014 0.15
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0006 -0.23
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 6.499 *** 3.06
Credit Orders Previous -0.392 -1.43
Open Balance (000’s) 21.750 0.60
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -17.232 -0.92
Zero Payment Indicator 11.669 * 1.79




Table 5.15: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 4
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 59.013 ♦* 2.38
Selection Correction - Buy Once -0.538 **♦ -6.36
Selection Correction - Buy Multiple 0.555 *** 6.66
Monthly Payment Amount 0.468 1.11
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.004 ♦* -2.37
Age Bracket 1 9.211 0.64
Age Bracket 2 -3.586 -0.35
Age Bracket 3 6.071 0.69
Age Bracket 5 -0.227 -0.02
Age Bracket 6 -1.509 -0.13
Income Bracket 1 -7.775 -0.85
Income Bracket 2 -15.550 * -1.94
Income Bracket 4 -17.309 ♦ -1.65
Income Bracket 5 13.300 1.11
Model Children Present 13.380 * 1.78
Model Dwelling Unit Type -3.767 -0.45
Model Marital Status 13.503 ** 2.02
Model Housing Tenure -4.862 -0.61
Telephone Indicator 21.490 1.31
Rural Route Indicator -2.309 -0.24
Years as Customer 4.021 0.60
Years as Customer Squared -0.241 -0.22
Years as Customer Cubed 0.0006 0.01
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.0001 0.08
Declining Balance 90 Days 9.482 ** 2.46
Catalogs Sent -7.824 -0.53
Catalogs Sent Squared -2.278 -0.38
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.508 0.57
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.023 -0.54
Credit Orders Last 12 Months -5.230 ♦ -1.75
Credit Orders Previous -0.400 -1.40
Open Bidance (000’s) 36.348 1.01
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 40.769 **♦ 2.67
Zero Payment Indicator 40.666 4.85




Table δ. 16: Dollars Purchased - Quarter δ
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 65.470 ** 2.52
Selection Correction - Buy Once -2.287 *** -4.77
Selection Correction - Buy Multiple 0.481 3.93
Monthly Payment Amount 0.473 1.05
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.004 -1.60
Age Bracket 1 14.329 1.00
Age Bracket 2 5.365 0.52
Age Bracket 3 3.342 0.37
Age Bracket 5 -24.193 *♦ -2.30
Age Bracket 6 -22.146 * -1.88
Income Bracket 1 5.940 0.64
Income Bracket 2 4.265 0.53
Income Bracket 4 -0.295 -0.03
Income Bracket 5 18.711 1.45
Model Children Present 7.089 0.94
Model Dwelling Unit Type -13.182 -1.55
Model Marital Status 3.315 0.49
Model Housing Tenure 22.774 ♦** 2.85
Telephone Indicator 12.532 0.77
Rural Route Indicator 0.403 0.04
Years as Customer -4.531 -0.65
Years as Customer Squared 0.874 0.76
Years as Customer Cubed -0.058 -0.83
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.001 0.86
Declining Balance 90 Days 4.900 1.26
Catalogs Sent -7.684 -0.89
Catalogs Sent Squared 1.070 0.64
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.094 -0.76
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.003 0.98
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 7.342 ** 2.30
Credit Orders Previous 0.513 1.56
Open Balance (000’s) 39.400 0.99
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 28.799 1.53
Zero Payment Indicator 13.089 1.59




Table 5.17: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 6
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 61.541 ** 2.49
Selection Correction - Buy Once -1.376 *** -3.11
Selection Correction - Buy Multiple 0.523 *** 4.23
Monthly Payment Amount 0.552 1.26
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.005 ** -2.35
Age Bracket 1 7.562 0.57
Age Bracket 2 12.317 1.29
Age Bracket 3 9.236 1.09
Age Bracket 5 0.295 0.03
Age Bracket 6 -4.230 -0.39
Income Bracket 1 -5.708 -0.65
Income Bracket 2 1.004 0.13
Income Bracket 4 -1.605 -0.16
Income Bracket 5 -11.211 -0.96
Model Children Present . 7.732 1.07
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.934 -0.12
Model Marital Status -2.646 -0.41
Model Housing Tenure -9.401 -1.25
Telephone Indicator 9.652 0.60
Rural Route Indicator -3.300 -0.35
Years as Customer 7.197 1.15
Years as Customer Squared -1.120 -1.07
Years as Customer Cubed 0.069 1.10
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.001 -1.12
Declining Balance 90 Days 1.477 0.40
Catalogs Sent -7.119
Catalogs Sent Squared 0.933 0.65
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.069 -0.66
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.002 0.72
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.290 0.10
Credit Orders Previous -0.520 * -1.75
Open Balance (000’s) 101.47 2.69
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 13.664 0.76
Zero Payment Indicator 20.725 *** 2.71




Table 5.18: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 7
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant . 64.719 ♦** 2.84
Selection Correction - Buy Once -1.509 *** -7.11
Selection Correction - Buy Multiple 1.248 8.42
Monthly Payment Amount 1.197 2.75
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.002 -0.85
Age Bracket 1 12.730 0.97
Age Bracket 2 -3.027 -0.32
Age Bracket 3 -9.962 -1.19
Age Bracket 5 -3.845 -0.39
Age Bracket 6 -26.444 ** -2.36
Income Bracket 1 2.824 0.33
Income Bracket 2 -1.340 -0.18
Income Bracket 4 -5.235 -0.52
Income Bracket 5 -1.406 -0.13
Model Children Present 1.529 0.22
Model Dwelling Unit Type -13.250 ♦ -1.65
Model Marital Status 17.036 *** 2.70
Model Housing Tenure -4.704 -0.63
Telephone Indicator 23.044 1.54
Rural Route Indicator -9.156 -0.95
Years as Customer -7.213 -1.21
Years as Customer Squared 1.154 1.15
Years as Customer Cubed -0.063 -1.06
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.001 0.93
Declining Balance 90 Days 3.826 1.04
Catalogs Sent 4.335 0.72
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.835 -0.86
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.041 0.79
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0006 -0.52
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.905 0.31
Credit Orders Previous -0.258 -0.93
Open Balance (000’s) 29.176 0.82
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 4.382 0.27
Zero Payment Indicator 31.442 4.05




Table 5.19: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 8
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 34.503 1.64
Selection Correction - Buy Once -0.338 *** -4.59
Selection Correction - Buy Multiple 0.336 5.63
Monthly Payment Amount -0.638 * -1.78
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.002 -1.42
Age Bracket 1 17.810 1.38
Age Bracket 2 16.198 * 1.73
Age Bracket 3 1.847 0.22
Age Bracket 5 0.020 0.002
Age Bracket 6 -4.775 -0.43
Income Bracket 1 -11.337 -1.29
Income Bracket 2 -12.832 ♦ -1.72
Income Bracket 4 15.470 1.52
Income Bracket 5 -5.522 -0.49
Model Children Present 1.227 0.18
Model Dwelling Unit Type 1.056 0.14
Model Marital Status ∙ 1.508 0.24
Model Housing Tenure -5.687 -0.78
Telephone Indicator 9.545 0.64
Rural Route Indicator 9.754 0.98
Years as Customer 9.199 1.57
Years as Customer Squared -1.309 -1.34
Years as Customer Cubed 0.063 1.09
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.001 -0.90
Declining Balance 90 Days 13.954 **★ 3.94
Catalogs Sent 2.836 0.38
Catalogs Sent Squared -1.327 -0.74
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.113 0.72
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.003 -0.63
Credit Orders Last 12 Months -0.191 -0.06
Credit Orders Previous -0.187 -0.69
Open Balance (000’s) 156.99 *♦* 5.87
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.699 -0.09
Zero Payment Indicator 57.849 **♦ 6.08




Table 5.20: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 9
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 15.604 0.66
Selection Correction - Buy Once -0.399 *** -4.71
Selection Correction - Buy Multiple 0.399 *** 4.83
Monthly Payment Amount 0.256 0.53
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.005 ** -2.63
Age Bracket 1 24.315 * 1.70
Age Bracket 2 16.942 1.63
Age Bracket 3 13.756 1.46
Age Bracket 5 -6.605 -0.60
Age Bracket 6 -31.144 -0.43
Income Bracket 1 2.950 0.30
Income Bracket 2 5.502 0.67
Income Bracket 4 -5.696 -0.54
Income Bracket 5 -3.777 -0.31
Model Children Present -1.944 -0.24
Model Dwelling Unit Type -5.003 -0.61
Model Marital Status 12.204 * 1.74
Model Housing Tenure -1.549 -0.19
Telephone Indicator 20.132 1.25
Rural Route Indicator -6.086 -0.55
Years as Customer -0.644 -0.10
Years as Customer Squared 0.047 0.04
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0007 -0.01
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.00002 -0.02
Declining Balance 90 Days -2.875 -0.72
Catalogs Sent 15.759 ** 2.20
Catalogs Sent Squared -2.388 * -1.82
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.126 1.43
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.002 -1.08
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 1.876 0.57
Credit Orders Previous -0.275 -0.92
Open Balance (000’s) 115.14 *** 3.22
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 4.055 0.33
Zero Payment Indicator 30.390 *** 3.20




5.2 Two-Level Binary Choice Results
The results of the two-level binary choice model are presented below. For each of the nine quarters analyzed, the second step, or “purchase once” versus “purchase multiple times” is given first. Next, the binary decision of “purchase” versus “no purchase” is listed. Finally, for each of the nine quarters, the estimation of the dollar amountpurchased is presented.
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Table 5.21: Buy Once/Buy Multiple Given Purchase - Quarter 1
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -0.902 * -1.84
Monthly Payment Amount 0.016 ♦ 1.86
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.000003 -0.08
Age Bracket 1 -0.237 -0.91
Age Bracket 2 -0.378 ** -2.01
Age Bracket 3 -0.090 -0.54
Age Bracket 5 0.016 0.09
Age Bracket 6 0.193 0.91
Income Bracket 1 0.352 ** 1.97
Income Bracket 2 0.162 1.02
Income Bracket 4 0.455 *♦ 2.29
Income Bracket 5 0.225 1.02
Model Children Present 0.449 *** 3.15
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.246 -1.58
Model Marital Status -0.098 -0.80
Model Housing Tenure -0.011 -0.08
Telephone Indicator -0.501 * -1.94
Rural Route Indicator 0.122 0.67
Years as Customer -0.127 -0.97
Years as Customer Squared 0.012 0.55
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0003 -0.19
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.000002 -0.07
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.006 -0.08
Catalogs Sent 0.002 0.01
Catalogs Sent Squared 0.002 0.03
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.0002 0.06
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00001 -0.11
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.239 ♦♦♦ 4.49
Credit Orders Previous 0.004 0.64
Open Balance (000’s) 0.458 0.59
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.556 -1.54
Zero Payment Indicator -0.098 -0.63
Log Likelihood - Initial -1414
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -1186.6
Number of Observations 2040
Percent Correctly Predicted 70.196
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Table 5.22: Buy Once/Buy Multiple Given Purchase - Quarter
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.431 **♦ -3.27
Monthly Payment Amount 0.011 1.43
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00005 -1.23
Age Bracket 1 0.142 0.56
Age Bracket 2 0.165 0.92
Age Bracket 3 0.207 1.27
Age Bracket 5 0.326 * 1.77
Age Bracket 6 0.510 ♦♦ 2.40
Income Bracket 1 -0.212 -1.30
Income Bracket 2 -0.107 -0.75
Income Bracket 4 -0.213 -1.11
Income Bracket 5 -0.373 * -1.72
Model Children Present 0.053 0.40
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.105 -0.70
Model Marital Status -0.125 -1.04
Model Housing Tenure 0.050 0.35
Telephone Indicator -0.145 -0.61
Rural Route Indicator 0.015 0.09
Years as Customer -0.077 -0.61
Years as Customer Squared 0.011 0.51
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0007 -0.50
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00001 0.48
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.018 0.26
Catalogs Sent 0.083 0.54
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.013 -0.52
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.002 0.99
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00004 -1.30
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.253 *** 4.73
Credit Orders Previous 0.006 0.99
Open Balance (000,s) -0.117 -0.17
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 0.286 0.98
Zero Payment Indicator -0.098 -0.66
Log Likelihood - Initial -1499.3
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -1281.7
Number of Observations 2163
Percent Correctly Predicted 68.978
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Table 5.23: Buy Once/Buy Multiple Given Purchase - Quarter 3
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.533 ♦** -4.18
Monthly Payment Amount 0.022 *** 3.10
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00003 -0.93
Age Bracket 1 0.094 0.42
Age Bracket 2 0.244 1.57
Age Bracket 3 0.168 1.21
Age Bracket 5 0.293 * 1.90
Age Bracket 6 0.440 ** 2.54
Income Bracket 1 0.114 0.82
Income Bracket 2 0.251 *♦ 2.05
Income Bracket 4 0.187 1.12
Income Bracket 5 0.218 1.20
Model Children Present 0.027 0.23
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.162 -1.27
Model Marital Status -0.180 * -1.78
Model Housing Tenure 0.168 1.41
Telephone Indicator 0.064 0.28
Rural Route Indicator 0.060 0.42
Years as Customer -0.234 ** -2.23
Years as Customer Squared 0.032 * 1.83
Years as Customer Cubed -0.002 -1.58
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00003 1.42
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.104 * -1.74
Catalogs Sent 0.272 *# 2.19
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.067 *** -2.70
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.006 **♦ 3.13
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0001 *** -3.11
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.201 *♦* 4.41
Credit Orders Previous 0.006 1.12
Open Balance (000’s) 0.044 0.07
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.440 -1.26
Zero Payment Indicator 0.096 0.78
Log Likelihood - Initial -2051
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -1758.6
Number of Observations 2959
Percent Correctly Predicted 69.111
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Table 5.24: Buy Once/Buy Multiple Given Purchase - Quarter 4
VARLABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -0.813 * -1.90
Monthly Payment Amount 0.010 1.56
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00005 * -1.78
Age Bracket 1 0.006 0.02
Age Bracket 2 -0.024 -0.13
Age Bracket 3 0.130 0.85
Age Bracket 5 -0.010 -0.06
Age Bracket 6 -0.015 -0.08
Income Bracket 1 0.228 1.44
Income Bracket 2 0.094 0.67
Income Bracket 4 -0.018 -0.10
Income Bracket 5 0.104 0.48
Model Children Present -0.013 -0.10
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.124 -0.87
Model Marital Status -0.076 -0.66
Model Housing Tenure 0.053 0.39
Telephone Indicator 0.008 0.03
Rural Route Indicator 0.002 0.01
Years as Customer -0.263 ** -2.29
Years as Customer Squared 0.031 1.60
Years as Customer Cubed -0.001 -1.25
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00002 1.07
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.016 0.24
Catalogs Sent -0.204 -0.79
Catalogs Sent Squared 0.020 0.20
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.006 0.42
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0005 -0.68
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.179 *** 3.58
Credit Orders Previous 0.010 ** 2.06
Open Balance (000’s) 0.965 * 1.66
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.235 -0.97
Zero Payment Indicator -0.194 -1.29
Log Likelihood - Initial -1669.1
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -1387.6
Number of Observations 2408
Percent Correctly Predicted 70.64
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Table 5.25: Buy Once/Buy Multiple Given Purchase - Quarter
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -0.561 -1.43
Monthly Payment Amount -0.011 1.54
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00005 -1.40
Age Bracket 1 0.028 0.12
Age Bracket 2 0.201 1.24
Age Bracket 3 0.124 0.87
Age Bracket 5 -0.0009 -0.01
Age Bracket 6 0.039 0.21
Income Bracket 1 0.184 1.25
Income Bracket 2 0.050 0.39
Income Bracket 4 -0.081 -0.46
Income Bracket 5 0.097 0.47
Model Children Present 0.041 0.35
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.139 -1.06
Model Marital Status -0.178 * -1.69
Model Housing Tenure 0.070 0.57
Telephone Indicator -0.353 -1.43
Rural Route Indicator -0.259 -1.59
Years as Customer -0.316 *♦* -2.99
Years as Customer Squared 0.042 ** 2.31
Years as Customer Cubed -0.002 * -1.80
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00003 1.43
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.060 -0.98
Catalogs Sent -0.091 -0.67
Catalogs Sent Squared 0.022 0.83
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.001 -0.69
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.00003 0.62
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.137 ♦** 2.91
Credit Orders Previous 0.016 ♦♦♦ 3.19
Open Balance (000’s) 0.944 1.57
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.219 -0.77
Zero Payment Indicator 0.193 1.45
Log Likelihood - Initial -1846.5
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -1609.7
Number of Observations 2664
Percent Correctly Predicted 68.093
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Table 5.26: Buy Once/Buy Multiple Given Purchase - Quarter 6
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.124 ★** -2.89
Monthly Payment Amount 0.010 1.38
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.000006 -0.15
Age Bracket 1 0.167 0.79
Age Bracket 2 0.113 0.74
Age Bracket 3 0.009 0.06
Age Bracket 5 0.281 * 1.77
Age Bracket 6 0.255 1.46
Income Bracket 1 0.069 0.49
Income Bracket 2 0.026 0.22
Income Bracket 4 0.044 0.27
Income Bracket 5 0.066 0.35
Model Children Present 0.049 0.42
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.039 0.32
Model Marital Status -0.209 ♦♦ -2.09
Model Housing Tenure -0.064 -0.54
Telephone Indicator 0.116 0.44
Rural Route Indicator -0.275 * -1.75
Years as Customer -0.091 -0.93
Years as Customer Squared 0.003 0.17
Years as Customer Cubed 0.0002 0.15
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.000007 -0.33
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.063 -1.08
Catalogs Sent -0.016 -0.13
Catalogs Sent Squared 0.003 0.14
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.0001 -0.06
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.000005 0.12
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.148 *** 3.54
Credit Orders Previous 0.016 ♦** 3.19
Open Balance (000’s) 0.004 0.07
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.045 -0.15
Zero Payment Indicator -0.068 -0.54
Log Likelihood - Initial -2104.4
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -1819.5
Number of Observations 3036
Percent Correctly Predicted 69.236
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Table 5.27: Buy Once/Buy Multiple Given Purchase - Quarter
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -0.922 *** -2.95
Monthly Payment Amount 0.021 3.50
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00006 * -1.94
Age Bracket 1 0.120 0.67
Age Bracket 2 0.045 0.35
Age Bracket 3 -0.065 -0.57
Age Bracket 5 -0.162 -1.19
Age Bracket 6 -0.010 -0.06
Income Bracket 1 0.016 0.14
Income Bracket 2 0.090 0.90
Income Bracket 4 0.076 0.55
Income Bracket 5 -0.189 -1.22
Model Children Present -0.027 -0.28
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.183 * -1.68
Model Marital Status -0.060 -0.70
Model Housing Tenure 0.125 1.21
Telephone Indicator 0.206 0.98
Rural Route Indicator 0.079 0.60
Years as Customer -0.061 -0.75
Years as Customer Squared 0.0007 0.05
Years as Customer Cubed 0.0003 0.40
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.00001 -0.72
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.177 *** -3.54
Catalogs Sent -0.035 -0.41
Catalogs Sent Squared 0.016 1.13
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.001 -1.44
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.00003 * 1.75
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.241 *** 5.49
Credit Orders Previous 0.017 **♦ 3.84
Open Balance (000’s) -0.151 -0.31
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.225 -1.02
Zero Payment Indicator -0.201 * -1.90
Log Likelihood - Initial -2660.3
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -2429.5
Number of Observations 3838
Percent Correctly Predicted 65.008
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Table 5.28: Buy Once/Buy Multiple Given Purchase - Quarter 8
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -0.765 *♦ -2.30
Monthly Payment Amount 0.019 *** 3.48
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00004 ** -2.19
Age Bracket 1 -0.282 -1.36
Age Bracket 2 -0.108 -0.72
Age Bracket 3 0.125 0.94
Age Bracket 5 0.191 1.19
Age Bracket 6 0.111 0.62
Income Bracket 1 0.101 0.73
Income Bracket 2 -0.134 -1.11
Income Bracket 4 -0.013 -0.08
Income Bracket 5 0.158 0.87
Model Children Present 0.173 1.56
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.066 -0.55
Model Marital Status -0.206 ** -2.08
Model Housing Tenure -0.111 -0.97
Telephone Indicator -0.329 -1.42
Rural Route Indicator -0.440 ** -2.55
Years as Customer -0.048 -0.51
Years as Customer Squared 0.00007 0.004
Years as Customer Cubed 0.0001 0.11
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.000003 -0.15
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.071 -1.25
Catalogs Sent 0.020 0.16
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.004 -0.11
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.000003 0.001
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.00003 0.31
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.221 *** 4.18
Credit Orders Previous 0.005 1.21
Open Balance (000’s) 0.255 0.64
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.126 -1.05
Zero Payment Indicator -0.175 -1.26
Log Likelihood - Initial -2223.6
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -1843.3
Number of Observations 3208
Percent Correctly Predicted 71.197
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Table 5.29: Buy Once/Buy Multiple Given Purchase - Quarter 9
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.325 *** -4.13
Monthly Payment Amount 0.028 *** 4.41
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00006 *♦ -2.06
Age Bracket 1 -0.239 -1.25
Age Bracket 2 -0.031 -0.23
Age Bracket 3 0.186 1.48
Age Bracket 5 0.186 1.28
Age Bracket 6 0.086 0.51
Income Bracket 1 0.295 ** 2.30
Income Bracket 2 0.193 * 1.77
Income Bracket 4 -0.039 -0.27
Income Bracket 5 -0.029 -0.17
Model Children Present 0.018 0.17
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.050 -0.47
Model Marital Status -0.025 -0.27
Model Housing Tenure 0.083 0.79
Telephone Indicator 0.031 0.14
Rural Route Indicator -0.268 ♦ -1.79
Years as Customer -0.189 ♦♦ -2.24
Years as Customer Squared 0.023 * 1.65
Years as Customer Cubed -0.001 -1.19
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00001 0.88
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.132 ** -2.53
Catalogs Sent 0.184 * 1.91
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.028 -1.59
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.002 1.51
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00003 -1.26
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.218 *♦* 5.00
Credit Orders Previous -0.004 -1.01
Open Balance (000’s) -0.909 ♦♦ -1.98
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 0.079 0.50
Zero Payment Indicator -0.375 *** -3.18
Log Likelihood - Initial -2469
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -2158.5
Number of Observations 3562
Percent Correctly Predicted 67.687
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Table 5.30: Buy/No Buy - Quarter 1
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -2.335 *** -6.73
Monthly Payment Amount 0.008 1.10
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.000003 -0.09
Age Bracket 1 0.016 0.10
Age Bracket 2 -0.143 -1.07
Age Bracket 3 -0.001 -0.01
Age Bracket 5 0.079 0.71
Age Bracket 6 0.238 * 1.81
Income Bracket 1 0.118 0.98
Income Bracket 2 0.075 0.82
Income Bracket 4 0.017 0.12
Income Bracket 5 -0.075 -0.60
Model Children Present 0.025 0.21
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.009 0.08
Model Marital Status 0.066 0.85
Model Housing Tenure -0.019 -0.21
Telephone Indicator 0.117 0.63
Rural Route Indicator -0.252 ** -2.40
Years as Customer -0.332 *** -4.19
Years as Customer Squared 0.040 *♦* 3.03
Years as Customer Cubed -0.002 ** -2.37
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00003 ** 1.98
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.011 -0.24
Catalogs Sent 0.645 *** 6.37
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.094 ♦** -4.04
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.007 *** 3.40
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0002 -3.03
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.206 *** 2.71
Credit Orders Previous 0.011 *‡ 2.36
Open Balance (000’s) -0.517 -0.93
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 0.149 0.45
Zero Payment Indicator -0.169 * -1.94
Inclusive Value 0.694 1.06
Log Likelihood - Initial -4155.4
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -3402.7
Number of Observations 5995
Percent Correctly Predicted 70.359
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Table 5.31: Buy/No Buy - Quarter 2
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.752 * -6.64
Monthly Payment Amount 0.005 0.86
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00003 -0.96
Age Bracket 1 -0.115 -0.73
Age Bracket 2 -0.275 ♦* -2.50
Age Bracket 3 -0.073 -0.73
Age Bracket 5 -0.117 -0.94
Age Bracket 6 -0.380 ** -2.35
Income Bracket 1 0.255 ♦* 2.39
Income Bracket 2 0.103 1.20
Income Bracket 4 0.081 0.69
Income Bracket 5 0.203 1.55
Model Children Present 0.071 0.90
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.017 -0.18
Model Marital Status -0.042 -0.54
Model Housing Tenure 0.010 0.12
Telephone Indicator -0.258 * -1.76
Rural Route Indicator 0.042 0.43
Years as Customer -0.188 *** -2.57
Years as Customer Squared 0.020 1.59
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0008 -1.05
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00001 0.76
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.009 0.23
Catalogs Sent 0.296 *** 3.56
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.022 -1.33
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.0009 0.76
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00002 -0.73
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.003 0.03
Credit Orders Previous 0.001 0.21
Open Balance (000’s) -0.516 -1.02
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 0.291 1.07
Zero Payment Indicator -0.287 *** -3.43
Inclusive Value 1.621 *** 2.62
Log Likelihood - Initial -4440.3
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -3652
Number of Observations 6406
Percent Correctly Predicted 70.45
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Table 5.32: Buy/No Buy - Quarter 3
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.365 *** -6.14
Monthly Payment Amount -0.006 -0.81
Monthly Payment Amount Squared 0.00007 * 1.76
Age Bracket 1 0.023 0.16
Age Bracket 2 -0.032 -0.31
Age Bracket 3 -0.024 -0.27
Age Bracket 5 0.081 0.76
Age Bracket 6 0.081 0.61
Income Bracket 1 0.086 0.95
Income Bracket 2 -0.020 -0.24
Income Bracket 4 -0.081 -0.77
Income Bracket 5 -0.079 -0.71
Model Children Present -0.127 * -1.73
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.122 1.34
Model Marital Status -0.024 -0.34
Model Housing Tenure -0.196 -2.28
Telephone Indicator -0.143 -1.01
Rural Route Indicator 0.017 0.18
Years as Customer -0.168 -2.32
Years as Customer Squared 0.019 1.63
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0009 -1.28
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00002 1.10
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.021 0.48
Catalogs Sent 0.345 4.68
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.038 ** -2.40
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.002 * 1.76
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00004 -1.43
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.089 1.57
Credit Orders Previous 0.005 1.06
Open Balance (000’s) 0.347 0.76
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.343 -1.41
Zero Payment Indicator 0.011 0.14
Inclusive Value 0.964 2.14
Log Likelihood - Initial -4825.7
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -4254
Number of Observations 6962
Percent Correctly Predicted 66.231
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Table 5.33: Buy/No Buy - Quarter 4
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -1.622 *** -5.47
Monthly Payment Amount 0.010 * 1.87
Monthly Payment Amount Squared 0.00001 0.36
Age Bracket 1 -0.106 -0.76
Age Bracket 2 -0.238 ** -2.41
Age Bracket 3 -0.010 -0.11
Age Bracket 5 0.068 0.68
Age Bracket 6 0.076 0.66
Income Bracket 1 0.204 ** 2.11
Income Bracket 2 0.116 1.49
Income Bracket 4 0.111 1.09
Income Bracket 5 -0.048 -0.42
Model Children Present 0.134 * 1.82
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.003 0.03
Model Marital Status -0.099 -1.45
Model Housing Tenure 0.045 0.55
Telephone Indicator 0.046 0.29
Rural Route Indicator -0.046 -0.49
Years as Customer -0.222 *** -3.02
Years as Customer Squared 0.028 ♦* 2.41
Years as Customer Cubed -0.001 ** -2.02
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00002 * 1.82
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.011 0.29
Catalogs Sent 0.563 4.11
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.188 **♦ -3.08
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.033 3.32
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.002 *** -3.27
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.299 **★ 5.53
Credit Orders Previous 0.084 ** 2.02
Open Balance (000’s) 1.060 *≠ 2.51
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.392 ** -2.21
Zero Payment Indicator -0.001 -0.02
Inclusive Value -1.002 * -1.82
Log Likelihood - Initial -5274.2
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -4321.3
Number of Observations 7609
Percent Correctly Predicted 71.271
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Table 5.34: Buy/No Buy - Quarter 5
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -0.957 *** -3.03
Monthly Payment Amount 0.017 3.32
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00004 -1.56
Age Bracket 1 -0.191 -1.42
Age Bracket 2 -0.208 -2.09
Age Bracket 3 -0.115 -1.35
Age Bracket 5 0.017 0.17
Age Bracket 6 0.218 * 1.91
Income Bracket 1 0.157 * 1.70
Income Bracket 2 0.013 0.18
Income Bracket 4 -0.146 -1.48
Income Bracket 5 -0.293 -2.60
Model Children Present 0.171 ♦* 2.42
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.0008 -0.01
Model Marital Status . -0.194 *♦* -2.77
Model Housing Tenure 0.016 0.21
Telephone Indicator -0.195 -1.23
Rural Route Indicator -0.155 -1.59
Years as Customer -0.356 *** -4.53
Years as Customer Squared 0.039 3.19
Years as Customer Cubed -0.002 ** -2.38
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00002 * 1.87
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.065 * -1.70
Catalogs Sent 0.424 6.04
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.065 -4.42
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.005 4.18
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0001 -3.65
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.248 *♦* 5.33
Credit Orders Previous 0.019 *** 3.68
Open Balance (000’s) 0.171 0.43
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.146 -0.85
Zero Payment Indicator 0.017 0.20
Inclusive Value -1.204 -2.38
Log Likelihood - Initial -5708.1
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -4685.1
Number of Observations 8235
Percent Correctly Predicted 71.075
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Table 5.35: Buy/No Buy - Quarter 6
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant . -1.525 *** -5.48
Monthly Payment Amount 0.013 2.93
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00002 -0.97
Age Bracket 1 -0.078 -0.60
Age Bracket 2 -0.111 -1.20
Age Bracket 3 -0.099 -1.26
Age Bracket 5 -0.032 -0.29
Age Bracket 6 0.084 0.70
Income Bracket 1 0.220 *** 2.65
Income Bracket 2 0.161 2.32
Income Bracket 4 0.133 1.45
Income Bracket 5 -0.044 -0.43
Model Children Present 0.069 1.02
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.217 -2.79
Model Marital Status -0.118 -1.62
Model Housing Tenure 0.151 *♦ 2.05
Telephone Indicator 0.033 0.23
Rural Route Indicator 0.030 0.31
Years as Customer -0.274 -4.61
Years as Customer Squared 0.039 4.08
Years as Customer Cubed -0.002 -3.48
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00003 ♦** 3.02
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.053 -1.40
Catalogs Sent 0.301 4.68
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.043 *** -3.16
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.003 *** 2.77
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00006 ** -2.30
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.184 *♦* 3.64
Credit Orders Previous 0.0002 0.04
Open Balance (000’s) -0.131 -0.37
Open Balance Squared (000,s) -0.122 -0.71
Zero Payment Indicator -0.221 -3.19
Inclusive Value 0.374 0.58
Log Likelihood - Initial -6241.1
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -5277
Number of Observations 9004
Percent Correctly Predicted 69.991
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Table 5.36: Buy/No Buy - Quarter 7
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant . -1.033 *** -4.32
Monthly Payment Amount 0.014 ** 2.13
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.00001 -0.41
Age Bracket 1 -0.094 -0.78
Age Bracket 2 -0.122 -1.46
Age Bracket 3 -0.120 -1.61
Age Bracket 5 0.054 0.59
Age Bracket 6 0.019 0.19
Income Bracket 1 0.068 0.88
Income Bracket 2 -0.024 -0.36
Income Bracket 4 -0.091 -1.06
Income Bracket 5 -0.099 -1.04
Model Children Present 0.189 ♦** 3.02
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.026 0.33
Model Marital Status -0.123 ** -2.13
Model Housing Tenure -0.014 -0.19
Telephone Indicator -0.258 ♦* -1.97
Rural Route Indicator -0.094 -1.12
Years as Customer -0.181 *** -3.40
Years as Customer Squared 0.020 ** 2.29
Years as Customer Cubed -0.0008 -1.57
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00001 1.15
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.034 -0.70
Catalogs Sent 0.153 **♦ 3.08
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.005 -0.51
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.00005 -0.08
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.000008 0.57
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.198 *** 3.06
Credit Orders Previous 0.010 ** 2.02
Open Balance (000’s) -0.231 -0.68
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.099 -0.69
Zero Payment Indicator -0.111 -1.61
Inclusive Value -0.249 -0.56
Log Likelihood - Initial -6788.7
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -5867
Number of Observations 9794
Percent Correctly Predicted 67.899
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Table 5.37: Buy/No Buy - Quarter 8
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -0.844 *** -3.56
Monthly Payment Amount 0.007 1.54
Monthly Payment Amount Squared 0.000007 0.39
Age Bracket 1 -0.105 -0.86
Age Bracket 2 -0.198 *♦ -2.30
Age Bracket 3 -0.024 -0.32
Age Bracket 5 0.048 0.52
Age Bracket 6 0.159 1.50
Income Bracket 1 0.151 * 1.90
Income Bracket 2 0.063 0.93
Income Bracket 4 0.00008 0.00
Income Bracket 5 -0.078 -0.78
Model Children Present 0.107 1.60
Model Dwelling Unit Type -0.072 -1.00
Model Marital Status -0.027 -0.44
Model Housing Tenure 0.072 1.05
Telephone Indicator -0.130 -0.95
Rural Route Indicator -0.028 -0.30
Years as Customer -0.286 *** -5.38
Years as Customer Squared 0.037 *** 4.18
Years as Customer Cubed -0.002 **♦ -3.46
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00003 *** 2.99
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.120 *** -3.51
Catalogs Sent 0.176 2.65
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.037 -2.15
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.004 *♦ 2.29
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.0001 *♦ -2.06
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.184 *♦* 3.55
Credit Orders Previous 0.006 * 1.92
Open Balance (000’s) 0.411 1.46
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.161 -1.52
Zero Payment Indicator -0.716 *** -10.55
Inclusive Value 0.147 0.38
Log Likelihood - Initial -7186.5
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -5823.8
Number of Observations 10368
Percent Correctly Predicted 72.145
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Table 5.38: Buy/No Buy - Quarter 9
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -0.665 *** -3.20
Monthly Payment Amount -0.008 -1.22
Monthly Payment Amount Squared 0.00004 * 1.81
Age Bracket 1 -0.062 -0.53
Age Bracket 2 -0.008 -0.10
Age Bracket 3 -0.045 -0.58
Age Bracket 5 0.153 « 1.68
Age Bracket 6 0.125 1.22
Income Bracket 1 0.236 **♦ 2.64
Income Bracket 2 0.152 ♦* 2.17
Income Bracket 4 -0.031 -0.39
Income Bracket 5 -0.135 -1.55
Model Children Present 0.147 ** 2.36
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.045 0.68
Model Marital Status -0.021 -0.38
Model Housing Tenure -0.113 * -1.73
Telephone Indicator -0.278 ** -2.15
Rural Route Indicator 0.042 0.46
Years as Customer -0.372 ♦** -6.41
Years as Customer Squared 0.052 *** 5.71
Years as Customer Cubed -0.003 -5.25
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.00005 *** 4.92
Declining Balance 90 Days -0.080 ♦* -1.96
Catalogs Sent 0.266 4.33
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.037 *♦* -3.22
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.002 ♦** 2.84
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.00005 ** -2.46
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 0.114 ♦♦ 2.02
Credit Orders Previous 0.009 ♦** 3.02
Open Balance (000,s) 0.316 0.94
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -0.058 -0.56
Zero Payment Indicator -0.788 -10.41
Inclusive Value 0.775 1.53
Log Likelihood - Initial -7325.2
Log Likelihood - At Convergence -6216.3
Nιunber of Observations 10568
Percent Correctly Predicted 68.906
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Table 5.39: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 1
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -199.171 -1.49
Selection Correction - Buy 83.769 *♦ 2.00
Monthly Payment Amount 1.148 * 1.95
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.004 ** -1.97
Age Bracket 1 -23.624 * -1.66
Age Bracket 2 -20.210 -1.62
Age Bracket 3 -5.037 -0.56
Age Bracket 5 -1.404 -0.14
Age Bracket 6 12.909 0.93
Income Bracket 1 9.875 0.89
Income Bracket 2 5.302 0.60
Income Bracket 4 9.393 0.85
Income Bracket 5 -6.740 -0.59
Model Children Present 27.439 *** 3.20
Model Dwelling Unit Type -11.324 -1.30
Model Marital Status 3.367 0.50
Model Housing Tenure -0.619 -0.08
Telephone Indicator -17.134 -1.19
Rural Route Indicator -11.953 -1.00
Years as Customer -25.094 * -1.90
Years as Customer Squared 2.785 1.55
Years as Customer Cubed -0.120 -1.25
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.002 1.01
Declining Balance 90 Days 4.699 1.24
Catalogs Sent 46.514 * 1.86
Catalogs Sent Squared -6.282 -1.62
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.416 1.43
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.010 -1.29
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 13.950 2.02
Credit Orders Previous 0.291 0.66
Open Balance (000,s) 32.902 0.74
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 31.199 1.64
Zero Payment Indicator 3.847 0.39




Table 5.40: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 2
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -346.328 * -1.90
Selection Correction - Buy 128.366 * 1.87
Monthly Payment Amount 1.777 *♦ 2.52
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.012 #** -3.78
Age Bracket 1 29.898 ♦ 1.89
Age Bracket 2 8.307 0.57
Age Bracket 3 20.655 ♦* 2.07
Age Bracket 5 1.527 0.13
Age Bracket 6 -28.459 ** -2.02
Income Bracket 1 25.281 2.05
Income Bracket 2 6.989 0.76
Income Bracket 4 -12.042 -1.02
Income Bracket 5 -6.691 -0.52
Model Children Present 10.977 1.17
Model Dwelling Unit Type -20.280 -1.97
Model Marital Status -2.267 -0.24
Model Housing Tenure 17.176 * 1.90
Telephone Indicator -26.227 -1.19
Rural Route Indicator 13.233 1.24
Years as Customer -26.013 * -1.83
Years as Customer Squared 3.268 * 1.72
Years as Customer Cubed -0.155 -1.50
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.002 1.28
Declining Balance 90 Days 2.759 0.63
Catalogs Sent 60.481 2.54
Catalogs Sent Squared -7.604 ♦♦♦ -2.80
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.471 *♦* 2.80
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.010 *** -2.68
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 28.679 *** 3.40
Credit Orders Previous 0.579 1.22
Open Balance (000’s) -43.898 -0.95
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 136.386 5.67
Zero Payment Indicator -19.397 -0.98




Table 5.41: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 3
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 14.176 0.18
Selection Correction - Buy 5.220 0.16
Monthly Payment Amount 1.037 ** 2.52
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.0002 -0.13
Age Bracket 1 16.918 1.38
Age Bracket 2 9.755 1.16
Age Bracket 3 3.643 0.49
Age Bracket 5 -11.434 -1.27
Age Bracket 6 -21.842 ** -2.08
Income Bracket 1 4.792 0.60
Income Bracket 2 6.591 0.98
Income Bracket 4 0.727 0.08
Income Bracket 5 -0.640 -0.07
Model Children Present -5.082 -0.75
Model Dwelling Unit Type -7.930 -1.13
Model Marital Status -1.768 -0.30
Model Housing Tenure -5.551 -0.79
Telephone Indicator 23.225 * 1.87
Rural Route Indicator -3.528 -0.45
Years as Customer -5.874 -0.75
Years as Customer Squared 1.113 0.95
Years as Customer Cubed -0.073 -1.08
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.001 1.14
Declining Balance 90 Days 0.354 0.11
Catalogs Sent 2.647 0.23
Catalogs Sent Squared 0.035 0.02
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.005 -0.05
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.00002 0.01
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 6.861 ** 2.05
Credit Orders Previous -0.390 -1.38
Open Balance (000’s) 20.967 0.59
Open Balance Squared (000’s) -16.807 -0.92
Zero Payment Indicator 11.879 * 1.78




Table 5.42: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 4
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant • -81.110 -0.96
Selection Correction - Buy 37.537 1.38
Monthly Payment Amount 0.805 * 1.70
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.005 »♦* -2.92
Age Bracket 1 6.005 0.41
Age Bracket 2 -15.117 -1.32
Age Bracket 3 7.523 0.85
Age Bracket 5 5.170 0.51
Age Bracket 6 3.723 0.33
Income Bracket 1 2.746 0.29
Income Bracket 2 -7.748 -0.94
Income Bracket 4 -12.441 -1.15
Income Bracket 5 5.060 0.42
Model Children Present 21.161 *»♦ 2.61
Model Dwelling Unit Type -3.973 -0.46
Model Marital Status 8.918 1.29
Model Housing Tenure -4.735 -0.59
Telephone Indicator 23.394 1.42
Rural Route Indicator -4.562 -0.47
Years as Customer -8.783 -1.19
Years as Customer Squared 1.351 1.13
Years as Customer Cubed -0.077 -1.08
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.001 1.04
Declining Balance 90 Days 11.630 *** 3.00
Catalogs Sent 11.360 0.59
Catalogs Sent Squared -4.921 -0.73
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.898 0.88
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.046 -0.91
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 2.885 0.61
Credit Orders Previous -0.217 -0.75
Open Balance (000’s) 73.099 ♦* 1.99
Open Bedance Squared (000’s) 32.105 ** 2.13
Zero Payment Indicator 23.865 ♦♦♦ 2.96




Table 5.43: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 5
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 120.075 1.44
Selection Correction - Buy -24.686 -0.81
Monthly Payment Amount 0.474 0.93
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.005 *♦ -2.42
Age Bracket 1 19.725 1.31
Age Bracket 2 13.816 1.12
Age Bracket 3 8.120 0.83
Age Bracket 5 -24.462 ** -2.30
Age Bracket 6 -24.472 * -1.93
Income Bracket 1 6.905 0.72
Income Bracket 2 5.220 0.65
Income Bracket 4 0.522 0.05
Income Bracket 5 24.302 1.60
Model Children Present 6.044 0.71
Model Dwelling Unit Type -14.644 * -1.68
Model Marital Status 1.100 0.15
Model Housing Tenure 20.458 ** 2.53
Telephone Indicator 6.617 0.40
Rural Route Indicator -3.845 -0.38
Years as Customer -5.996 -0.69
Years as Customer Squared 1.255 0.98
Years as Customer Cubed -0.079 -1.07
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.002 1.09
Declining Balance 90 Days 5.963 1.51
Catalogs Sent -16.814 -1.25
Catalogs Sent Squared 3.007 1.31
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.237 -1.42
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.006 1.54
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 2.414 0.56
Credit Orders Previous 0.233 0.70
Open Balance (000’s) 53.209 1.32
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 35.612 * 1.89
Zero Payment Indicator 14.484 * 1.67




Table 5.44: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 6
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 141.211 1.11
Selection Correction - Buy -38.142 -0.76
Monthly Payment Amount -0.229 -0.37
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.002 -0.81
Age Bracket 1 13.375 0.98
Age Bracket 2 18.317 * 1.78
Age Bracket 3 12.676 1.36
Age Bracket 5 3.755 0.38
Age Bracket 6 -3.169 -0.27
Income Bracket 1 -9.435 -0.77
Income Bracket 2 -1.188 -0.12
Income Bracket 4 -4.634 -0.41
Income Bracket 5 -10.044 -0.84
Model Children Present 6.309 0.79
Model Dwelling Unit Type 3.648 0.33
Model Marital Status -1.304 -0.16
Model Housing Tenure -12.860 -1.42
Telephone Indicator 9.676 0.59
Rural Route Indicator -10.915 -1.16
Years as Customer 10.693 0.85
Years as Customer Squared -1.879 -1.01
Years as Customer Cubed 0.116 1.15
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.002 -1.24
Declining Balance 90 Days 2.714 0.65
Catalogs Sent -15.361 -1.12
Catalogs Sent Squared 2.351 1.11
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.165 -1.12
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.004 1.12
Credit Orders Last 12 Months -2.706 -0.40
Credit Orders Previous 0.052 0.18
Open Balance (000’s) 132.61 *** 3.52
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 4.233 0.23
Zero Payment Indicator 17.069 1.34




Table 5.45: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 7
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 136.517 1.49
Selection Correction - Buy -45.717 -1.16
Monthly Payment Amount 1.145 ♦* 2.24
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.003 -1.10
Age Bracket 1 17.866 1.31
Age Bracket 2 0.787 0.08
Age Bracket 3 -8.993 -1.00
Age Bracket 5 -11.097 -1.11
Age Bracket 6 -28.272 ** -2.49
Income Bracket 1 0.897 0.10
Income Bracket 2 1.234 0.16
Income Bracket 4 -2.631 -0.25
Income Bracket 5 -5.306 -0.46
Model Children Present -3.653 -0.41
Model Dwelling Unit Type -19.168 ** -2.35
Model Marital Status 17.915 ** 2.49
Model Housing Tenure -0.782 -0.10
Telephone Indicator 34.580 ♦* 2.02
Rural Route Indicator -5.896 -0.58
Years as Customer -5.618 -0.72
Years as Customer Squared 0.835 0.71
Years as Customer Cubed -0.044 -0.66
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.0007 0.54
Declining Balance 90 Days 1.914 0.52
Catalogs Sent 1.636 0.20
Catalogs Sent Squared -0.329 -0.32
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.004 0.06
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.0001 0.13
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 1.493 0.33
Credit Orders Previous 0.004 0.01
Open Balance (000’s) 33.878 0.94
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 2.800 0.17
Zero Payment Indicator 22.617 *** 2.61




Table 5.46: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 8
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant 196.475 ** 2.30
Selection Correction - Buy -80.685 * -1.92
Monthly Payment Amount -1.116 ♦* -2.43
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.002 -1.23
Age Bracket 1 21.947 1.62
Age Bracket 2 26.065 ♦* 2.25
Age Bracket 3 5.989 0.72
Age Bracket 5 2.336 0.23
Age Bracket 6 -10.612 -0.87
Income Bracket 1 -17.655 * -1.74
Income Bracket 2 -17.275 *♦ -2.23
Income Bracket 4 15.937 1.56
Income Bracket 5 0.206 0.02
Model Children Present -3.396 -0.42
Model Dwelling Unit Type 4.625 0.57
Model Marital Status 2.101 0.33
Model Housing Tenure -10.114 -1.32
Telephone Indicator 10.812 0.69
Rural Route Indicator 1.811 0.18
Years as Customer 22.135 ** 2.05
Years as Customer Squared -3.189 ♦* -2.07
Years as Customer Cubed 0.161 * 1.95
Years as Customer Fourth Power -0.003 * -1.81
Declining Balance 90 Days 19.918 *** 3.89
Catalogs Sent -7.622 -0.85
Catalogs Sent Squared 0.957 0.46
Catalogs Sent Cubed -0.109 -0.58
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power 0.003 0.64
Credit Orders Last 12 Months -8.060 -1.36
Credit Orders Previous -0.241 -0.90
Open Balance (000’s) 142.07 *»* 4.88
Open Balance Squared (000,s) 4.598 0.52
Zero Payment Indicator 79.196 2.83




Table 5.47: Dollars Purchased - Quarter 9
VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -163.067 -1.63
Selection Correction - Buy 92.344 * 1.72
Monthly Payment Amount 0.579 1.17
Monthly Payment Amount Squared -0.005 -2.60
Age Bracket 1 11.780 0.77
Age Bracket 2 14.778 1.41
Age Bracket 3 16.260 * 1.72
Age Bracket 5 11.635 0.86
Age Bracket 6 -17.689 -1.24
Income Bracket 1 30.249 * 1.88
Income Bracket 2 23.217 1.99
Income Bracket 4 -11.315 -1.06
Income Bracket 5 -17.604 -1.29
Model Children Present 11.469 1.11
Model Dwelling Unit Type -2.922 -0.35
Model Marital Status 8.971 1.25
Model Housing Tenure -7.424 -0.84
Telephone Indicator -2.479 -0.13
Rural Route Indicator -12.738 -1.16
Years as Customer -37.289 ** -2.04
Years as Customer Squared 5.113 ♦ 1.95
Years as Customer Cubed -0.258 * -1.86
Years as Customer Fourth Power 0.004 * 1.79
Declining Balance 90 Days -11.804 ** -1.97
Catalogs Sent 42.313 *♦* 2.90
Catalogs Sent Squared -5.857 *** -2.66
Catalogs Sent Cubed 0.333 ** 2.37
Catalogs Sent Fourth Power -0.006 ** -2.10
Credit Orders Last 12 Months 14.011 ** 2.02
Credit Orders Previous -0.014 -0.04
Open Balance (000’s) 106.66 2.96
Open Balance Squared (000’s) 6.173 0.50
Zero Payment Indicator -53.314 -1.42




Chapter 6 Discrete Time/Discrete Choice
Duration Model
6.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the dimension of time to the consumer’s response. A discrete time/discrete choice model of consumer response is created using the the two exit reasons, time-varying covariates, and accommodations for those observations that are censored.1 These models analyze consumers over a nine quarter time frame (March of 1992 through February of 1994), examining the impact of catalogs and the passage of time since the last purchase on the propensity to purchase. These models differ significantly from typical direct marketing models which segment consumers based ontheir demographics and the limited purchase history information in recency/frequencystatistics. The models incorporate the number of purchase opportunities (promotions)a consumer receives, and optimizes the decision to purchase in a period given thatthose prior opportunities were ignored.The marketing literature contains several studies of timing of purchase decisions covering different aspects of the purchase decision. Simonson [56] considers variety­seeking behavior by examining the relationship of acquisition and consumption of a
1 Refer to Dubin and Rivers [12], Sueyoshi [61], and Wolf and Greenberg [66] for information on 
discrete time duration models.
99product. In one case a consumer simultaneously purchases multiple products and consumes them sequentially; in the second they repeatedly acquire a single product and consume it prior to acquiring the second item. Anderson [2] analyzes repeat purchasing across product categories, finding that customers have a higher level of satisfaction with products than services, but have a lower repeat purchase likelihood for products. Rossi, McCulloch, and Allenby [53] examine the usefulness of purchase histories and find that they are useful in predicting subsequent purchases. In another study Rao and Steckel [50] employ a beta-logistic model to study the conditional probability of a positive response to a request for a club renewal, based on the numberof prior requests.Studies which assume that inter-purchase times as distributed as negative bino­mial, or a generalization of the NBD, include Ehrenberg [14], Morrison and Schmit­tlein [43] [44], Gupta and Morrison [20], and Rao and Steckel [50]. Hansotia [21] suggests estimating the number of offers before a consumer accepts a direct market­ing offer as a logit. Wheat and Morrison [65] find that modeling purchase incidence is preferable to modeling inter-purchase time. Several other studies are based on eitherthe proportional hazard model, or a variant of it, with continuous time. These include Jain and Vilcassim [25], Helsen and Schmittlein [23], Vilcassim and Jain [63].2 Gupta [19] augments his analysis with the addition of marketing variables.This analysis is based on discrete time/discrete choice duration models whichestimate the optimal period for a consumer to exit. The discrete time version of the
2Vilcassim and Jain [63] employ a semi-Markov model reformulated as a proportional hazard 
model in continuous time.
100hazard function is appropriate for mail order companies because the receipt of any given piece of promotional material elicits a response within a relatively short period of time. The consumer’s decision is whether or not to purchase from the catalog (i.e.. does the value of any product or group of products exceed their reservation price?). A less feasible alternative would be for the consumer to deliberate over the length of time between purchases. Therefore, rather than optimizing the inter-purchase time, the model determines the period with the optimal value of purchasing to the consumer.3 A study that examines this problem from a different perspective, that of the acquiring names from various sources, is Wang and Spiegel [64]. They examine customer retention issues and measure the contribution to margin of customers overtime, relative to when and how the name was acquired.
6.2 A Model of Consumer Behavior
With the receipt of each piece of “junk mail” the consumer decides whether to pur­chase or not, given their current state. This implies that the consumer is faced witha discrete choice in a discrete time period. Prior studies of repeat purchases typicallyassume that the decision faced by the consumer is when to purchase the same item,or in the same product category, again. The mail order customer faces a differentdecision. They must simultaneously determine whether the value of any item exceedsits cost, and whether the costs of placing the order exceeds the benefits.
3 Another notable difference between studying consumer response to mail order and many of the 
prior studies is that they focus on re-purchasing either the same product or within the same product 
class. In this analysis a second purchase, regardless of product class, is considered a re-purchase.
101A complication in the case of mail order companies is that frequently the mailings of promotional materials occur in waves. Different groups of consumers may receive the same promotion at slightly different times. This allows for testing pull rates on specific offers and adjusting the list selection process. In addition, consumers that appear'identical in many aspects may be selected to receive a different combination of offers in any given period.4 Because of the staggered mailings and list selection pro­cess, this study concentrates on evaluating the purchase opportunities for a particularconsumer in a given period.In any given period, a consumer may place an order, do nothing, or, in a few cases, become non-promotable.5 In this study we analyze a single spell of this durationmodel.6The three discrete time/discrete choice duration models analyzed in this disserta­tion are depicted in the diagrams below. Before we build analytical models of each,the consumer’s behavior should be described. In the time independent model, theconsumer is only concerned with the the current period. It is based on the assumptionthat every period within an individual is independent of the choices made in everyother period for the same individual. In the reservation value duration model, the
4The consumers in this study receive a combination of solos (single item offers), 8-prods (eight 
items in an envelope), 28-prods, catalogs, and multilogs (multiple catalogs bundled together). On 
average, these consumers received one hundred pieces of promotional material per annum from this 
single source.
5 A consumer who is non-promotable will not receive future offers. In order to become non­
promotable a consumer must not only be behind in their payments, but they must also have either 
not contacted customer service to renegotiate their payment schedule, or refused to do so when 
contacted by customer service. For the purposes of this analysis we have eliminated the choice of 
becoming non-promotable.
6 Refer to Table A.6 for information on the frequency of exit by reason by period. In addition, 
the spell selected for this analysis is the most recent passage, i.e., the time between the most recent 
two orders.
102error component of an individual’s decision consists of two components - one specific to himself and constant over time, and the other independent across time periodsand individuals. The nested duration model assumes that the individual know theexpectation of their future periods given any choice - i.e., that they can predict their future circumstances if they order today versus not ordering.
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Figure 6.3: Nested Duration Model
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6.3 Duration Models for Inter-Purchase Times
It is necessary to establish a protocol for selecting the transition to study. This analysis employs the “most recent passage,” where the passage selected begins with an individual placing an order.7 In addition, we require that an individual is on the database for the duration of the passage. This restriction primarily applies to inactiveconsumers who are re-activated following a significant period during which they didnot receive promotions. There is an additional complicating aspect of the discretetime intervals. An individual can simultaneously order and become non-promotablein a single period. To resolve this “aliasing” effect the protocol must prioritize the events. We have given ordering precedence over non-promotable, for the purposes of determining the exit period. However, this is reversed for the determination of the entry period. Given these requirements a discrete time/discrete choice model for estimating inter-purchase times can be built.
6.4 Duration Model Notation
Let Uitk = Vχtk ÷ ^itk where i = 1,..., N represents the consumers, t = 0,1,..., T represents time periods, and k = 0,1,..., J represents the choice set. For simplicity, assume a binary choice. Then Prob[exit in period s] = Prob[t∕jsι > L'is0, Um < 
Uit0 for all t < s].
7Note that the requirement to begin a passage on an order may be generalized.
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6.5 Time Independent Duration Model
Assume E[eitj, e,aj] = 0 for all i ≠ s. Then
Prob[exit in period s] = (∩ Prob[t∕aι < i∕t∙to])Prob[i∕wι > Lruo]∙ (6.1) 
t<s
6.6 Reservation Value Duration Model
Assume Ulto = CAo for all t. Therefore Uito = ‰ + ^to can be simplified to C∕,o =½o + eιθι f°r all t. Then
Prob[exit in period s] = Prob[max{C∕,∙tι} < U,o, Uisχ > t∕,o]. (6.2)
Two probabilities are required - that of not exiting prior to period s, and the prob­ability of exiting in period s. We’ll begin by defining the probability of not exitingprior to period s and then examining the the probability of exiting in period s inmore detail.The probability of not exiting prior to period s is:
Prob[do not exit by period s] = Prob[C∕,∙∏ < ‰ for all t < s] (6.3)
= Prob[t∕iH < Uio forall t < s]. (6.4)
106where this probability can be expressed as a multinomial logit:
Prob[do not exit by period s] = ev'0
ev'i0 + ∑t<s ev>tl ’ (6∙5)
assuming that the e,ifc are independent extreme value distributed. Similarly, the probability of not exiting by period s — 1 can be expressed as
Probfdo not exit by period s — 1] = -≈----- =-j-------- ττ-. (6.6)l j p j e^o+£t<(j_1)ev.u v
Note that the conditional probability of not exiting by period s, given not exiting byperiod s — 1 is given by
Prob[do not exit by s∣do not exit by s — 1]Prob[do not exit by s ∩ do not exit by s — 1] Prob[do not exit by s - 1]_ Prob[do not exit by s]Prob [do not exit by s - 1]= eV'° + ∑⅛-n eVi‘l ev∙° + ∑t<s ev∙*l ’ (6∙7)
The probability of exiting in period s, given not exiting by period s — 1, can then be given by
Prob[exit in period s∣do not exit by s — 1]
= 1 — Prob[do not exit by s∣do not exit by s — 1]Prob[do not exit by s]Prob[do not exit by s — 1]
107_ (ev∙0 + ∑t<i ev'tl ) - (ev⅛ + ∑t<(3-υ eVin )ev'0 + ∑t<s ev'-ιg¼jle¼0 + ∑f<3 ev∙il (
6.6.1 Comparison to One-Factor Models
Here we demonstrate that the Reservation Duration Model given in equation (6.8) is in fact a one-factor model ([22] and [1]). Under the assumption of independent extreme value errors, the unconditional probability for the one-factor model is MNL.The method of analysis derives the probability of purchase in an interval condi­tioned on the common latent factor. This latent factor is introduced into the modelto account for unobserved heterogeneity. The unconditional probability results from integrating the conditional probability with respect to the distribution of the latent factor. Interestingly, in the case where all random variables are independent identi­cally distributed extreme value the resulting unconditional probability is MNL. By contrast, in the more typical case of joint normality the one factor probability ex­pression becomes an integral with respect to a normal density of the product of ncumulative normal distributions. The complexity of this latter integral has limitedthe usefulness of the one-factor model. Promising generalizations and solutions to the numerical problems associated with general factor models are being analyzed by Bayesian sampling techniques and Monte-Carlo integration. In the remaining portionof this section we will show that the one-factor model with extreme value errors isequivalent to the reservation value duration model.In the reservation value duration model framework another expression for the
108probability of purchasing at time t, given no prior purchases, is given by:
Prob[action at time i] = Prob[½∏ + ej∏ ≥ ½o + ⅛and ½51 + ≤ ½o + £io V s ≠ t, s ∈ T], (6.9)
where eit0 = Qo for every t ζT. The conditional probability of purchasing at time 
t given that a purchase has not been made, is
Pt — Prob[½il+e,il > ½to+Qo∣½ιι+etiι ≤ ½ιo+Q<b ∙ ∙ ∙ > ½(i-i)i÷fi(t-i)i ≤ ½(t-i)o+eiθ] (6.10)Heckman [22] and Amemiya [1] define a one-factor model where εit = μu +τi. In the reservation duration model, the probability of no action by period i, conditionalon an individual’s ei0 is given by:
Prob[Do Not Exit by Period i∣e,o]= Prob[e∏ ≤ (½o ~ ½ι) + Qθt ei2 ≤ (¼o - ½2) + Cio,• ∙ ■, ⅛ ≤ (¼o - ¾t) + Qo∣Qo]= ∏ exp[-e~tv''°~v,s+fl°1]. (6.11)
s=lTo find the unconditional probability of no action by period t, the probability in equation (6.11) must taken over all possible values of qo∙ Integrating over the densityof eio results in:
Prob[J5t] = Prob[Did Not Exit by Period i]
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Let θ = ∑*~0e ^i0 v")- Then use the result that f e eexp[-θe i]de = 1/0, which follows from substituting u → -θe~t.
Prob[βt] = Prob[Did Not Exit by Period f] = y exp[-eti0θ}e~ei°deio _ 1
~ θ
Εts=0e-^o~v-'>z,½O∑U0e (6.13)
Thus, the probability of action in period t is given by:
Pitl — (6.14)
∑ts=0ev-^Therefore, the reservation duration model is another expression for the one-factormodel when assuming errors that are extreme value distributed.
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6.7 Nested Duration Model
To simplify the exposition a two-period model is assumed in this analysis. However, the results may be extended to an A period model. Assume that the value received in the last period is defined as Hisι if the consumer purchases, and Htso if no purchase is made. Similarly, in period s — 1 the value received for purchasing is 7∕j(s-l)i. Thenthe strict utility for each state is
¼'(s-l)l = Aχ(j-l)l
lzisl = Hisi + ∙ifj(s-1)0
¼sθ = PisO ^t^ Pi{s-l)0 (6.15)
Further, if we assume that a correlation structure exists between the choices in periods that is from the generalized extreme value family, and that the correlation is σ, then the probability of exiting in period s, as derived by McFadden [40], is:
H.,lProb[exit in s∣do not exit by s — 1] = (6.16)
g l-σ -∣- g l-σ
To estimate the probability of exiting in the first stage of the model, period s — 1, the inclusive value must be computed. As defined by McFadden [40], the inclusive value is the maximum expected utility received from the second step and is given by:
τ , r Sill. , SiaH, 
Is-ι = log[e + e J. (6-17)
IllIn addition, the probability of exiting in period s — 1 is
Prob[exit in s — 1] = g^t(j-l)lg^ι(∙-l)l g∙ff>(j-l)O+(l-σ)U-l (6.18)
Another interpretation of the choices in period s — 1 is that an individual who maxi­mizes their utility will choose between
½(i-1)1 — #t(j-l)l, (6.19)
and
½(s-ι)o = Hi(s-i)o + (1 — σ) * Λ-ι
= ¾i.1,0 + (l-σ)*Me⅛+e⅛]. (6.20)
Consider the following substitution:
l-σ = -i-, (6.21)l + r
where r is the interest rate between periods. Therefore, r ≥ 0 implies that 1 — σ ≤ 1
and 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1.In addition, consider the continuation value of the process at time s — 1. It can be represented as the value received today plus the discounted value of future periods. In this case, the continuation value of not purchasing in period s - 1 can be represented
112by: V⅛-l)0 = ¾⅛-ι∣o + jA- « (0j[e!>+'∙)∙⅛. + e<,÷r>∙ff"']. (6.22)
This is consistent with random utility maximization under the assumptions of a gen­eralized extreme value distribution, i.e., a GEV with 1 — σ =McFadden [40] also notes that if H* is the mean of Hisk, Vfc ∈ J, and not all 
Hisfc = Hs, then
I3-l = log[ei⅛- + e&] ≥ -≤- + log(2), (6.23)1 — O’
where H* = ≤m±≤uα f0r the binary choice model. Then the strict utility at s — 1 for not purchasing is bounded by
¾s-i)o = Hiis-i}o + (1 - σ) * Zop[e^^ + e>-»]
≥ Hi(s-i)o + (1 - σ) * [-—i—H log(2)}
L — σ= #i(i_1)0+ (1 — σ) * Zop(2). (6.24)
6.8 Estimation Procedures
The following table lists the independent variables employed in the estimation ofthe duration models. The continuous portions of the time independent model and reservation value model were also estimated with these independent variables.8 For
8 The continuous portion of the nested logit model was not estimated since its selection correction 
term is identical to that for the time independent model.
113the nested duration model two quarters were combined into semi-annual periods forthe purposes of estimation. The nested duration model also requires estimating the open balance and promotional materials received for situations that did not arise. For example, if an individual did not purchase in period 1 then their estimated openbalance is computed as the prior balance plus the average increase. This is required to estimate the inclusive values for the prior period.
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Months of March, April, and May
Months of September, October, and November
Months of December, January, and February
Month of Entry to the Model - Captures Level Effects 




Days Since Zero Balance 
Average Balance Last Six Mos.
Credit History 90 Day Declining Balance Counter
ARCG Remaining Receivable Balance (in 000’s)
Days Since Last Zero Receivable Bidance
Average Weekly Balance for Last Six Months
Promotional Materials
No. of Solos
No. of 8 Prods
No. of Catalogs
Number of Back-end Solos - Promotion Detail
Number of Back-end 8 Prods - Promotion Detail















Profile Time As Customer Less Than One Year
Profile Time As Customer Greater Than Three Years
Profile Indicator for Presence of a Telephone
Profile Indicator for Rural Route Address
Profile Indicator for Residing in Apartment
Six Age Brackets
Married is “1”, Otherwise “0”
Indicator for Presence of Children
Five Income Brackets
Multiple is “0,” Single is “1”
Rent is “0,” Own is “1”
% of Population Reporting African-American - 90 Census 




% of Households with Person 65+ Living Alone - 90 Census 
% of Households Headed by a Single Female -90 Census
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Chapter 7 Duration Model Hypotheses
Although the model contains information regarding consumer demographics, the focus of this analysis is to determine the effect of additional catalogs and the passage of time on the propensity to re-purchase. The hypotheses to be tested with this model
are:
Hl: an optimal number of catalogs exists such that the effect of additional catalogs on a consumer’s propensity to purchase is negativeH2: the time since last purchase is positively correlated with a consumer’s propensity to purchaseH3: the effect of catalogs on a consumer’s propensity to purchase differs by season, with catalogs being the most effective during the holiday season, and,H4: macro-economic effects and trends in retailing affect the propensity for a con­sumer to purchase from a catalog, and have a positive effect over absolute time.
In order to test the first two hypotheses a generalized polynomial expansion ofthe individual’s utility function around the number of catalogs and time since thelast purchase is required. Because consumers can be saturated with catalogs, to thepoint of being frustrated, there may be an optimal number of catalogs. This requiresthat the unknown utility function must be approximated by at least a third-orderfunction.1 Recall that Vitk represents the strict utility of the consumer. We can
1In addition, two fourth-order terms, (number of catalogs)4 and (time since last order)4, are also 
significant.
116simplify Vak to Vk at this point - the subscripts for the individual, i, and the time period, f, are implied in the following discussion. Therefore, Vk can be rewritten as:
Vk(Xi,Zi,Tt) = a'kXi + βkZi + δ,Tt
= f(c,r)+g(q) + h(Xi,Z'i,Ιι), (7.1)
where Zi = (c, Z1∙) and Tt = (r, q, Tt'), and c represents the number of catalogs received by the consumer in the current period, r is the number of periods since the consumer's last order, and q is the quarter, or physical period, that the consumer enters the model.2 A third order Taylor Series expansion of ∕(c, r) around an arbitrary point
(c0, r0) is given by:














2 , 9∂f(c,r) 
∂c∂τ3 l
∂2c∂r
(c - c0)(r - r0) + —⅛-r- (r - r0)2
∂r2
(c - c0)2(r - r0)+
∂3f(c, r)
(c - c0)(r - r0)2 + " gμ-' ^ (r ~ r°^3 (7.2)
+
where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the point (c0,r0). After evaluating the partial derivatives and gathering the constants into one term, the function f(c,r) may be re-written as:
∕(c, r) ≈ constant + β±c + ∕¾c2 + β3c3 +
2Refer to Appendix A for a discussion of physical and logical quarters.
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μicr + μ2c2r + μ2cr2 +
δir ÷ δ2r2 + δ3r3. (7.3)
The coefficients βι,β2,β3,μι,μ2,μ3,δι,δ2, and £3 can then be estimated by a maxi­mum likelihood procedure.The first two hypotheses can then be re-written as:
Hl': ∂f(c,r∖r)∕∂c equals zero at some positive number of catalogs, given r, and 
∂2f(c,r∖r)∕∂c2 is negative.H2': for a given value of c, ∂f(c,r∖c)∕∂r is positive, or at least non-negative. How­ever, there are no restrictions on the sign of ∂2f(c,r∖c)∕∂r2.





βl + 2β2c + 3β3c2 + μ↑r + 2μ2cr + μ3r2
2β2 + Qβ3C + 2μ2r
(7-4)
(7∙5)
for each value of r, r = 1,2,..., 8.In a similar manner, the second hypothesis is tested by evaluating the functions:
∂∕(c, r∣c) 
∂r
μ↑c + μ2c2 + 2μ3cr -I- <5ι + 2δ2r -I- 3<⅛r2 (7∙6)
∂2f(c,r∖c)
= 2μ3C + 2δ2 + 6<⅛r (7.7)
3N0te that for the first two hypothesis we are only required to optimize over one variable at a 
time. For example, in hypothesis 1, the problem is to optimize c, given r. Since we are not restricted 
to sending out catalogs in only one period, the problem becomes one of finding the optimal number 
of catalogs for every period. In a similar fashion the second hypothesis also reduces to a problem 
in one dimension, time since the last order. Although it is not of interest, it would be possible to 
optimize ∕(c,r) over both c and r.
118for various numbers of catalogs received each period.The third hypothesis can be tested by inspecting the coefficients of the variablesSpring * No. of Catalogs, Fall * No. of Catalogs, and Winter * No. of Catalogs. The omitted season is Summer. Our goal is to determine not only in which seasons are catalogs more effective, but also how much more effective.The effect of absolute time can be seen through the function g{q), which is ap­proximated by a fourth order Taylor Series expansion around the point çq:
∂q 2! ∂q2 1 ∂39(q)3! ∂q3 (q-q0) + 1 ∂ig(g) 4! ∂q4 (q-q0)i, (7.8)
where the derivatives are evaluated at qo. Rearranging terms and aggregating all the constants into one term, the function g(q) may be re-written as:
g(q) = constant + δ4q + δ5q2 + δ6q3 + δ7q∖ (7.9)
Using this formulation the fourth hypothesis may be re-written as:
H4': ∂g(q}∕∂q is positive for the range of beginning quarters considered in the analysis, where ∂g(q)∕∂q = δ4 + 2<55<7 + Zδ^q2 + ⅛δ7qz.
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Chapter 8 Discrete Duration Model Results
First we should note that all models are consistent with stochastic utility maximiza­tion, which implies that all the models are rational, i.e., that the consumers arerational. In addition, all the models are nested within a class of models. The time in­dependent model is a special case of the nested model which limits a customer’s view to the current period. This can be accomplished through the assumption of a highdiscount rate with devalues all future events. The reservation value duration model isalso a special case of the nested duration model which considers historical periods atthe same time as the current period. The nested duration model allows the consumerto consider future periods, given certain assumptions regarding his expected income,etc.In the next sections we will consider the hypotheses proposed in the prior chapter, list the results of the estimation, and briefly investigate alternative catalog policies and the method for investigating such hypothetical situations.
8.1 Hypothesis Testing for the Time Independent
Duration Model
The preliminary results, before considering the amount purchased, indicate that to maximize the propensity to purchase, each customer should receive approximately
120eleven catalogs in the period following an order.1 Refer to the Figure below for the graph of the terms involving the term “catalog.” A curve for each of the first six periods is shown. In the second period following an order, the optimal number increases to about fifteen. At subsequent periods, the propensity to repurchase has decreased to the point where the optimal number of catalogs exceeds twenty perthirteen week period.
The results of testing the second hypothesis suggest that with the passage of time since the last order, given that the number of catalogs received per period is constant, there is an increased propensity to purchase. Figure 5.3 demonstrates this effect for the a constant number of catalogs per period, with curves drawn for 4, 10, and 16 catalogs per quarter.l 2
The analysis of the effectiveness of catalogs by season has predictable results. Cat­alogs received in the quarter beginning in December are the most effective, followed by those received from September through November. 3 The effectiveness of catalogs received from March through May does do not differ from those received from June through August, with both quarters being less effective than those prior to or during the holiday season.The results of testing the fourth hypothesis indicate that for this company’s cus-
lRefer to Table 5.2 for detailed results.
2Note that the “mean” pattem of catalogs given that a consumer has not exited the model is 10, 
9, 8, 8, 9, 8, 8, and 4. Refer to the Table A.9 for additional information.
3The difference in the coefficients for Fall and Winter was tested using an alternate model spec­
ification. That model verified that the effectiveness of Winter catalogs is statistically greater than 
that of Fall catalogs.
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Figure 8.1: Effect of Catalogs
□ 1 Period; Δ 2 Periods; Q 3 Periods; * 4 Periods; + 5 Periods; □ 6 Periods
Number of Catalogs
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Figure 8.2: Effect of Time Since Last Purchase
□ 4 Catalogs; Δ 10 Catalogs; Q lθ Catalogs
J___ I____I____I____ I____ I____I____I____ I____ I------ 1------ 1------ 1-------1------- 1-------1------ L
0 2 4 6 8Number of Periods
123tomers, the propensity to purchase from their catalogs is increasing over time. Refer to the figure below. Note that the company being studied allows consumers to pay for their purchases over time with a fixed-end agreement. Because the company specifi­cally targets low to middle income individuals with this type of financing, this result may reflect either a down-turn in the economy, and hence credit-tightening elsewherein the market, or simply an increasing trend in catalog purchasing.
8.2 Tables
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Figure 8.3: Effect of Absolute Time
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Fall Quarter -0.138 -1.79
Beginning Quarter -1.687 -4.75
Beginning Quarter2 1.043 6.38
Beginning Quarter3 -0.213 -7.18






Declining Balance 0.076 4.01
Open Balance (10~3) 1.608 11.36
Open Balance2 (10-3) -0.0003 -5.10
Trend * Open Balance -0.0002 -4.18
Promotional Materials
Number of Catalogs -0.229 -4.94
Number of Catalogs2 0.016 2.18
Number of Catalogs3 -0.0009 -1.89
Number of Catalogs4 0.00002 2.47
Trend * Catalogs 0.137 15.15
Trend * Catalogs2 -0.002 -7.32
Trend2* Catalogs -0.012 -10.81
Spring * Catalogs 0.011 2.72
Fall * Catalogs 0.071 10.82
Winter * Catalogs 0.042 5.74
Customer Characteristics
New Customer 0.415 7.78
Old Customer -0.354 -10.23
Apartment -0.188 -3.21
Model Age 0.033 2.98
Model Income -0.058 -5.04
Model Housing Tenure -0.087 -2.43
Percent Latino-American -0.002 -2.83
Initial Log Likelihood -27330
Log Likelihood at Convergence -17287
Number of Observations 16283
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Table 8.2: Reservation Value Duration Model
EST.
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE COEFF. T-STAT
Constant -3.230 -7.90
Time/Seasonality
Fall Quarter 0.676 9.63
Winter Quarter -0.241 -2.54
Beginning Quarter -1.615 -2.97
Beginning Quarter2 1.052 4.20
Beginning Quarter3 -0.204 -4.50
Beginning Quarter'* 0.013 4.63
Trend -0.558 -16.09
Budget Constraints
Declining Balance 0.306 16.66
Open Balance (10~3) 3.315 15.73
Open Balance2 (10-6) -0.692 -6.78
Trend * Open Balance -0.002 -12.22
Trend2 * Open Balance (I0~3) -0.103 4.50
Trend * Open Balance2 (10~6) 0.338 7.80
Promotional Materials
Number of Catalogs 0.310 7.71
Number of Catalogs2 -0.050 -8.82
Number of Catalogs3 0.003 9.20
Number of Catalogs4 (10~2) -0.475 -7.47
Trend * Number of Catalogs 0.118 19.58
Tend * Number of Catalogs2 -0.004 -17.47
Spring * Number of Catalogs -0.017 -4.84
Fall , Number of Catalogs -0.044 -7.16
Winter * Number of Catalogs -0.130 -10.81
Customer Characteristics
New Customer 0.609 9.70
Old Customer -0.680 -13.95
Telephone 1.125 9.88
Model Age 0.092 4.83
Model Children 0.287 5.73
Model Income -0.059 -3.64
Model Dwelling Unit Type 0.215 4.01
Percent African-American 0.003 3.14
Percent Single Female Head of Household 0.017 6.15
Initial Log Likelihood -34177
Log Likelihood at Convergence -17067
Number of Observations 16476
Percent Correctly Predicted 56.045
127Table 8.3: Nested Duration Model
Second Period/No Purchase in First
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE EST.COEFF. T-STATConstant -2.095 -12.06Budget ConstraintsDeclining Balance 0.249 5.72Open Balance 0.003 3.90Days Since Zero Balance -0.0006 -5.72Average Balance Last Six Months -0.002 -3.83Promotional MaterialsNumber of Catalogs 0.075 18.06Customer CharacteristicsNew Customer 1.844 2.26Model Age 0.089 3.49Model Children 0.229 3.19Model Income -0.113 -5.06Percent Over 65 Living Alone 0.006 1.41Initial Log Likelihood -5335.2Log Likelihood at Convergence -4224.9Number of Observations 7697Percent Correctly Predicted 71.924
128Table 8.4: Nested Duration Model
Second Period/Purchased in First EST.INDEPENDENT VARIABLE COEFF. T-STATConstant -2.395 -15.76Budget ConstraintsDeclining Balance 0.077 2.18Open Balance 0.0003 1.63Days Since Zero Balance -0.0002 -2.06Average Balance Last Six Months 0.0004 1.99Promotional MaterialsNumber of Catalogs 0.098 27.19Customer CharacteristicsOld Customer -0.240 -3.91Rural Route -0.141 -1.64Model Age 0.192 7.57Model Children 0.210 3.14Model Income -0.043 -1.98Percent Latino-American -0.002 -1.74Initial Log Likelihood -5439.8Log Likelihood at Convergence -4664.9Number of Observations 7848Percent Correctly Predicted 67.661







Declining Balance 0.290 11.48
Open Balance 0.001 5.01
Days Since Zero Balance -0.0003 -4.41
Average Balance Last Six Months 0.0006 3.05
Promotional Materials
Nιnnber of Catalogs 0.027 5.04
Customer Characteristics
New Customer 0.982 14.84
Old Customer 0.154 3.39
Model Age 0.036 2.03
Model Children 0.088 1.85
Model Income -0.153 -10.53
Percent African-American 0.001 2.08
Inclusive Value 0.753 15.34
Initial Log Likelihood -10300
Log Likelihood at Convergence -9453.6
Number of Observations 14860
Percent Correctly Predicted 63.466
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8.3 Hypothetical Catalog Policies
In this section we analyze the propensity to purchase over an array of policies dictating how many catalogs per quarter a consumer would receive.4 The profile of a typical individual will be used to compare the effectiveness of the current practice of catalog distribution with those of varying levels. The mean number of catalogs per quarter, given that a customer ordered again this period is 10, 9, 8, 8, 9, 8, 8, and 4 for the eight quarters studied.5 This policy will be contrasted with various alternatives which employ a more diverse sequence in terms of the number of catalogs per quarter.The typical consumer selected for this analysis has been a customer for more than two years. They have a telephone, live in their own home in an urban area, are approximately 40 years of age, married, and have children. Their annual income is slightly below $25,000. They currently have an open balance of $150, which is their average amount open, and they are 30% paid on open items. A typical consumer can be assume to live in an average neighborhood with the population mean percentages of African-Americans, Latino-Americans, people over 65 living alone, and single female heads of households. Because the primary focus is to ascertain the effect of catalogs, the number of solos and 8-prod received per period by the consumer will be set to zero. Let the date be March 1, 1992, the first period of the model.The policies under consideration are summarized in the Table below. The firstpolicy is simply the current mean of catalogs sent, given that the consumer did not
4This analysis employs a three choice model with No Purchase, Purchase, and Bad Debt/Not Pro­
motable as the choices. Bad Debt/Not Promotable was introduced in this model so the probability 
of entering that state could be compared with purchasing.
5Refer to Table A.9, Independent Variable Means by Period, for additional information.
131already re-purchase. The second policy is to send every consumer a specific number of catalogs every period. The third and fourth are variations that reduce the number of catalogs in the periods immediately following a purchase, increase, and then decrease. The difference between the policies is the relative number before and after the peak. The third policy, low-high-medium, places less emphasis on the period immediately following the purchase relative to the fourth policy, medium-high-low. The fifth policy is a strictly decreasing quantity of catalogs, whereas the sixth is a strictly increasingquantity of catalogs.
Table 8.6: Hypothetical Catalog Policies
CUR. CONST. L-H-M M-H-L DEC. INC.1 10 10 4 10 16 22 9 10 4 10 14 43 8 10 4 10 12 64 8 10 16 16 10 85 9 10 16 16 8 106 8 10 10 4 6 127 8 10 10 4 4 148 4 10 10 4 2 16
The probabilities that our consumer purchases at least once in a given time periodare given in the Table below. With a constant number of catalogs the peak probability occurs in the fourth period. In addition, the peak probability is higher in the policies that vary the number of catalogs than it is in the constant number of catalogs strategy. The effect of an additional catalog in the second period is striking when comparing the current strategy with that of constant numbers of catalogs.
132Table 8.7: Probabilities by Period by Policy
CUR. CONST. L-H-M M-H-L DEC. INC.Unconditional Probability of Purchase1 0.145 0.145 0.022 0.145 1.000 0.0182 0.159 0.262 0.044 0.262 0.000 0.0443 0.102 0.223 0.043 0.223 0.000 0.0694 0.116 0.187 0.879 0.369 0.000 0.1685 0.112 0.069 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.2596 0.060 0.044 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.3537 0.040 0.023 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0778 0.008 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001
Unconditional Probability of Non-promotable (xlθ 3)1 0.009 0.009 0.008 0.009 0.000 0.0092 1.194 0.700 9.948 0.700 0.000 9.9943 0.349 0.133 1.910 0.133 0.000 0.8874 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0035 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0016 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0007 0.015 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0008 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
There are additional assumptions required prior to computing the value to the firm of this consumer. We would need to assume a cost of carrying the open receivable, say 
8% per annum. In the future, if the data is available, the marginal cost of sending each additional catalog to a customer should be considered in the analysis. The average cost for each catalog as recorded in the promotion detail file is $0.25 for this period, although this number varies depending on the catalog. The typical catalog is approximately 100 pages in length. The companies planning horizon would also need
133to be assumed, say one year, or four periods.6Within the range of catalogs we are considering, the more catalogs received by consumer, in any period, the higher the NPV. Another way to analyze the problemis to examine the NPV per catalog.An important point is that this analysis assumes that the order size is equal, regardless of the inter-purchase time. Because our consumer is probably credit con­strained, this assumption may not be plausible. We must consider the possibility that the consumer is optimizing the period in which to order as well as the purchaseamount.
8.4 Possible Extensions to Analysis of Hypotheti­
cal Catalog Policies
This analysis could be extended to include an optimization of the firm’s profit and the marginal rate of substitution between catalogs this period and next period. The Lagrangian for the four period problem with the catalog expenditures held constantbecomes:
r r> ∕ ∖ , r> t > (f - Pt∏(cl) ~ Pti2(C1))
L = Pi∏(c1) + Pi2i(c2)------------ ∕.- - ------------+
Pt31(c3)
(1 + r)
(1 ~ Pill(Cl) ~ Pii2(Cl))(l ~ Pi2l(⅞) ~ Pt22(⅞))(l + r)2 +π , λ (1 — Ptll(c1) - Pil2(cl))(l - Pt2l(c2) - Pi22(c2))(l - p,∙31(c3) - p,32(c3)) , Prtl(c4)-------------------------------------------- (Γ+r)3--------------------------------------------- +




where ct is the number of catalogs received in period t, Pjtι is the probability of individual i ordering in period t given that they have not yet exited, P,t2 is the cor­responding probability of exiting on becoming non-promotable, co is a constant level of expenditure, and r is the quarterly rate of return, or interest rate. Theoretically, in a two-period model the marginal rate of substitution, or ∂c2f∂cγ, should be nega­tive and equal to (1 + r). The effective rate of return on the firm’s capital (i.e., the trade-off in sending catalogs this period versus next) can then be solved for using the first-order conditions. This rate can then be compared across alternative catalog poli­cies. The functions (P,∙∏ and Ptt2) and their derivatives will be evaluated empirically
in order to solve for r.
8.5 Discussion and Conclusion
The findings in this chapter are important to the direct marketing industry and in particular, to mail order firms. We have demonstrated not only that the relationship between the number of catalogs sent to a consumer and their purchase behavior is not linear, but also that the timing of the catalogs relative to their last purchase is important. Understanding this interaction between the number of catalogs sent and the passage of time may provide two benefits to a firm. First, they can potentially reduce the number of promotions sent to a consumer immediately following a pur­chase. Although the firm does need to maintain a presence in the consumer’s home,
135they may be able to minimize the number of catalogs sent during that time. A second benefit is in understanding that when the time is “right” to purchase, that there is an optimal number of promotions to send a consumer.To illustrate the impact of these findings, we will consider a situation similar to the one facing the company studied in this analysis. Let’s assume that the pull rate for a given general merchandise catalog will range from somewhere over two percent to as high as eight percent.7 If the company send out multiple promotions in a given quarter, some consumers will place more than one order. Therefore, if we assume ten mailings in the quarter, the percentage of consumers ordering at least once may be as high as 25%.8For the company employed in the analysis, a 0.1% increase in pull is equivalent to adding $1 million to the bottom line.9 The significance in terms of profitability is not to be understated. A firm such as this one would consider equally the effortrequired to increase revenues by an amount to generate an additional million dollars of profit, and the effort required to reduce expenditures by a million dollars.Future substantive research in this area should consider an analysis of those cus­tomers paying cash versus those opting to use the company’s credit. In addition, from a technical perspective, forward versus backward spells (i.e., durations, or time be­tween events) should be analyzed. Although the durations computed for this analysis
7 Although a response rate range with a high of eight percent may appear low, it is in fact fairly 
high for many direct marketing companies. Many offers elicit response rates around two percent.
8Refer to Tables C.3 and C.4. If we make a very optimistic assumption that the marketing orders 
counted in Table C.3 are the result of catalogs, then the response rate for consumers receiving 
catalogs (found in Table C.4) is 27% for the quarter beginning December, 1993.
9Recall that this company is one of the largest mail order firms in the United States. Smaller 
firms will have proportionately smaller dollar volumes, but perhaps the same relative impact to their 
profitability.
136were backwards from the last order placed, it should also be possible to estimate mod­els from a beginning period forward. Last, estimating purchase propensity by product category and for branded versus non-branded goods should be investigated. This may assist in the identification of additional market segments and in the personalizationof the catalogs.
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Chapter 9 Duration/Continuous Model — Theory
9.1 Introduction
Existing discrete/continuous models examine the impact that changes in the proba­bility of an event occurring, or a choice being observed, have on the revenue generated or amount consumed. In some cases, such as travel mode decisions, the primary focus is on estimating the number of individuals selecting a particular choice. In other sit­uations, such as estimating revenue derived from an activity or event in a particular time period, the continuous amount is of primary interest. By varying the timing of an event, or by influencing the probability an event occurs, the policy maker also in­fluences the associated expected revenue. This chapter analyzes the impact of various marketing strategies on consumer response and the corresponding revenue forecasts for a direct marketing company. The marketing strategy influences both the proba­bility of purchase and the amount of the purchase through the number and frequency of promotional materials sent to a household.1
1The consumers in this study receive a combination of solos (single item offers), 8-prods (eight 
items in an envelope), 28-prods, catalogs, and multilogs (multiple catalogs bundled together). On 
average, these consumers received one hundred pieces of promotional material per annum from this 
single source.
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9.2 Continuous Model Notation
The continuous model can represent either an amount consumed or an amount gen­erated by the individual or agent. If the process is an expenditure model, then the relevant amount is the amount consumed or spent. The process may also be a revenue generating function. In both cases let the relevant amount for individual i at time t be given by:
Dit = RitιΙ + ‰ (9.1)
where Rm is the set of factors, as previously described, which influence the amount. Since the amount is only observed for individuals who act, we allow forcorrelation between ¾ and the unobserved factors which affect the timing of thechoice. Thus, equation (9.1) may be rewritten as:
Du = RitιΙ + E[τ7it∣Choice is ⅛] + vit, (9.2)
where u,i is uncorrelated with the purchase decision. In general, ordinary least squares applied to equation (9.2) will yield consistent estimates of the structural parameters 7. The next three sections will discuss the estimate of E[τ∕,t∣Choice is fc], where k represents the appropriate choice in each model. We pursue the selectioncorrection method to obtain consistent estimates of the parameters. Thus, we find the conditional expectation of the equation error given all the information regarding the selection and include this conditional expectation as an additional factor in the regression. It is also possible to estimate this equation consistently using instrumental variables or reduced form techniques (refer to Dubin and McFadden [11]). These are
139discussed below.
9.3 Time Independent Duration/Continuous Model
The choice made by the individual in the time independent model is k = 0 or k = 1. where each period is an independent event. In that case equation (9.2) simplifies suchthat:
Proposition 1 Suppose that each period is an independent event and the duration is 
modeled by the time independent model. Then in the binary model
E[lrlit I (et' 10, e∏lι ei20, ^t21> ■ ■ ■, Qro, ⅛rι)] — E∖jht I fyitθ, ⅛l)] 
The selection correction term(s) are then given by:
(9∙3)
E[ηk I Choice is k] = y∕6σ
7Γ
m P In Pt.Σ^7τ⅛1∏Pj-^√=ι (1 - Pj) (ι-Pk) (9∙4)
where Pk represents Pltk, Rk is the correlation between ηlt and eitk, and σ is the 
standard error of the continuous equation error, ηk.
For the proof of this proposition, refer to Dubin and McFadden [11].The two-step estimation process proceeds in a manner similar to that for dis­crete/continuous models. First the time independent duration model is estimated. Then given the probabilities of actions k = 0,1,... ,m are computed and used to calculate the selection correction terms. Last, the continuous equation is estimated by incorporating the selection correction terms as additional explanatory variables inthe model.
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9.4 Reservation Value Duration∕Continuous Model
For any sets A, B, and C such that A U B = C and A ∩ B = φ, the “law of total expectations” implies:
E(Z∣C) = E(Z∣A)P(A∣C) + E(Z∣B)P(B∣C). (9.5)
Let
.4t = exit in t
Bt = do not exit by t
Ct = Bt-ι = do not exit by t — 1.
In addition, let Z = Dit, the amount consumed. Since
Prob[exit in t U do not exit by i] = Prob[do not exit by t — 1], (9.6)
and Prob[exit in t ∩ do not exit by i] = φ, (9.7)
it follows that
E(‰∣do not exit by t — 1) = E(τjjt∣exit in i)Prob[exit in i∣do not exit by t - 1]
+ E(77ie[do not exit by f) ∙
Prob[do not exit by f∣do not exit by t - 1]. (9.8)
141In addition, since an individual must either act or continue,
Prob[exit in i∣do not exit by ί — 1] =
1 — Prob[do not exit by ί [do not exit by ί — 1]. (9.9)
Therefore,
E(τ7l∙t∣exit in f) =E(77it∣no exit by ί - 1) - E(77,∙t∣no exit by i)Prob[no exit by f∣no exit by t - 1]1 — Prob[no exit by i∣no exit by ί - 1] (9.10)
This leads to the next proposition:
Proposition 2 Assume that η3t conditional on ê = {e,o,⅞ιι, ∙ ∙ ∙, ⅛ι} has a linear 
conditional expectation which depends only on the difference (e,∙∏ — 6io)∙ Thus,
E[ηitI(eiθ, e,n, Ci2i, ∙ ∙ ∙, e,rι)] — ∙R(et∙∏ — e,o), (θ∙H)
where R measures the correlation between Qtl and r∣io. The selection correction term 
we obtain is given by:
E(ηit∖At) = Qt-ι lnQt-ι ~ Qt l∏Qt ~ Qtffit∕(l ~ 7⅞t)] lnj⅞t
. Qt-ι — Qt ,
* (AÄ), (9.12)
where Qt = Prob[do not exit by i].
The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix C. Note that the selection correction term is again a function of probabilities and correlations, similar in nature to that given by Dubin and McFadden [11].
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9.5 Nested Duration/Continuous Model
In the nested duration model the disturbances of interest are e,t0 and ei∏. If weassume that ηit is a function of difference of those disturbances, then reinterpretatiug the results of Dubin and McFadden [11], it follows that:
Proposition. 3 Assume that the duration process is modeled by the nested duration 
model. Further assume that B[77l∙t∣(⅛, ∈f2i> ∙ ∙ ∙, ⅛iι ⅛o)] = R(fitι-⅛o)∙ Then the se­
lection correction term(s) are identical to those given for the time independent model, 
with estimation proceeding by period.
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Chapter 10 Duration/Continuous — Results
The first table below presents the results of the continuous dollar amount for the time independent duration model and the second table those for the continuousdollar amount for the reservation value duration model. In both cases the selec­tion correction terms are statistically significant. Note that for the three-choice dis­crete/continuous model, the mean impact of the selection correction term is 35% of the mean amount purchased, or $ 79.56, in the quarter beginning December, 1993. Not only is the coefficient statistically significant, but the inclusion of the appropri­ate selection correction terms can have a significant dollar impact on the estimateof dollars purchased. In addition, in both cases the relative and absolute time affectthe amount purchased, implying that both the year, the season, and the time sincelast purchase are important determinants in a consumer’s decision of how much topurchase. The budget constraint explanatory factors, open balance and the declining balance count, are also significant and as such play a role in determining the dollarvalue of the purchase. Last, preferences, proxied by the customer characteristics,impact the dollar value of the purchases.The time independent model was executed such that separate selection correction terms were included for each time period. Note the difference in magnitude of the coefficients for period 1 versus periods 2 through 6, and period 7. A query of the customer open balances reveals that those exiting in period 7 have low open balances,
144i.e., appear to paying off their balance, when they purchase again. This signals another type of customer segmentation - those willing to incur “revolving” chargesand those desiring a zero balance before placing subsequent orders.A comparison of the two models reveals that both have “low” R2, but they doidentify significant factors in the dollar amount decision. Although only the time independent model was executed with period-specific correlations, it is possible to execute both models in this fashion. This particular empirical investigation indicatesthat failure to account for the effect of unobserved correlation between errors inthe amount purchased and the purchase decision can lead to inaccurate scoring ofcustomers and inaccurate forecasts of total demand and revenue.
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Fall Quarter -12.176 -1.35
Winter Quarter -16.201 -1.39
Beginning Quarter -268.840 -3.45
Beginning Quarter2 157.922 4.57
Beginning Quarter3 -34.657 -5.73
Beginning Quarter4 2.539 6.99
Budget Constraints
Declining Balance 9.798 2.81
Open Balance 0.212 13.92
Open Balance2 (103) -0.010 -1.27
Customer Characteristics
Old Customer -16.027 -2.64
Telephone 28.389 1.53
Model Age -17.219 -8.53
Model Marital Status 19.634 3.58
Model Housing Tenure -20.908 -3.31
Percent African-American 0.359 3.55
Percent Over 65 Living Alone -2.013 -3.34
Percent Single Female HH 1.059 2.09
Selection Correction Terms
Selection Correction 59.953 10.27
Selection Correction * Exit in 2 -64.942 -15.62
Selection Correction * Exit in 3 -52.846 -10.38
Selection Correction * Exit in 4 -53.111 -9.16
Selection Correction * Exit in 5 -50.869 -7.32
Selection Correction * Exit in 6 -42.474 -4.72
Selection Correction * Exit in 7 -28.820 -2.36
















Percent Paid 0.161 1.864
Declining Balance 6.336 1.683
Open Balance 0.521 11.70
Open Balance2 (10-3) -0.005 -3.05
Trend * Open Balance -0.284 -7.156
Trend2 * Open Balance 0.044 6.563
Trend * Open Balance2 (10-3) 0.003 2.465
Customer Characteristics
Old Customer -15.35 -2.53
Telephone 31.866 1.71
Model Age -18.549 -9.22
Model Marital Status 21.820 3.97
Model Dwelling Unit Type -12.244 -1.55
Model Housing Tenure -11.146 -1.52
Percent African-American 0.349 3.45
Percent Over 65 Living Alone -1.964 -3.26
Percent Single Female HH 1.054 2.07
Conditional Expectation of τ∣i 6.088 1.91




Chapter 11 Discussion and Conclusion
The first results shared with the company included the fact that the selection correc­tion term is statistically significant and accounts for a substantial percentage of thepurchase amount. This implies that correcting for the bias in the error term due tothe simultaneous decisions to purchase and how much to purchase is important forboth scoring customers and forecasting total demand and revenue for a given promo­tion. The company employed in this analysis is aware of this finding, but is probablynot a good test case for this particular model.Another important finding for the company, and others in direct marketing, is thatlinear probability models ranked customers differently than logit models. Although this requires additional research, the impact of this finding will be fax-reaching -the vast majority of research in direct marketing employs OLS. Again, the companystudied is aware of a very preliminary execution of this test, but was not committedto performing any further analysis or testing in this area.From the duration models, we found that the number of catalogs and their timingimpact the propensity of a customer to purchase. This implies that various hypothet­ical catalog policies should be investigated further and tested in the market place.The practice of sending the same set of promotions to almost all customers is notnecessarily cost effective.The continuous models related to the duration models also provide insight into
148potential segmentation strategies. Direct marketers frequently segment their cus­tomers recency, frequency, and monetary value (RFM). It appears that past payment patterns and purchase patterns may be linked for some individuals. If the customerswho payoff their balances before purchasing another item can be identified, then thatattribute should be used in a segmentation scheme.There were also several difficulties in completing a dissertation project such asthis. The most basic problem is access to the data. While that was accomplished, inpart, the company was not as forthcoming regarding the data and their use of it as would have preferred. Although we selected the initial number of customers to extract (the 50,000 on May 1994), the number of data elements per customer per quarter is larger than originally anticipated - there are over 2200 variables per customer per quarter, in addition to the transaction (order detail and promotion detail) related data. This lead to difficulties in determining which of N similar data elements best represented various attributes, such as a customer’s income or age. Therefore, dueto the volume of data and its complexity, assumptions were made which may haveaffected the substantive results. For example, rather than determine which of a largenumber of income fields best describes the current household income, we used the “model” income as defined by the company. This income is an income bracket basedon a series of inquiries they program against many income-related fields. They were not willing to share the process of determining which income fields were “better” than others, resulting in our use of their summary income brackets.
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11.1 Future Research
Additional research should be completed on both direct marketing and duration modelareas. Related technical topics include extensions to continuous time, extensions to normal errors (i.e., probit models, multinomial probit, Gibbs sampling, etc.), model replacement and goodness of fit measures, and generalized correction structures be­tween time periods and between the discrete choice model and the continuous re­gression. In addition, because direct marketers typically use regression to score their customers, it is important to continue investigating when the differences in ranking occur between regressions and discrete choice models.There are also several areas of consumer response to direct marketing that shouldbe evaluated further. They include:
• Long-Run versus Short-Run Effects• Compulsive Buyers• Holiday-Only Buyers• Mail-Stream Management and Saturation• List Management Implications• Cohort Analysis• Customer Service Implications• Prediction of Frequency - Lifetime and Recent• Branded Goods versus Private Label
A more detailed outline of future work can be found in Appendix B.
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Appendix A Micro-level Data
A.l Introduction
This dissertation employs a unique dataset from one of the largest mail order firms inthe United States. Their business is comprised of several units, including “base” busi­ness,1 “new” business,1 2 joint ventures, an info-merical business, and periodically, a TV shopping channel. Within base business consumers are brought through a processwhich moves them from the “front-end” of the business to the “back-end.” Front-endcustomers are those that respond to single-item offers in several media, e. g., solos and newspaper adds. After a customer has successfully paid for progressively more expensive items on a time basis, they become “middle-end” customers. Followingadditional levels of success, a customer becomes a back-end customer. The list con­taining millions of back-end customers is the master list used in the segmentationprocess for any given maihng.The data extraction process for this analysis began with selecting 50,000 individ­uals who were active customers in May, 1994. The 50,000 customer accounts were randomly selected from the approximately thirteen million accounts active at that
1Base business consists of general merchandise promotions targeted to lower and middle income 
consumers. Items are offered for both a cash price, and under fixed-end credit terms from the 
company. In effect, the mail order company acts as a finance company for this group of customers.
2New business targets middle to upper income individuals, with offers of higher-end merchandise 
such as electronics and computers, and operating on a cash or credit card basis.
151time.3 The historical customer account records for the 50,000 customers were then extracted on a quarterly basis beginning in March of 1992. Refer to Table A.l for the number of active accounts by quarter. The increase in customers from March of 1992 to May of 1994 reflects additions to the list of active customers. The decrease from May of 1994 to June of 1995 is attributed to customers no longer being considered active, and hence, no longer receiving promotions. Since the purpose of this anal­ysis is to analyze the effects of promotions on customer behavior, the loss of those customers does not affect the analysis. In addition, occasionally a customer will be either in-active or non-promotable.4 These customers then leave the active customer list and will not re-appear until their account is cleared or they place another order.5
There are several types of data available for every customer. First, a current customer database record, with up to 2200 variables, is available for the beginning of every quarter. This file contains their credit applications, order summary information, payment histories, and other socioeconomic variables. The company’s information is
3The company retains information on approximately 30 million households in the United States. 
Of those, about 13 million are considered active - having ordered in the last four years. Once a week 
a series of large samples is drawn from this active population. There are both l-in-10 and l-in-100 
samples drawn for use in the marketing research department. The sample of 50,000 customers used 
in this analysis is a random sample from the l-in-10 random sample of active customers. The same 
50,000 customers were then extracted in thirteen week intervals prior to and after the initial sample. 
A total of thirteen quarters has been extracted, although this analysis only uses nine quarters of the 
data.
4 A consumer who is non-promotable will not receive future offers. In order to become non­
promotable a customer must not only be behind in their payments, but they must also have either 
not contacted customer service to renegotiate their payment schedule, or refused to do so when 
contacted by customer service. A customer may also become non-promotable if they are suspected 
of fraudulent activity or return items on a frequent basis.
5Refer to Table A.9, Independent Variable Means by Period, for the average number of promotions 
received by customer, given that they have not ordered in N periods. Note that even a customer 
who has not ordered in two years receives, on average, four catalogs in a quarter. Therefore, in 
order for a customer to become in-active from not ordering, and therefore cease to receive catalogs, 
a significant amount of time must have passed since their last order.
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Table A.l: Number of Customer Accounts by Quarter
QUARTER NUMBER OF CUSTOMER ACCOUNTSMarch 1992June 1992 September 1992 December 1992 March 1993June 1993 September 1993 December 1993 March 1994May 1994June 1994 September 1994 December 1994 March 1995June 1995
20,66621,73423,32825,22427,07629,72533,82839,50344,97150,00048,30843,26937,68733,35829,935
153supplemented by third party data collected by the firm. A second source of data is the file of actual customer orders. It contains a record for every product ordered by every customer for the period covered in the analysis. The third data source is the detailed promotion file, with one record per piece of promotional material sent to each customer during this time. A fourth source will be the customer service records for the 50,000 individuals. Brief descriptions of each data source are given below.
A.2 Current Customer Database
The customer database is actually a composite of many data files, each containing a single record per customer. All active customers eligible to receive promotions are included in the database. Since the database is an evolving company asset, the segments contained on the database vary over time. However, a number of segments exist for a majority of the quarters being analyzed. The frequency of a segment existing for a particular customer depends on its origin. The internal segments exist for every customer for every quarter. Some external, or third party, data is available for some, but not all, customers in select quarters. Below is a brief description of each major data segment within the customer database. An Entity Relationship Diagram for the company data is at the end of this appendix.
• Customer Attributes (internal) - in addition to customer name and address information, this segment contains summary order information such as the number of products ordered and returned, and the associated total dollars, by product class.
154• R. L. Polk (external) - includes select census data elements plus detailed in­formation on the number, body size, and market value of passenger cars andtrucks by residence. This data has been matched by address to customers.
• Promotion History (internal) - the number of promotions by type (solo, 8- prods, multi-mailers, catalogs, and multi-logs) by prior periods (1-7 months, 8-13 months, 14-25 months, 26-37 months, and 38-49 months).
• Composite Lifestyle (external) - contains age and sex information by household.Also includes marital status, length of residence, and dwelling unit type.
• Credit History (internal) - records a summary information on a customer’spayment history, including the number of days since last payment, the amount,their balance, and the number of days delinquent. In addition, statistics suchas the maximum, average for last six months, and number of occurrences of thepayments and delinquent amounts are tracked.
• 1990 Census of Population and Housing (external) - a third-party provides the matching process for adding STF3A data to each customer. The data is matched at the lowest feasible level based on available address information (for example, block or block group in an urban area).
• Names Master (internal) - contains indicators for list sources. Since the lists vary by quarter and are unidentified, it is of limited value for analysis.
• Birthday Club (internal) - the company offers ,Εee gifts” on a customer’s birth­day. This segment also records the names, sex, and ages of other members of
155the household, extended to include grandchildren.
• Survey (internal) - records the results of internal company surveys of its cus­tomers. Summary data regarding the number of surveys sent, returned, their type, and number of days to return, are recorded for each customer. In addition, detailed questions indicating levels of interest in various product categories arerecorded from the most recent survey.
• Preference Database (internal) - another source of company survey results, from select customers for specific surveys, such as first time buyer’s survey and a re­activation survey.
• Add-On (internal) - contains summary information on customer service out­bound calls to the customer. The offers include extended warranties for re­cently ordered/purchased electronics, furniture for the same, etc. A customer’s response statistics, including the number of sales/no sales and total minutes on the phone, by period, by quarter, by year, by weekday, by time of day, etc.
• Non Add-On (internal) - records information on other customer service out­bound calls. Offers include rebates, sweepstakes, duns cross in the mail, and other offers. Also includes the response statistics by type of offer, time period,etc.
• Inbound (internal) - statistics on when the customer calls the company. Sum­mary data on when they call (day of week, time of day, month, recency), how ma∏y are for orders, how long the phone calls are, etc., are maintained.
156• ACRC (internal) - contains credit extract information, including the open re­ceivable balance, days past due, and percent paid.
• Demographics (external) - contains the Donnelley 1980 census data.
• Middle-End (internal) - records first purchase information for middle-end cus­tomers, including the product class, price, and media. Summary statistics arealso kept on the number of orders placed, cancelled orders, and time as middle-end customer
One additional file by customer by quarter has been provided. It includes the model scores computed by the company for every customer. The values include customer age, household income, gender, presence of children, rent or own indicator,credit risk, return propensity, generic response code, Latino indicator, marital status, credit card ownership, and dwelling unit type. Many of these values are the valuegiven on customer’s credit application or returned on a survey. For unknown fields,a predicted value based on a regression against known customer attributes and those of other company customers is employed.
A.3 Order Detail
The order detail file contains one record for every product ordered, shipped, or can­celled by a customer. Although it does not contain detailed information on the premiums (free gifts) sent with an order, the number of such gifts is recorded. For the two year period beginning March 1, 1992, there were 298,148 items shipped to
157the customers being studied. This represents a smaller number of marketing orders,as shown in Table A.2.6
Table A.2: Marketing Orders by Quarter
NUMBER OFQUARTER MARKETING ORDERSMarch 1992 8369June 1992 9104September 1992 13962December 1992 10164March 1993 11567June 1993 13092September 1993 19434December 1993 13844
In addition to the product code, the order detail file contains the promotion asso­ciated with the order, a cash/credit indicator, a service/warranty indicator, shipping and handling charges (order level), finance charges (order level), information on days pending due to credit and inventory availability, an inbound telemarketing indicator, base price, and product family/department/group information.
A.4 Promotion Detail
Every piece of mail sent to every customer is tracked in a promotion detail file. It contains the sales project, side, and list for each piece of “junk mail.” The combination
6The order detail records have been aggregated to marketing orders, where a marketing order is 
the order as placed by the customer. A marketing order may be split into several shipping orders 
depending on product availability and size constraints.
158of these three fields identifies a unique offer. Also included on the file is the mail date, the media codes, the company code, and the advertising cost associated with this particular piece of mail. The first character of the media code identifies the media group, such as back-end, Birthday Club, a Thank You, re-activation, or a bangtail. The second digit represents the type, such as a solo (single product offer), an 8-prod (eight products mailed in a single envelope), a multi-mailer (up to 28 products mailed together), a catalog, or a multi-log. The total number of back-end promotions sent to the selected customers is given in Table A.3. In addition, the number and fraction of customers receiving the promotions are also given.
Table A.3: Promotions by Quarter
TYPE MAR92 JUN92 SEP92 DEC92 MAR93 JUN93 SEP93 DEC93
Total Number Sent
Solos 34386 13585 41413 20057 38820 10234 58663 47398
8-Prods 21922 28305 35411 28422 22713 38107 40746 28572
Multi-Mailers 30559 22417 40192 30155 41128 37813 47360 44953
Catalogs 147208 148875 194717 113279 174951 214209 313327 178619
Multi-logs 11050 12425 12937 22361 13963 13721 29662 17052
Number of Customers Receiving Each Type
No. of
Customers 20666 21734 23328 25224 27076 29725 33828 39503
Solos 13266 7890 14295 9595 13655 6998 16493 22925
8-Prods 10247 13912 12949 14839 12505 16349 15221 14397
Multi-Mailers 10765 9805 12127 11098 16656 17459 18603 19308
Catalogs 18482 18832 21033 21627 24336 26271 28619 29762
Multi-logs 10655 11985 12021 14189 13624 13621 17985 16930
Fraction of Customers Receiving Each Type
Solos 64.2 36.3 61.3 38.0 50.4 23.5 48.8 58.0
8-Prods 49.6 64.0 55.5 58.8 46.2 55.0 45.0 36.4
Multi-Mailers 52.1 45.1 52.0 44.0 61.5 58.7 55.0 48.9
Catalogs 89.4 86.6 90.2 85.7 89.9 88.4 84.6 75.3
Multi-logs 51.6 55.1 51.5 56.3 50.3 45.8 53.2 42.9
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A.5 Customer Service Detail
The Customer Service Detail file contains one record for every time the customer has contacted that department. The information includes the customer account number, the date, the method of contact (letter or phone call), and a reason code. There are approximately forty reason codes.(This information is currently being extracted by the company and will be trans­mitted as soon as possible.)
A.6 Dependent Variable Construction
A.6.1 Discrete/Continuous Model
The chapter on discrete/continuous model presents both a three-choice model and a nested model. Both employ the choices of being frequently purchasers, occasional pur­chasers, and not purchasing. The dependent variable in the discrete choice equation
is given by:
Choice = (// Order Count > 2) ∙ 3 +(1/ Order Count = 1) ∙ 2 +(1/ Order Count = 0) ∙ 1.
To compute the dependent variable for the continuous equation, the product price for each order detail line is aggregated to a dollars per marketing order. Then the dollars for each marketing order in the quarter are aggregated to total dollars per
160customer. Refer to Tables A.4 and A.5 for summary statistics related to the dependentvariables for a sample quarter, December 1993.
Table A.4: Discrete Choice - Frequency of Choices for December 1993
MODEL CHOICE NUMBER OF CASES PERCENTDichotomous Purchase 8145 20.9Do Not Purchase 30855 79.1Three Choice Purchase Multiple Times 2909 7.5Purchase Once 5236 13.4Do Not Purchase 30855 79.1Data source is the quarter beginning December, 1993.
Table A.5: Continuous - Mean Dollar Amounts by Choice for December 1993
AVERAGEMODEL CHOICE DOLLARSDichotomous Purchase $198.87Three Choice Purchase Multiple Times $329.88Purchase Once $126.09Data source is the quarter beginning December, 1993.
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A.6.2 Time Independent Duration Model
The three states in the duration model are exiting on an order, exiting on becoming non-promotable, and the continuation state. In a given period, an individual who has not previously exited and does not place an order and does not become non­promotable, continues to the next period. If the “last” period is reached without exiting, the individual is considered “censored.” Although the exact time of their next purchase is not known, or even if it occurs, it is known that they did not purchase for at least t periods. The majority of individuals exiting the model in the early periods exit by placing a subsequent order. However, the relatively large number of individuals becoming non-promotable within six months (two quarters) after placing an order should be noted. In addition, the proportion of individuals who never exit exceeds those who order again after five quarters. Refer to Table A.6 for the exitreasons by period.
Table A.6: Duration Model - Exit States by Period
NOTORDER PROMOTABLE NO EXITPeriod 1 6264 0 302Period 2 4284 947 391Period 3 1741 26 339Period 4 956 21 293Period 5 659 22 336Period 6 367 14 509Period 7 145 7 384Period 8 59 3 409
162It is necessary to establish a protocol for selecting the transition to study. This analysis employs the “most recent passage,” where the passage selected begins with an individual placing an order.7 In addition, we require than an individual is on the database for the duration of the passage. This restriction primarily applies to inactive consumers who are re-activated following a significant period during which they did not receive promotions. There is an additional complicating aspect of the discretetime intervals. An individual can simultaneously order and become non-promotablein a single period. To resolve this “aliasing” effect the protocol must prioritize the events. We have given ordering precedence over non-promotable, for the purposesof determining the exit period. However, this is reversed for the determination of the entry period. Given these requirements a discrete time/discrete choice model for estimating inter-purchase times can be built. Table A.6 gives the distribution of exitstates by period as identified by this protocol.A complication of the protocol which selects the “most recent passage” is thata decision must be made on selecting the consumers employed in the analysis. Oneoption is to choose those individuals who place one or more orders in a specifictime period and analyze their purchase patterns. The time periods selected shouldbe sufficiently long that a second event, either another purchase or becoming non­promotable, occurs for a large number of individuals. A second option is to select themost recent passage for all consumers where such a passage can be found, regardless of the timing of the initial order which began the passage. We have selected this
7Note that the requirement to begin a passage on an order may be generalized.
163option for the analysis. An advantage of this option is that it allows us to analyze the effect of absolute time, i.e., macro-economic trends and trends in consumer behavior, in addition to analyzing individual level behavior.The process for determining the value of an individual’s dependent variable, Le­the length of time between orders, begins with evaluating their purchase history. If an individual has places two or more orders, then the passage to be considered is the time between the second-to-last order and the last order. If an individual has only placed one order, then the passage selected begins with that order, and ends at the end of “time,” with the individual being considered a “censored” observation. The process becomes considerably more complicated if the individual has either become non-promotable, or has gone from a period of non-promotable to promotable. In this analysis we consider those cases where an individual orders, and at a later date become non-promotable. Because the process of moving from non-promotable back to promotable is extremely complicated, those individuals are not included in our analysis. The value of the dependent variable is then given by Yi = texit - tenter + 1. The censored variable is set to the exit reason codes given above.To illustrate this process several examples are given below. Let C,t represent the order count for consumer i in period t. Let S,∙t represent the status of consumer i in period t, where 1 = Promotable and 0 = Non-promotable. Let Q,∙t be an indicator representing whether consumer i is on the current customer database in period t. The protocol requires that a consumer is “processed” from the most recent period backwards. The first occurrence of either an order or becoming non-promotable is
«k164 ‰considered a potential exit. If in the backward search a second event is found, then the process is complete. If a second event is not found, then if the first occurrence is an order, it becomes the entry point and the consumer is considered “censored.” For example, in Figure A.l, Customer 1 placed three orders in period 4, is a promotable customer, and exists on the customer database. In this case she is considered to have “entered” and “exited” the model in period 4. Both the enter and exit columns have been filled in appropriately, and the censored variable set to 1 (recall that 1 is exit on order). The dependent variable, denoted LHS, is set to 1.
Figure A.l: Duration Model - Dependent Variable ConstructionPeriod 1 C,χSιQι Period 2 C2S2Q2 Period 31 Period 4 Dependent VariableC3S3Q3 C4S4Q4 Enter Exit Cense rLHSCustomer 1 211 Oil 111 311 4 4 1 1Customer 2 211 Oil 111 Oil 1 3 1 3Customer 3 Oil 111 Oil Oil 2 4 0 3Customer 4 Oil Oil Oil 111 4 4 0 1Customer 5 Oil 511 Oil Oil 2 2 1 1Customer 6 Oil 111 001 Oil 2 3 2 2Customer 7 111 111 111 111 7 8 1 2Customer 8 Oil 111 Oil 001 2 4 2 3
165A more complicated example is Customer 3. Note that this customer is consid­ered a promotable customer and exists on the database in all periods. Proceeding backwards from period 4, the first order is found in period 2. At this point this order is a potential exit reason. Going back to period 1, no additional orders are found. Therefore, the order in period 2 becomes the entry reason, and the customer is consid­ered “censored”. In yet another example, Customer 6 exits in period 3 for becoming non-promotable, and enters in period 2 with an order. The remaining customers in Figure A.l are provided as further illustration of the process.
A.7 Independent Variables
Table A.7 provides a definition for each independent variable employed in the analysis. Descriptive statistics (the mean, minimum, and maximum values) for the independent variables used in the discrete/continuous analysis are given in Table A.8. Table A.9shows the means of the independent variables used in the duration model, by period. Table A. 10 gives the values for the Model Age and Model Income brackets.
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Model Marital Status 
Model Children
Model Income
Model Dwelling Type 
Model Housing Tenure 
African-American
Latino-American
Profile Time As Customer Less Than One Year
Profile Time As Customer Greater Than Three Years
Months of March, April, and May
Months of September, October, and November
Months of December, January, and February
Month of Entry to the Model - Captures Level Effects 
Relative Month in Model - Captures Relative Effects
ARCG Remaining Receivable Balance (in 000’s)
ARCG Percent Paid for all Orders on Active A/R
Credit History 90 Day Declining Balance Counter
Number of Back-end Solos - Promotion Detail
Number of Back-end 8 Prods - Promotion Detail
Number of Back-end Catalogs - Promotion Detail
Profile Indicator for Presence of a Telephone
Profile Indicator for Rural Route Address
Profile Indicator for Residing in Apartment
Six Age Brackets
Married is “1", Otherwise “0”
Indicator for Presence of Children
Five Income Brackets
Multiple is “0”, Single is “1”
Rent is “0”, Own is “1”
% of Population Reporting African-American - 90 Census 




% of Households with Person 65+ Living Alone - 90 Census 
% of Households Headed by a Single Female -90 Census
167Table A.8: Discrete/Continuous Model Independent Variables
VARIABLE MEAN MINIMUM MAXIMUMNew Customer 0.31 0 1Old Customer 0.50 0 1Open Balance This Qtr 152.94 0.00 7,990.32Open Balance Last Qtr 110.79 0.00 3,723.65Percent Paid 30.85 0.00 100.00Declining Balance 0.48 0 3No. of Solos This Qtr 1.20 0 12No. of Solos Last Qtr 1.49 0 18No. of 8 Prods This Qtr 0.72 0 7No. of 8 Prods Last Qtr 1.03 0 9No. of Catalogs This Qtr 4.51 0 22No. of Catalogs Last Qtr 7.93 0 34Telephone 0.942 0 1Rural Route 0.083 0 1Apartment 0.069 0 1Model Age 3.22 1 6Model Marital Status 0.64 0 1Model Children 0.54 0 1Model Income 2.41 1 5Model Dwelling Type 0.80 0 1Model Housing Tenure 0.72 0 1African-American 15.44 0 99Latino-American 9.09 0 99Over 65/Live Alone 9.41 0 99Single Female Household 19.54 0 99
168Table A.9: Duration Model - Independent Variable Means by Period
PERIOD
VARIABLE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
New Customer 0.17 0.13 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Old Customer 0.59 0.62 0.70 n 75w* « 0.77 0.80 0.81 0.85
Spring 0.17 0.11 0.22 0.19 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fa∏ ∙ 0.36 0.27 0.32 0.19 0.33 0.30 0.56 0.00 .
Winter 0.26 0.39 0.29 0.34 0.18 0.36 0.44 1.00
Beginning Quarter 5.45 4.66 3.57 2.94 2.45 2.02 1.44 1.00
Open Balance (in $) 215.73 260.12 145.64 95.18 60.72 37.62 22.02 12.03
Percent Paid 43.39 40.92 52.66 46.3 43.47 38.42 28.88 17.54
Declining Balance 0.75 0.62 0.92 0.80 0.62 0.45 0.28 0.17
No. of Solos 2.23 1.93 1.46 1.01 1.03 0.75 0.94 1.13
No. of 8 Prods 1.80 1.55 1.23 0.96 0.87 0.87 0.62 0.39
No. of Catalogs 10.22 8.78 8.49 7.71 8.92 7.88 7.73 4.41
Telephone 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99
Rural Route 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.08
Apartment 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07
Model Age 3.43 3.48 3.62 3.67 3.71 3.76 3.76 3.87
Model Marital Status 0.61 0.62 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.69 0.69 0.69
Model Children 0.52 0.51 0.47 0.45 0.44 0.42 0.43 0.39
Model Income 2.35 2.32 2.48 2.61 2.70 2.80 2.87 2.93
Model Dwelling Type 0.79 0.80 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.81
Model Housing Tenure 0.68 0.69 0.75 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.79 0.82
African-American 15.52 14.85 13.85 13.76 13.20 13.32 13.83 13.74
Latino-American 9.34 9.27 8.99 8.74 8.40 8.22 8.68 8.27
Over 65/Live Alone 9.57 9.57 9.62 9.58 9.51 9.45 9.39 9.52
Single Female Household 19.58 19.47 19.40 19.28 19.20 19.24 19.30 19.29
169Table A. 10: Model Age and Model Income Brackets
VARIABLEModel Age 123456
less than 25 years old25 years old to less than 35 years old35 years old to less than 45 years old45 years old to less than 55 years old55 years old to less than 65 years old65 years old and olderModel Income 12345
up to $10,000 over $10,000 to $20,000 over $20,000 to $30,000 over $30,000 to $40,000over $40,000
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A.8 Duration Model Quarters
Based on the entry quarter and LHS for the duration model, the independent variablesfor an individual must be “shifted.” Refer to Figures A.2 and A.3 for a diagram of this shifting. In Figure A.2 the independent variables are aligned with physical quarters. However, in order to estimate the model, logical quarters must be constructed. There­fore, the “enter” period becomes the first logical period, and all subsequent physical quarters are also shifted. Refer to Figure A.3 for the resulting data structure.
Figure A.2: Duration Model - Physical Quarters
Enter Exit Censor∣LHS M92 J92 S92 D92 M92 393 S93 D93Customer 1 1 4 1 4 X∏ Xl2 Xl3 %14 Xl5 Xl6 X17 Xl8
Customer 2 6 7 2 2 X25 X27 x28
Customer 3 2 8 1 7 *31 Xu X33 X34 X35 χ36 X37 X38
Customer 4 4 8 0 5 *41 X42 X44 X45 X46 X47 X48
Customer 5 8 8 1 1 X5l X52 Xδ3 X54 X55 X56 X57 X58
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Figure A.3: Duration Model - Logical Quarters
Enter Exit Censor LHS 1 2 3 4 5 z*0 7 8Customer 1 1 4 1 4 Xll Xl2 Xl3 Xl4
Customer 2 6 7 2 2 X26
Customer 3 2 8 1 7 X32 X33 X34 X35 X37 X38
Customer 4 4 8 0 5 x44 X45 χ46 χ47 X48
Customer 5 8 8 1 1
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A.9 Data Overview
Figure A.4: Entity Relationship Diagram
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Appendix B Future Research with Additional
Data
Future work employing this dataset, and additional pieces collected since this anal­ysis was completed, include both technical and substantive efforts. In the area oftechnical analysis one step maximum likelihood functions could be derived for the durat/continuous models. In addition, the applicability of ordered probits should be investigated. There are also several generalizations related to the restrictions onthe correlation between periods and between the discrete choice and the continuousamount that could be researched. It would also be appropriate to study various mea­sures of goodness of fit using this particular dataset. Not only is it important to find models that predict reasonably well, but it is also important to know when to replace models in the direct marketing business.On the substantive issues related to direct marketing and marketing in general, this company could be used as a basis for studying the elasticity of purchase decisions. Current research has primarily focused on a limited set of grocery products and a few durables. The effect of advertising on price sensitivity, as reported by Krishnamurthi and Raj [33], should also be investigated. There are several price plans available in different promotions, each with different numbers of payments for the same item. Kamakura and Russell’s [27] probabilistic choice model for determining market seg-
174ments and their elasticity structures is another area for further research. Perhaps different catalogs could be published for different segments, or different promotion policies (i.e., frequency) could be established for each segment. Given a combination of future research on segmentation and what is already known, hypothetical mailing policies should be investigated. Predicted response rates under different policies could then be compared to their actual response rates, assuming that the company would be willing to test the policies.Since the cost data for each promotion is not available, any further analysis isrequired to assume constant cost. If a breakdown of the cost structure were available by component (e.g., paper, printing, packaging, postage, etc.), then the effect of adding additional pages or that of using heavier paper or better quality printingcould be addressed.This dataset is unique in that its set of customers is probably as close to being liquidity constrained as any group of customers. The process of becoming “non­promotable” and working oneself back to promotable by paying off late payments is interesting in itself. However, what may be of more interest is the estimation of a customer’s lifetime value given that they may cycle through bad debt several times during their life.In addition to the above mentioned areas of research, this analysis has left bothan in-sample and out-of-sample set of purchase data unused. The models developedfor the nine quarter period could be applied to the same customers for an additionalfour quarters, and also to additional customers in the nine quarters.
175Additional areas of future research for which data is available are outlined below.They include customer contact, pricing and cost issues, determining promotion sched­ules, order details such as which products are ordered together, and cohort analysis.
B.l Customer Contacts
From March of 1992 through June of 1995 the 50,000 customer in the dataset contactthe company a total of 77,795 times for reasons other than placing an order. Theavailable information includes their account number, the date, contact reason code,and contact source codes. Possible values for the later two are given in tables below. In addition to simply analyzing the frequency and nature of the calls, Schibrowsky and Lapidus [54] report guidelines for aggregating and analyzing complaints. Com­bined with the order information the customer contact information may also providevaluable insights into the frequency and pattern of purchases.
B.2 Pricing
There are several interesting aspects of pricing in direct marketing that are of interest. First, Kashyap [28] reported on price changes and found support for the concept of stick}’ prices in catalogs. Second, Mulhem and Leone [45] studied a multi-product approach to maximizing a store’s profit. This could be related to the merchandisingof “kits” and to the practice of dividing a general merchandise catalog into several
176





























Keying Error 55 Statement Request
Keying Error 56 Extension Request
Keying Error 57 Credit ∕ Collections
Keying Error 58 Return ∕ Not Satisfied
Return ∕ InstructionsKeying Error 59
Extension Request 60 Return ∕ Miscellaneous
Coupon Request 61 Keying Error
Request Statement 77 Keying Error
What’s my balance? 81 Product Warranty
Send Payment ∕ Balance Dispute 82 Item Order Taken
Finance Charge 83 Hang-up or Disconnect
Shipping and Handling 84 Prank
Tax 85 Item Referred to Customer Service
Payment ∕ Miscellaneous 88 Discount Coupon Handling
Backorder 89 Keying Error
MNR Shipped 90 Catalog Request
MNR. Unshipped 91 Marketing ∕ Miscellaneous
Delivery ∕ Miscellaneous 92 Price Cut
Phone Order ∕ MS40 93 Security Protection Plan
Unordered Merchandise 94 Financial Services
Order ∕ Miscellaneous 95 COA ∕ CON ∕ Telephone #
Insurance Questions 97 IVR Order
Missing Parts 98 Keying Error
Free Gift 99 Miscellaneous ∕ Other
Quality ∕ Value 
Defective
Wrong Size or Color
Table B.2: Contact Source Codes
CODE SOURCEC Correspondence D Phone (old )F InterfaceI ImageK Data EntryP Phone
177smaller, specialized catalogs. The process of determining which products to sell as a bundle with other products is central to this decision.Krishna [32] reports on the effects of deal knowledge on consumer purchase be­havior. In terms of this company, applying Krishna’s model to the analysis of end- of-season electronics purchases may yield some new information on price elasticitieswhen promotions are known.The data available for this analysis includes the products ordered by the 50,000customers, over a thirteen quarter period. For that time frame we also have the standard cost and the selling prices by start and end date pairs. For simplification this data could be aggregated to the product family.
B.3 Promotion Detail — Additional Information
Since many companies simply adjust their current year promotion schedule from that of last year, dropping unsuccessful promotions and adding new tests and créatives, it might be interesting to examine the sequence of promotions sent out by the company. The mail dates and quantities of each promotion for the time period under study isavailable.
B.4 Order Detail — Additional Information
The order fine level detail is available for this dataset. Every item ordered, and the free gifts, along with their prices, order dates, and ship dates are available. Although
178this data has been summarized for the purposes of the current analysis, future analysis could utilize the additional detail. Marketers have studied retail assortments (Betan­court [4] [5]), purchasing across categories (Blattberg [6]), perceived savings when purchasing bundled products (Yadav and Monroe [62] ) and inter-product demand (Duffy [13]). All of these concepts could be studied using this company’s data.
B.5 Cohort Analysis
Schmittlein, Morrison and Colombo [55] studied a financial institution and how they counted their active customers. Many consumer demand studies and the vast ma­jority of direct marketing studies employ cross-sections rather than time series data. Because this data is available for a relatively long period of time, an analysis of cus­tomer attrition would be appropriate. Cohorts who became back-end customers at the same time could be analyzed for the length of time they remain customers and compared to other cohorts.
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Appendix C Proof of Proposition 2
Dubin and McFadden [11] show that for conditional expectations of independentextreme value errors,
-logf>υ∙ if j = kE(‰fc∣¾(e) = 1) = -
(Pitk(l ~ Pitk} ) ∙ logP,t⅛ ∙ A if j ≠ k
where <5j∙(e) is an indicator for choice j and P* = Prob[<5j(e) = 1]. Making the appropriate substitutions we obtain:1:
E(eto∣Bi) = E(et∙o∣<5o(e) = 1) =-logProbBt ∙ λ E(ei0∣Bt-ι) = E(ei0∣<50(e) = 1) = -logProbBf-1 ∙ AE(el∙tl∣βt) = E(⅛1∣<51(e) = l). (C.l)
For the case of E(τ7,t∣Bt-ι) we note that eitk is independent of e^t~i')k so that the conditional expectation is zero. By substitution,
E(ei0∣βt) = — logQt∙A E(et∙0∣βt-ι) = -log<Qi-ι∙A E(ein∣Bt) = [Ri∕(l-βt)]∙logRt∙λ E(ettι ∣∙Sf-1) = θ
where Rt = Prob [i/o < Ut, Uι <Ut,..∙, Ut-ι < Ut].
lRefer to the Duration/Continuous Model - Theory Chapter for definitions of the random vari­
ables and events, including Bt and Qt-
180Thus, with further substitution, we obtain:
E(τ7rt∣Bt) = Λ(E(¾∣Bt) - E(ei0∣Bt))
= XR ∙ ([Rt∕(l - βt)] logBt +log<3t)E(‰∣Bt.1) = β(E(¾∣Bt.l) - E(ei0∣Bt.1)). = ΛB∙log<3t-ι
In addition,
E(τto∣Λ) XR ∙ logQi-1 - XR ■ ([Bt∕(l - Bt)]logBt + logQt)(l-Fltl)Pitllog<3t-ι - (1 - T⅛)([Ft∕(l ~ Ft)] logBt + logQt) 
Pitl
Qt-ι logQt-ι ~ Qt logQt ~ Qt[Rt∕(1 ~ Ft)] l°gPt
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